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PREFACE
In 1989 the Water Quality Task Group of the NepeanHawkesbury Catchment Management Council convened a
successful seminar and trade display on "Development and
Waterways". Restructuring of the' Catchment Management
Council Task Groups and movement of seminar organising
personnel to different professions has delayed printing
of these proceedings. However, the importance of
publication has remained undiminished.
Since 1989 the issues presented at this seminar have
remained highly relevant. These proceedings will remain
valuable in guiding the delib~rations of the soon to be
formed Catchment Management Trust and will form the basis
for classification of waters of the Nepean-Hawkesbury
River system by the N.S.W. Environmental Protection
Agency.
January 1992
Water Quality Task Group
NB:
Not all presentations are given in these proceedings
as some authors did not provide papers.
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INTRODUCTION
The Nepean - Hawkesbury River is a river under threat.
Of any catchment in Australia, the catchment of this
river system is experiencing the greatest amount of
development.
Because of this, the existing uses of the
waterway are being jeopardised.
In addition, because of
this urban development, future increasing demands for
recreation may also be jeopardised.

\

For development and existing and future uses of the
Nepean-Hawkesbury to co-exist, an extensive task of
information gathering, co-ordination and management
unfolds before us. As a first step, this seminar
attempts to determine who uses the river and what their
needs are. The objective is to make aware to the
authorities and communities involved in using and
protecting (parts of) the river system, the range of uses
and values that need protection.
Further on in time a
second step may be to determine the criteria necessary to
maintain these uses.

water Quality Task Group of the Nepean Hawkesbury
Catchment Management Council.
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SPEECH
BY THE HON DAVID HAY
MINISTER FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT
MINISTER FOR PLANNING
DEVELOPMENT AND WATERWAYS SEMINAR
TO BE HELD BY
THE NEPEAN-HAWKESBURY CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
AT THE CENTRAL COAST LEAGUES CLUB, GOSFORD,
9.30 A.M., WEDNESDAY, 8TH NOVEMBER 1989.

The quality of our waterways is understandably of enormous concern
to the community and to the Greiner government.
Sydney's Harbours, beaches and rivers, which are rightly of world
renown, have helped shape the style and feel of the city.
In the past most people looked mainly to the beaches and Sydney
Harbour for recreation and enjoyment.
But as the populations of western Sydney and the Central Coast
rapidly increase, greater attention is being given to the
Hawkesbury-Nepean River System.
The River
Sydney.

has

had a

long

association with

the development

of

From the earliest times of the settlement of the colony the
importance of its fertile floodplains was recognised and there was
extensive farming.
The need to plan the use of the river was also recognised.
For
example Governor Lachlan Macquarie in 1811 issued a proclamation
warning of the dangers of living in the floodplain and imploring
new residents to build their homes on high ground. Unfortunately
his warning was not always heeded.
There are now more pressures for using the river, the nature of the
river is better understood and the interaction between the river
and the often conflicting uses is becoming more important.
Pressure is building for grater use of the Hawkesbury-Nepean River
Valley for recreation and tourism, taking advantage of its natural
beauty.
The river and the valley are very important for the people of
Sydney.
It is a valuable habitat for plants and animals and contains many
important items of Aboriginal and European heritage.
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It has areas of agriculture and sand and gravel resources of great
economic value to the community.
The river provides water for many uses and supports commercial and
recreational fishing.
As Sydney has grown and developed the use of the river has changed.
We now expect it to perform often conflicting roles and face
increasing development pressures.
NEPEAN-HAWKESBURY CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT COUNCIL
It was in recognition of the developing pressures and the fact that
actions in one part of the river have repercussions remote from
those actions that the Nepean Hawkesbury Joint Councils River
Committee was established in 1983.
This committee comprised
representatives of eleven councils through which the river flowed
and was supported by advisors from a number government departments
and authorities which have an interest in the valley.
The Councils represented on the Committee are:
Gosford City
Hornsby Shire
Baulkham Hills Shire
Hawkesbury City
Blacktown City
Penrith City
Blue Mountains City
: Liverpool City
Camden Municipality, and
,Wollondilly Shire
i

The Joint Councils River Committee has recently reformed as the
Nepe~n
Hawkesbury Catchment Management Council and has been
restructured to more efficiently achieve the extensive set of
obje~tives it has set itself.
some of the activities of the Catchment Management Council to date
include:
commissioning the Hawkesbury-Nepean River Environmental
Management Study;
commissioning an Urban Runoff Research Project, which was
the
forerunner
to
the
State
Pollution Control
Commission's Pollution Control Manual for Urban Runoff;
holding a seminar on river bed and bank rehabilitation
and;
making a number of submissions on environmental studies,
plans etc including
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- the Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No 11 Penrith Lakes
- the Environmental Impact Statement for the proposed
Sand and Soil Extraction, Nepean River, Menangle
- the Sydney Regional Environmental Plan No 9 Extractive Industries;
- the Sydney Regional Environmental Plan, No 19
Rouse Hill Development Area; and
- the Nepean-Hawkesbury River Regional Environmental
Plan.
The Government recognises the important work which has been done
by this Committee to date and looks forward to further co-operation
with the committee in the future.
REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN
Earlier this year it was my pleasant duty to make the HawkesburyNepean River Regional Environmental Plan <Sydney REP No. 20).
This plan recognises the great importance of two linked themes
which have dominated recent consideration of the river:
water
quality and recreation.
The importance of the river system for tourism and for recreation
for a large part of the Sydney population has long been recognised
for example in the "Sydney Region Outline Plan" of 1968 and the
Sydney Metropolitan Strategy published last year.
The need to
reduce the conflicts between competing recreational uses has also
been recognised.
There is also a need to integrate recreation with the many other
competing uses of the river and to ensure that neither recreation
or other uses destroy those inherent environmental and scenic
qualities which make the river so important.
The REP aims:
to protect and promote the economy of the river valley;
to protect the significant vegetation
habitats of the river valley;
to protect
valley;

the

environmental

heritage

and
of

wildlife
the

river

to protect and enhance the scenic quality of the river
and the valley;
to regulate the future extraction of sand in and around
the river;
to ensure that any urban expansion takes place in an
environmentally sensi ti ve manner, taking into account
water quality; and
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to promote the principles of total catchment management
and provide a framework for more detailed planning by
local and State government authorities.
As you will recognise, the preparation of the plan with such a wide
variety of aims to be satisfied has been a long and detailed
undertaking, and involved the co-operation of a wide cross-section
of the community, Local Government and many State Government
Departments.
I would like to record my appreciation of the work done by the
Nepean-Hawkesbury Joint Councils River Committee (now Catchment
Management Council) in the preparation of plan.
The Plan is not the end.
It is a start.
It provides a single
framework which gives an overall direction for future, long-term
planning in the valley. A single frame work has now been created
to guide detailed planning to suit local areas (i.e. LEPs) and the
assessment of development applications.
It also recognises the
need for that planning to embrace the principles of Total Catchment
Management.
WATER QUALITY
One issue indentified in the REP as requ~r~ng specific attention
concerns the increasing amounts of urban runoff entering the river.
The population in the catchment area is expected to more than
double to 800,000 by the year 2000.
This emphasizes the importance of controlling sources of pollution.
The government has responded with strategies prepared by the SPCC
and the Water Board for managing the water quality of the river.
The strategy will see this quality maintained despite a predicted
trebling in sewage effluent discharges to the river by the year
2000.
Goals have been set to establish the highest quality of river water
quality.
This will demand the further control of both point and
non-point sources of pollution.
TOTAL CATCHMENT MANAGEMENT
The Catchment Management Council has now established a Total
Catchment Management Committee which is to develop a Total
Catchment Management plan for the region. Again I can assure the
Council that the TCM committee will have the Government' s full
support.
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I recognise this seminar is an important part of the process of
Total Catchment Management planning and will provide a good
opportunity for public involvement in the process. I look forward
to an interesting and lively discussion of the topics and am
confident that the end result will lead to better management of the
river system.
CONCLUSION
The Nepean-Hawkesbury River System has to be recognised as one of
Sydney's most valuable assets. The spirit of co-operation which
I see in the Nepean-Hawkesbury Catchment Management Council give
me great hope that it can and will be managed in such a way that
its value will be enhanced so that it can be enjoyed to the fullest
extent by this generation and many future generations.
I therefore have much pleasure in declaring this seminar open.
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COMMUNITY EXPECTATIONS - RECREATION

This paper dealswit'h community expect'atiohs of the recreat.i.onalex·perience
provided by waterways..

Perhaps the question which must be dealt ·w.1.'t·h cat ·the

outset is "Whatconstitu·te:s the "community'?"

Whose expectations .arewe

seeking to define?
The community could be ·defi·ned narrowly in terms ·of those who live 'on .and
around the waterway, .in .this case .the Hawkesbury, .and who ,might feel ·some
sense of 'proprietorship' by virtue of their proximity.

However, thi's vIew

tends to deny the realityofalltho.sewho .for year.s hav.e ;batltled .the
traffic to get to Pi ttwater, Gosford ,Brooklyn, 'BobbinHead ,'WisemanFerry
and Windsor each weekend.

More recently the 'Hawkesbury has .been.the f.ocus

of attention for tourist operators and developers seeking to entice
interstate and international visitor.sto cruise itstr.anquil waters in the
Lady Hawkesbury, to play golf along its banks or Riverside Oaks or to simply
wallow in the lap of luxury in the .scenic reach around Brooklyn.
Defining "the community" in terms of proximity ,therefore has little meaning .•
Rather, it needs to be defined in terms of current and potential users of
the Hawkesbury if the waterway 1sto be appropriately managed and community
expectations are to be met.

Inpa.rticular, i t needs to be viewed in the

context of its significance for metropolitan Sydney and :surrounds ,both as a
recreational resource and asa part of the- tourist attraction base.

Given

its location, it.s size and the variety of uses it accommodates along its
course it perhaps challenges Sydney Harbour as t.he mostsig.nificant
recreational waterway in the State.
Who are the Users?
Who ,then, are the current and potential users of the Hawkesbury?

Here we

are not so much concerned with where the people come from but with how they
actually use the waterway.

This latter criterion is far more useful and

relevant from a management perspective.

Meeting community expectations then

becomes a mat ter o.f recognising the necessary ·conditions for each of these
uses to provide a satisfying recreational experience for the ,participants.
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(

Management objectives should be directed to achieving or protecting these
conditions.
Sounds simple, doesn't it?

But a brief review of the variety of users of

the Hawkesbury reveals otherwise.
Broadly speaking there are two classes of recreational use of the
Hawkesbury:
1

Water-based activities, and

2

Land-based activities which "use" the waterway as a pleasant
environmental backdrop.

Water-based activities include:
a

swimming

b

fishing, from both boat and shore,

c

sailing, including boardsailing,

d

canoeing and kayaking,

e

rowing,

f

water-skiing,

g

pleasure cruising, including large scale commercial operations such as
the Lady Hawkesbury, and

h

power-boating and jet-skiing, for those who like to take in the scenic
environment at a somewhat faster pace!

Land based activities include:
a

picnics and barbecues,

b

bushwalking and other outdoor pursuits in the surrounding national
parks,

c

golfing, for those who need the presence of a large water body as an
incentive to curb their natural slice,

d

camping, and

e

resort development, for those whose idea of 'roughing it' is black and
white TV.
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The big question is whether all these uses and users can be accommodated
within the Hawkesbury.

Can we meet all the expectations and demands put

upon this substantial but ultimately limited waterway?
definite 'maybe'.

The answer is a

It depends largely on effective and co-operative

management of what is essentially a public good.

The management task is not

made any easier by the fact that the river traverses a large numb.er of local
jurisdictions as well as having a diverse range of State authorities
responsible for controlling different aspects of its use and devel?pment.
What Do the Users Expect?
Having identified the 'community' it is now necessary to discuss some of the
expectations they have with respect to waterways.

These could be regarded

as the 'necessary conditions for a satisfying recreational experience'
alluded to earlier in this paper.

Here we draw heavily on the findings of

the Port Hacking User Survey carried out by the Kuring-gai Centre for
Leisure and Tourism

Studies.~

At the risk of over-generalising, user expectations can be grouped under the
following headings:
1

Access

2
3
4

Safety
Quality/cleanliness of the water
Quiet enjoyment

5

Preserving the natural backdrop, and

6

Provision of complementary facilities.

1

Access
Access means different things to different groups of users. For those
involved in land-based activities, such as picnicking, and some waterbased activities, such as swimming and shore-line fishing, it simply
means providing a means of access, usually vehicular, to the
waterfront. For boat users it means providing adequate launching and
parking facilities.

In some cases restructuring access to certain

parts of the shore-line may be an appropriate measure - as a way of
14

providing relatively secluded recreational opportunities and thereby
diversifying the range.
One pOint of consensus for all day users in the Port Hacking study was
their opposition to the provision of marinas and overnight
accommodation on the waterway.

A possible concern here is that these

facilities may monopolise access to the shore-line in certain key
locations.

'Regular' users are somehow pushed out in favour of the

privileged few who can afford such facilities.

Whether this concern is

justified or not, there is a clesr perception that people have a right
of free access to a waterway such as the Hawkesbury and are willing to
fight vigorously for that right - as the proponents of the Brooklyn
Resort are discovering (although the issues extend beyond this).
2

Safety
Users expect to enjoy waterways in relative safety.
generally take three forms:

Safety hazards

those naturally present, those created by

the users' own behaviour and those created by other users.
The first is only partially controllable.

Some natural hazards can't

be removed or reduced without dramatically altering the environment.
If these become largely a matter of education and information so that
users are at least aware of risks and can act accordingly.
The second involves attempting to influence individual user's behaviour
so that they don't put themselves at risk.

Parallels can be drawn with

road safety programs where, if moral persuasion and education don't
work, measures such as compulsory seat belt wearing and random breath
tests become necessary.
The third form of hazard is perhaps the one with the most significant
management implications.

The greatest source of safety problems in the

Port Hacking study were found to be speeding boats, particularly in the
hands of youngsters.

They presented a hazard to both swimmers and more

leisurely boat users who were affected by the wash.
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This is a

particular concern in swimming areas where a high proportion of
waterway users are children.
This raises the notion that some uses, notably power-boating, waterskiing and jet-skiing, create significant hazards for other uses, and,
as such, that all possible uses can't be accommodated in the same area
at the same time. The expectations of some users for free and ready
access can't be met if the expectations of safety for other users are
to be satisfied.
3

Quality/Cleanliness of the Water
All user groups in the Port Hacking study indicated thst maintaining
the waterway in a clean, unpolluted state was a priority issue.

Other

waterway studies, eg Water Board study, have revealed similar findings.
The management implications of this are quite clear - potential sources
of pollution need to be controlled.
Sources of pollution fall into three categories:
i

land-based development in the waterways catchment area;

ii

water-based development such as the construction of marinas; and

iii

the activities of the water-based users.

The first two can hopefully be addressed by environmental planning
procedures, although we are playing 'catch-up' with some problems
created by past developments.

Some educational measures are

undoubtedly necessary to discourage the use of fertilisers,

for

example, by rural and residential land users in the catchment area.
The activities of water-based users which cause most concern are the
discharge, accidental or otherwise, of fuel and sewage effluent into
waterways. Power boats cause the added problem of stirring up the
bottom and creating turbid conditions in relatively shallow waterways.
Overnight stays on boats are obviously the main source of sewage
discharge problems, even in some enclosed marinas!
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Perhaps this

accounts for some of the opposition to marinas and overnight stays
evident in the Port Hacking study.
4

Quiet enjoyment
One of the main factors attracting people to waterways like the
Hawkesbury is the tranquil surroundings.

It represents an opportunity

to escape from the noise and hustle of the city where most of the users
live.
One of the main threats to the quiet enjoyment of this environment
comes from a source we have already discussed - power boats.

All

groups in the Port Hacking study indicated that speeding boats were a
significant annoyance and the main factor spoiling their enjoyment of
the area.
5

Preserving the Natural Backdrop
The surroundings of a waterway should also be visually attractive.
Obviously, if we look at the case of Sydney Harbour, this does not mean
that those surroundings have to be natural.

However, waterways such as

the Hawkesbury at least provide alternative settings to Sydney Harbour,
and the preservation of choice and diversity should be considered
desirable.
Significant findings from the Port Hacking study were that the natural
features of the area were the main attraction, especially for beach
users and picnickers, who also considered preservation of the natural
environment as more than the provision of facilities in the area.
6

Provision of Complementary Facilities
Despite this last finding, there was some acknowledged need in Port
Hacking for improved facilities from a variety of user groups.

Public

toilets seemed to be the main things required.

Obviously this is also

important for maintaining water quality.

Care should be taken,

however, to ensure that these facilities are not visually obtrusive.
17

Conclusions
If nothing else, the foregoing discussion should. have establis'l'led tha.t

managing waterways to meet the· expectations, of recreational. users' is not a
straightforward task.

At the very least management needs to recognise:;

1

the variety of potential recreational uses of a waterway;

2

the needs and expectations of each, user group;

3

the relative significance of each user group;. and

4

the potential for conflicts of inter,est be,tween the various user
groups.

The Hawkesbury at least provides a. diverse range of recreational
opportunities which means the majority of user expectations can be
accommodated.

However. achieving this will require a substantial co-

operative effort.
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COMMUNITY EXPECTATIONS: CONSERVATION
OF mE HAWKESBURY RIVER CORRIDOR

Jocelyn Powell
The Hawkesbury River Environment Protection Society
Spencer, NSW
INTRODUCTION

The Nepean-Hawkesbury River and its tributaries drain an area of 22,000 square kilometres
from its southern limit near Goulburn to the Blue Mountains and Wollemi National Park. The
river is one of the longest in eastern Australia and as the Hawkesbury, is navigable for some
120 km from Broken Bay up to the Windsor bridge, with nearly tOOo km of shoreline along
its banks and those of its tributaries and creeks.!n its run from the mountains to the sea it
passes through a region of striking natural beauty: quiet fannlands, mountainous bush
wilderness, high sandstone cliffs, and deep fiords close to the ocean. The area is rich with
evidence of Aboriginal culture and is strongly associated with the early days of European
settlement.
Today the Nepean-Hawkesbury catchment area provides high quality water for Sydney, and
much of the land is used for agriculture, proViding Sydney with fresh fruit, vegetables and
dairy products. The river is used for disposal of sewage effluent, and the upper reaches are
a source of sand and gravel for Sydney's building industry. The lower river and estuarine
areas are a major fishery supplying prawns, fish and large quantities of the famed Hawkesbury
oysters to the Sydney market.
The river from Windsor to Broken Bay is also a major recreational area and its greatest future
value probably lies in its potential for recreational purposes. The continuing growth of Sydney
has greatly increased the popularity of the region as a location for fishing, boating, waterskiing
and bushwalking. The lower reaches of the waterway prOVide some of the finest boating
waters in the world set amongst scenic landscapes. The rugged sandstone country through
which the river meanders is largely undisturbed and is a habitat for a rich fauna and flora.
Visitors often find it difficult to believe that Sydney city is only a few kilometres away.
The importance of conserving the scenic attractions of the river was recognized quite early
when Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park was created in 1894. More recently other parks and
nature reserves have been established to help protect the river and its environs, and there is
a growing acknowledgement by residents and visitors of the importance of preserving the
natural amenities and scenic qualities of the Hawkesbury.
However, with Sydney spreading rapidly even further to the north and west, the demands on
the river corridor will inevitably intensify and will threaten the very amenities which people
seek to enjoy. There is a very real need to recognize the priceless asset that the Hawkesbury
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is, to care for the river and to ensure that it remains unspoilt for the enjoyment of future
generations.
The future of the river
Over the past 40 years there has been a number of reports and studies on the future of the
region. In 1956 O. H. Wyndham, then President of the National Trust of Australia (N.S.W.),
stressed the need to conserve the Hawkesbury area and the urgency of doing so. He said
The whole future of the Hawkesbury lies with us today. By reasonable foresight
and careful planning, backed by the conditioning of public opinion, we may yet
save for the future generations what could prove to be this State's greatest tourist
asset ...
At that time the formation of a Hawkesbury River Advisory Council was proposed, that would
represent all sections of the community and work towards ensuring the preservation of the
scenic beauty of the river and balanced development within the river basin. (National Trust
of Australia (NSW), 1977).
In 1976 the National Trust organized a symposium "Planning the future of the Hawkesbury
River Valley" with its aim being "to examine the facts and review the options relating to the
future development of the Hawkesbury River Valley" and it was hoped that "positive
guidelines and recommendations for the future planning .... will emerge from our discussions"
<Parkinson 1977, p.l). And in 1983 the Trust issued their "Policy Paper on the HawkesburyNepean River Basin" and called for the preparation of a Regional Environment Plan (National
Trust of Australia (N.S.W.), 1983a).
In late 1983 the Joint Councils River Committee was set up, the first group to try to bring
together representatives of all authorities involved and to identify and attempt to work together
to resolve some of the major problems that existed. Since their formation they have had some
important studies carried out (including the Mitchell McCotter & Associates report (1984) and
"

the Camp Scott Furphy (1988) Urban Runoff Study), have organized some useful seminars and
become a valuable forum for the interchange of ideas between councils and government
departments.
Over the next few years also a number of other studies, prepared for or undertaken by various
governmental bodies (SPCC, DEP, Water Resources, Public Works - see reading list in the REP,
1989) considered various aspects of river resources and management (water quality, extractive
industries, water-based recreation, etc.) and some commented on the many problems and
conflicts in the use of the river that were developing. Few acknowledged, however, the degree
to which the Hawkesbury was becoming degraded - environmentally and scenically.
Six years later a Regional Environment Plan (REP) for the Hawkesbury-Nepean River has been
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prepared and "for the first time, provides an overall direction to future planning for the river
and its valley. The plan will enable people to enjoy the river while protecting the unique
character of the valley:' (REP, p.I). The plan is stated as representing "one stage in the
planning process. It will be strengthened and complemented through the ongoing work of
other state department agencies, local government and people in the community."(REP, p.l).
The plan considers the important issues of water quality, extraction, recreation and tourism,
land use, environmental heritage and scenic quality, and implementation of the plan.
For the local people and the community at large the plan is a most important and welcome
document - it provides a basis from which the many councils and governmental bodies
responsible for the future of the Hawkesbury can formulate more detailed plans to protect and
conserve the region. But what is also needed, and is of the utmost importance, is collaboration
between these various instrumentalities so that an effective plan of management can be
designed and implemented. It is only with effective management that results can be achieved.
Some of the most pressing problems to be tackled will be considered first, before discussing
further the need for an effective management scheme, and the need for community
participation in such a scheme.
PROTECTING SCENIC QUALITY
The beauty of the Hawkesbury River valley is acknowledged by all who visit it, but what are
its special characteristics? Some of the most striking attributes of the estuarine areas are: the
mountainous landscapes with bare rock-faces and high cliffs with large trees perched
precariously on the narrow platforms; the many spectacular waterfalls that appear after heavy
rain; the narrow, steep-sided valleys with dense forests and rocky creeks that run out onto
sandy beaches; and the unusual shapes and bright colours of the sandstone rock formations.
The lower river reaches are characterised by their dense, broad sweeps of mangroves that form
almost continuous stands for several kilometres on the shoreline, with high cliffs and steep
mountain slopes behind; and by the harmonious blending of the early fishing and holiday
settlements on the river banks and cleared lower slopes. These areas contrast greatly with the
more subdued landscapes of the upper reaches of the river above its confluence with the Colo
(and of the Macdonald and Colo Rivers themselves) with their broad grassy floodplain flats,
fresh water swamps, tree plantations, farming scenes and caravan and ski parks.

How are these areas being damaged?
Parts of the estuary and lower branches and creeks are being degraded by highly intrusive
housing developments (e.g. Cottage Point, Pittwaler) and marinas (Akuna Bay, Pittwater).
Along the lower river reaches there has been some clearance of mangroves and bank
vegetation; and in some areas highly intrusive buildings have been erected, such as the silos
near Gunderman Creek, and the large aircraft hangar at Greens, Gunderman. Near Wisemans
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Ferry and on many of the upper reaches caravans and unsightly shacks are built right on the
edge of the river bank. On the lower slopes in some areas large suburban-type housing
developments have been permitted, for example near Sackville. The upper slopes of .the
escarpment as well as the ridgetops are also sites for intrusive housing - large mansions, often
with inappropriate colours, are appearing in increasing numbers on the cliffs and slopes
immediately above the river on many of the reaches. A large quarry on the skyline ,above
Webbs Creek has destroyed the natural forested ridgeline there.
So how can these areas be protected?
In order to protect the natural landscapes of high scenic quality their component parts 'need

to be protected: riverbank and floodplain vegetation (saltmarshes, brackish and fresh water
swamps, she-oak, paperbark stands and swamp forests), and the open forests and woodlands
that occupy the slopes, ridges and plateaus.
Parts of the estuary and lower creeks are protected as national parks (Ku-ring-gai Chase,
Bouddi, Brisbane Water) and nature reserves (Muogamarra, Spectacle Island, Long Island) but
many others remain in private hands or as Crown Lands. Every effort should be made to
include vacant Crown Lands in adjacent national parks and reserves - proposals have been put
forward recently by the National Parks Association (see Lord & Wells, 1987) and the National
Trust of Australia (1983b) and by THREPS to the Nature Conservation Council, and some small
areas near Brooklyn have been transferred. With such action not only are scenic landscapes
preserved but broader and more continuous corridors are made available for the protection of
native flora and fauna. Areas of mangroves and estuarine vegetation are currently unprotected
and these need to be added to adjacent parks and reserves where possible.
These areas need to be protected also from inappropriate developments such as large marinas
and tourist resorts. This can only be done by local government zoning. There is an urgent need
for the councils responsible for the estuarine and lower river areas to look closely at their
plans and to rezone the areas of high scenic quality to ensure that they are protected. New
tourist accomodation should be appropriately sited outside of the river corridor so that it does
not destroy the local ambience. Buildings adjacent to the river should be set back from the
water's edge as far as possible and controls on size and colour should be enforced; at present
councils often only recommend or advise on these aspects and apparently have little power
to stop unsightly and incongruous developments right on the water's edge.
The escarpment also requires protection through zoning where possible. Set-backs for buildings
on ridges and plateau tops need to be increased so that buildings do not destroy natural ridgelines. Moreover, the use of appropriate colours and building materials could be enforced, so
that buildings blend in with their surroundings and cannot be seen from the water.
In the same way the high quality historic, cultural and agricultural landscapes of the upper

river reaches and tributaries need to be conserved. The REP draws attention to heritage items
and lists a number of these for protection. However, the list is by no means exhaustive and
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other sites need to be identified and protected through local government planning. Aboriginal
sites are many and varied throughout the region, with nearly 1000 listed by the NPWS. These
are protected under the NPWS Act but many remain unrecorded. Many of the early
agricultural landscapes have been degraded in recent years by intrusive and unattractive
recreational development on the river foreshores. Almost all of these areas are in private
ownership so protection of the scenic quality has to be through local council controls in the
form of appropriate building codes, set backs from the waters edge and screening of the
foreshores with appropriate vegetation. There is an urgent need to clean-up many of the
existing riverbank developments, especially caravan parks and ski gardens where rubber tyres
and large concrete slabs are used for flood protection, many of the banks are badly eroded,
foreshore vegetation is almost non-existent and rubbish is dumped in nearby gullies or bush.
Most of these areas need to be redeveloped in a more sympathetic way.
Suggesting that the local government authorities develop strict controls on size (particularly
height), materials used, location, colours and immediate surrounds for buildings being planned
at various sites along the river corridor may seem somewhat heavy-handed but it is the only
way that the scenic quality of the area can be protected. A publicity and educational
programme (similar to that developed for the tree preservation order and for urban bushland
protection) aimed at informing the public of the reasons for such restrictive regulations would
need to be undertaken. Many people already realize that protection of the scenic quality of the
Hawkesbury River corridor is fundamental to the character and the tourist potential of the
area, but it needs to be much more widely accepted that it is, in fact, the most valuable
resource of the area. Buildings that blend in with their surroundings are surely much more
acceptable to everyone than those that are incongruous and visually intrusive.
IMPROVING PUBLIC ACCESS AND TOURISM
Protecting the scenic quality of the area does not mean that it cannot be used by the public.
Better public access to the waterways is required and also improvements to the facilities
already available, and increased facilities. These include, for the estuary and lower river areas,
more picniC areas for day visitors, more day-boating facilities and improved landing-sites for
visiting boats. Camping areas are also needed, for both water-based holiday-makers and for
bushwalkers and motorists.
Upper river areas are dominated by water-skiing activities, with more passive recreational areas
limited to a few sites and at Cattai SRA. The REP mentions other areas suitable for
development as regional open space (Hope Farm, Half Moon Farm) and these have been
purchased recently; they are welcomed as they will prOVide much needed public recreational
areas above Wisemans Ferry. Restriction of water-skiing to specific zones of the upper river
would also help. Below Wisemans Ferry increased facilities within the national parks and
readier access to Milsons Island for day visits and overnight camping would ease pressure on
beaches and over-crowded areas such as Brooklyn.
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To improve access further, owners of existing riverbank recreational areas should be
encouraged to develop day-use facilities for visitors on a commercial basis. Local councils
should be active in acquiring suitable areas of waterfront land to provide picnic and camping
sites. Existing recreational reserves should be made more accessible by improvement of signposting and where appropriate provided with facilities for day-use.
The tourist potential of the region is currently somewhat restricted by a shortage of
accomodation. But this is not a major problem as recent studies have indicated that the
majority of visitors to the river are from the Sydney area rather than elsewhere, and this
situation is likely to continue for the foreseeable future. It is essential that any new provisions
be unobtrusive and make a minimal impact on the environment - they should be congruent
with the local scenery and landscapes. Moderate-sized· motels and self-catering accomodation
could be sited within existing villages to provide for longer-stay tourists. Also local farmers
and other residents could be encouraged to provide farmhouse holidays and overnight
accomodation.
Tours
Tourists must be welcomed to share and enjoy the characteristics that make the Hawkesbury
region unique - the natural scenery, the heritage, the character of the river itself. Few local
tours are currently available; historic excursions, bush walks and boat cruises could be
developed by the local community in association with tourist accomodation. At present river
ferries operate from Pittwater, Brooklyn, Berowra and Windsor and these enable many visitors
to enjoy the magnificent river scenery in a manner that has a minimal impact upon the
environment. But these visitors spend little if any time ashore - there is a need to provide
facilities at specific locations so that historic sites could be visited (e.g. Bar Island, Milson
Island, Ebenezer Church, Caddie Park) or short nature walks taken in the national parks. The
recently built wharf at Bobbin Head provides a popular stop for the ferries and other public
wharves should be similarly upgraded.
Cruise ships such as the Lady Hawkesbury provide international standard accomodation and
tours and are welcomed as they have little impact on the environment - they are much more
appropriate than are large self-contained land-based resorts for reasons discussed previously.
Whenever considering any future recreational and tourist development along the river corridor
its impact on the scenic quality of the river should be assessed and also any other effects that
it would have on local and regional environments. The protection of scenic quality should be
a paramount consideration.
IMPROVING WATER QUALITY
It is widely acknowledged that currently the quality of water in the Hawkesbury River is poor.
For much of the year ri ver flow is low

and the quali ty of the water is degraded by the
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quantity and low quality of the sewage effluent discharged from many points along the river.
During periods of wet weather and higher flow, runoff carrying pollutants from industrial,
urban and rural areas affects the water quality. The State Pollution Control Commission (SPCC)
and Water Board are developing strategies to improve the quality of the discharged effluent
by upgrading sewage treatment plants and also studying methods to improve the control of
more diffuse sources and runoff (SPCC, 1985; Camp Scott Furphy, 1988).

Such action is

appredated and hopefully will lead to improvements in overall water quality within a few
years.
There is a clear need to subject sewage to a treatment level that includes nutrient stripping
(phosphorus and nitrogen in particular) so that the water that reaches the river has no effect
on plant growth. Similarly, water from solid waste, toxic waste and other industrial waste
dumps needs to be treated to extract heavy metals, oils, adds etc. Runoff from such waste
deposits can be extremely harmful by affecting pH levels of the water as well as adding toxic
substances.
Problems of urban runoff will be greatly exacerbated by the planned large urban housing
developments near the upper reaches of the river. Suspended solids, organic matter and
nutrients comprise the runoff from urban areas. Attention has been focused recently on the
very real need to develop appropriate strategies to control such pollution - to use appropriately
designed (often site-specific) wet and dry detention ponds and basins, and to decrease nonporous surfaces in such areas, to attempt to reduce the quantity and improve the quality of
the water entering the river. Pollution from urban runoff can only be avoided by the
development and enforcement by government agendes and cundls of stringent regulations
designed to control waste at the time of development of new sites. For established urban areas,
the provision of a public awareness programme would help.
Currently some monitoring of water quality is undertaken - usually in response to specific
problems that have been reported. It would seem essential that a long-term monitoring
programme should be set up at various sites along the river, to provide base-line data and
records of changes.
Runoff from rural areas can be controlled to some extent by conservation of natural wetland
areas. A number of floodplain swamps have been drained or otherwise disturbed in the past,
the landholders being unaware of the value of such areas. Wetlands are of very considerable
economic and conservation value in that they minimize flood damage and erosion by retarding
flow and reducing the depth of floodwaters; act as a buffer zone, filtering runoff from
hillslopes, thereby helping to reduce sediment loads and pollutants entering the waterways;
contribute organic detritus to the food chain and recycle nutrients to the soil and adjacent
waters; provide feeding and breeding areas for wildlife, and provide refuges for stock, birds
and other wildlife during times of drought.
The value of wetlands in general has been underestimated. Surveys carried out for the REP
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have identified significant wetland areas and these are protected to some extent by. the EPA.
Act; they cannot be altered without both council and Department of Planning consent. It is·
recommended that some of the most significant sites be added to adjoining national. parks, DUt.
there are many others that also need protection. Councils are. urged to identify Significant and',
largely undisturbed wetlands in their areas and to protect them by appropriate zoning and;
other controls.
Riverbank erosion and the. need for revegetation
Bank erosion has been a problem since the first European settlers cut down the natural'
riverbank vegetation and allowed stock to have unrestricted access to. the river. But the·
problem has increased in recent years with the increase in the number of power boats used'
for waterskiing, and high-speed semi-planing cruisers visiting the river. The wash from' the
latter is high and steep and exerts tremendous erosionar force on the shoreline. Aboriginal
middens are being destroyed, mangroves and other fringing trees fall as their root systems are
undermined, and sandy banks are quickly eroded. This is a river-wid'e issue that. needs to· be
addressed - a no-wash zone for the river above· Brooklyn should' be introduced as a· matter
of urgency.
Revegetation of the riverbanks would reduce runoff and assist in bank stabilization. The first
call for such action dates back to 1803 when Governor King' issued a Government Order to
settlers directing them not to cut down trees or destroy them by "barking" within two rods
of the edge of the bank; and also earnestly recommended: to those that already had cleared
flood-prone land "to replant the banks with such binding plants and trees as they could
procure" (See Bladen, 1897). Such replanting should' be done with local native Australian plants
rather than exotic species. Willows, once thought to be valuable for bank stabilization and stock
feed, are in fact detrimental in that. they block waterways and' do not provide suitable habitats
for wildlife. She-oak or Casuarina species grow naturally in many. riverine areas, they are
nitrogen-fixers and also provide good timber for various purposes; they could be more widely
used for revegetation. A small number of landowners have recently commenced' riverbank
revegetation. Incentives should be provided to encourage this practice throughout the river
corridor.
Development on floodplains and floodways
The Regional Environment Plan states (REP,p. 9) that "development should be minimized on
flood prone land and should not be permitted in flood ways so as not to impede the movement
of floodwaters." However, development applications put forward recentl'y for areas near
Wisemans Ferry and Leets Vale indicate that both floodplain and flood way areas are being
threatened. Local knowledge of the effects· of major floods ( e.g. the 1978 flood swept away
both ferries and most of the caravans at Wisemans Ferry)

would~

suggest that. these areas

would be better left untouched. Any realignment or increases in. bank height at one point
would create problems both upstream and downstream of the site.
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Development of floodway and floodplain areas may also degrade the water quality. One
problem not addressed when excavation of large quantities of soil and re-building and realignment of the banks is proposed is the possible development of acid sulphate soils. Recent
studies overseas and in northern Australia have shown that many floodplain sediments have
high levels of iron sulphide or pyrite. These have accumulated in waterlogged soils that are
rich in organic matter and flushed with dissolved sulphate, usually from sea water. Mangrove
swamps and tidal brackish water swamps and marshes provide such suitable conditions. When
drained and exposed to the air the iron sulphide is oxidised to sulphuric acid; the soils then
are extremely acid and any water draining from them would be extremely toxic, likely to kill
fish and any other riverine or marine organisms. It is possible that such sediments are present,
buried below the topsoils of the flood ways and floodplains (having formed hundreds or even
thousands of years ago) up to the tidal limit of the Hawkesbury. Any proposed development
of these areas should not be considered before detailed soil surveys and analyses have been
undertaken.
Extraction
The immediate effects of extraction of sand and gravel from the river bed are well-known:
it removes shallows and attached aquatic plants and reduces stream turbulence; it increases
water turbidity and provides sites where nutrients concentrate and promote the growth of toxic
algae. The longer term and cumulative effects are less well known but it is clear that changes
in river flow and erosional patterns result in river widening through bank erosion and there
is often upstream intrusion of saline water (see papers in Water Quality Group, J.c.R.C, 1986).
The REP prohibits new extraction downstream of Wallacia Bridge and provides a list of issues
that are to be considered when councils prepare plans of management for specific areas or
guidelines for extractive industries.
REDUCING CONFLlcrs OF WATERWAY USE
Currently there are conflicts between users of the waterways, in particular between power
boating and more passive recreational activities such as canoeing, sailing, swimming and
bushwalking. High-speed power boats used for waterskiing dominate the river between
Wisemans Ferry and Windsor. Noise levels are frequently excessive, wash generation (and
noise) is almost continuous throughout daylight hours, and the safety of others using the
waterways (swimmers, canoeists, low-speed cruisers) is often at risk as MSB safety regu1ations
are rarely observed. There is damage to riverine vegetation, fish breeding grounds and nursery
areas near waterskiing parks.
With increases in housing along the upper river shores and slopes major conflicts between
residents and waterskiiers are likely to develop, especially if noise and safety regulations are
not strictly enforced. Moreover, tourists who visit the upper river for a quiet cruise are unlikely
to appreciate the noise and wash created by these activities. It is now time to consider whether

an activity such as waterskiing should be allowed to continue on the Hawkesbury waterway.
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The enjoyment of the activity of ~terskiing is In no way dependent upon it being undertaken
amid surroundings of outstanding scenic beauty: ail that is required is a suitable expanse of

water. The noise and ambient disturbance created by waterskiing is, however, grossly
incongruent with the enjoyment by others, both residents and visitors, of the tranquillity which
the Hawkesbury valley otherwise offers. Areas such as the Penrith Lakes are far more
appropriate venues for waterskiing than the Hawkesbury. Notice should be given that
waterskiing, aquaplaning and -power boat races will be prohibited on the river from the year
2000. That will allow the proprietors of ski-gardens plenty of opportunity to provide for a
variety of other activities more in keeping with the river's environment. This particular conflict
in use has been languishing in the "too hard basket" since the 1950s thus allowing the problem
to magnify each year. Even the REP stepped around it and simply recommended further
investigation and review (REP, p. 19). Conflicts of this kind, of which this one is a prominent
example, can only be resolved by an overall management authority with adequate powers as
individual councils could not act effectively on a unilateral basis.
Safety on the river
Fast, semi-planing cruisers are also causing problems on the river. Not only does the steep
high wash created by this type of vessel erode the river banks and damage Aboriginal sites
(shoreline middens) but it is exceedingly dangerous to other craft on the waterway. Such
washes can upset fishing dinghies and canoes and roll anchored boats decks-under upsetting
cooking utensils, smashing crockery and injuring people. Such craft must be considered as a
serious threat to the tourist industry; there are reports of family holiday groups on hire boats
being so alarmed by their unexpected encounters with large washes in sheltered waters that
they have cut their holiday short and returned home. House-boats, hire-cruisers and other lowspeed craft, and even the large tourist ferries have to slow down to avoid injuring passengers
when traversing such washes.
Some of the problems associated with waterskiing and with the semi-planing cruisers could
be overcome through an educational programme directed at making boat-owners more aware
of the effects of their actions on the environment. A more effective step would be to declare
the entire river a no-wash zone in order to conserve it and make it safe for all users. In the
immediate future it Is necessary to develop effective methods of enforcing the noise and MSB
safety regulations that alread y exist.
For safe and enjoyable water-based recreation the quality of the water must be high. The
general problem of poor water qUality has been discussed already; as well there are the more
local problems of pollution from septic tank sewage and runoff associated with the holiday
parks and settlements adjacent to beaches, parkland and swimming pools. More stringent
regulations need to be enforced by councils and governmental agencies for any future
developments or re-developments in these areas. Sewage discharge from cruisers and oil and
fuel spills from power boats add to the problem. These could be overcome by the introduction
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of sewage holding tanks in all new vessels, and the requirement to have trays fitted below
inboard engines so bilgewater is not contaminated. This would require the provision of pumpout facilities at marinas, ferry and hire-boat bases and also the upgrading of refuelling facilities. Such measures would require a substantial period of notice before their introduction.
DEVELOPING AN EFFECI1VE MANAGEMENT SCHEME

Implementation of the Regional Environment Plan
There is a need to study and implement the principles set down in the Regional Environment
Plan and to look beyond it - it is a starting point for more detailed planning, and for the
development of environmentally sound policies.

While the REP introduces strict planning
controls over extraction, and developments affecting heritage items and wetlands, it also, and
very importantly, identifies factors that must be taken into account when assessing
development applications, and also factors that must be considered during preparation of more
detailed plans. The REP states (p. 28) that implementation "will require the close co-operation
of state and local government and the community. This co-operation is crucial for the future
planning of the Hawkesbury-Nepean River and its valley."
If the Hawkesbury is recognized as an asset beyond price and its scenic quality its greatest

resource then it must be protected and conserved for the enjoyment of future generations.
Everyone who cares about the river must collaborate in this task and be prepared to make
compromises and concessions in order to gain what we all wish to achieve. There is nothing
new in stating this - most people would agree that something needs to be done and done as
a matter of urgency. Why has so little been achieved to date? It seems likely that just the
very large number of different bodies (11 Councils and 15 State Government departments) that
have had responsibility for the various aspects of managing the river has militated against
much co-ordinated planning or progress being achieVed.
What are the basic elements that are required for effective management? We believe that the
waterway should be viewed as a unit and planning should be applied COnsistently throughout
the region. Secondly, the planners need to secure close community involvement in the planning
and decision-making processes to provide detailed knowledge of particular areas and needs.
And finally, any authority or co-operative body responsible for management of the region
needs to have "real teeth", to be able to develop policies, to set priorites and to have adequate
funding and support to Implement their policies. All too often development plans are
considered in isolation - they are Site-Specific and their impact on the local environment only
is taken into account They must be assessed in the broader context of the river as a whOle,
and the cumulative effects of such ..developments on the entire river -environment ~n into
account.
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T"ta1· Catchment Manag~ment - is this the arunVer7
Anyone reading the paper by Stephen Lees (1989) in TCM in NSW - Is it Working? would
have to say no! His list of the requirements for success, 37 desiderata .ranging across five
complex areas of human activity, is so formidable that no sane person would attempt to satisfy
them. On the other hand we cannot continue with the past policy of do little or nothing - the
results of that are now obvious to everyone - especially to the swimmers at Bondi or
Wisemans Ferry! The main problems are now widely acknowledged, and in many cases the
technical solutions are well understood. What we seem unable to achieve is effective action and
this seems to be because of our collective failure to work together in a harmonious and
productive manner. We ni!edto agree between us to do the right thing. Many of the river's
problems arose from the ignorance of earlier generations: in order to solve them today we have
theknow1edge but seem to lack determination and a spirit of co-operatlon. Let us focus on a
small number of the criteria for success identified by Lees:
1. Focus on a small number of iSSUes, initially those with which fairly rapid progress can be
made. The prohibition of TBT in anti-fouling paints is a good example of what can be done
quickly. Other examples of issues that could be addressed promptly include: reduction in boat
wash effects; revegetation of river banks; screening of riverbank structures.
2. Have a small executive group, with relevant expertise and community representation in

reasonable balance, planning and directing each of these tasks.
3. Develop community consultation through information and educational programmes that focus

sharply on the issue.
4. Have adequate funding and support so that any,project can be concluded within a relatively

short time, say not more than two years. This does not mean, for example, that bank revegetation will have been completed within two years, but that the means of achieving this
will have been worked out and set in motion.
This suggests. that there should be, a regional TCM committee which is responsible for overall
policy, identification of priorities, fund raising and Implementation. This would then establish

a number of working groups to get to grips with the most urgent problems and achieve results
quickly. The members of any working group may not need to include anyone from the
regional committee. The working groups would enlists community expertise and support and
be able to call on the expertise of council and governmental bodies when required. In the
following year other groups would be established to tackle the next set of problems, and so
on.

In 1989 the Joint Councils River .Committee changed its name to the Nepean-Hawkesbury
Catchment Management Council and began implementation of a Total Catchment Management
policy. They have now set up a TCM committee, a community advisory committee and a series
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of technical sub-committees.
Where do we go &om here?
FIrSt we must face the painfully obvious fact that very little has been achieved over the past
50 years to protect the environmental values of the Hawkesbury region. The record of many
of those responsible for caring for the river has been woeful. As was suggested earlier, part
of the explanation for this lies in the large number of bodies Involved In the management of
the river corridor and their collective failure to develop appropriate management policies. The
remainder of the explanation lies in the lack of community involvement in the activities of
these bodies: only the councils could be said to represent community opinion but they are only
held to account on election day. Fifty, even fifteen years ago, there was little public awareness
of, or concern for, the Importance of implementing environmentally sound policies. ThIs
situation has now changed to a remarkable degree and the community has shown that it is
no longer prepared to tolerate masterly inactivity while: the environment is progressively
degraded.
The implications of this are profound for current moves towards more effective management
of the Hawkesbury. If bodies such as the NHCMC are to have any hope of success community
group representatives must be involved in substantial proportions at all levels of operation.
This will achieve a number of results essential for success. First, a sense on the part of the
community that they are involved in the identification of problems and the formulation' of
solutions. Second, the eliciting from the community of support for appropriate action. Third,
the tapping of local knowledge and reserves of expertise. Fourthly, the exertion of continuous
community pressure upon councils and state instrumentalities for action to achieve widely
acknowledged goals. All of this has been lacking in the past.
Community representation should be drawn from the many groups and individuals who share
a concern to implement the broad objectives of the REP. It would clearly run counter to the
whole thrust of the REP to appoint to the management structure persons who do not shiue
this concern. To do so would build in from the beginning those very conflicts of interests: that
have led to a lack of action in the past. What is required now is collaborative action, within
the broad framework of the REP, to spell out and implement detailed plans for the.prb~on
of the river.
:.
.
Currently individual councils appear to be doing little beyond meeting their obligations to take
account of the "heads of consideration" set out in the REP. It is essential to move quickly
beyond this to the finer details of p1anning the future of the river. The NHCMC offers an
opportunity to do this but it will have no likelihood of success unless there is very substantial
community involvement in its activities and decision-making. Everyone familiar with the
Hawkesbury knows. that time is running out. By the endof the century there will not be .very
much of value remaining to manage.
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the need to educate the oommunity. This has largely been

achieved through default, that is, by people becoming aware of what Is happening around
them. The next task is to involve the oommunity in doing something about it.
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COMMUNITY BXPECTATIOHS - HOUSIBG
Although the progrQQ amys my topic is community expectations
of housing, the organisers have asked me to speak on the
background to the developoent of new housing, the factors
which determine the new housing areas developed. That is
easier and quicker than talking about cODaunity
expectations, but drier and less interesting. I will also
talk about one new housing area - the Rouse Hill develop.ent
area - and its relationship to the Ra~kesbury River.
The need for nev housing is deterBined by the balance of a
number of factors which tend to come in pairs.
The overall balance is obviously between population and
housing stock. Sydney'S population is expected to grow by
about 3/4 aillion over the next 20 year or so - a little
less than a generation - and housing will need to provide
for those people.
Population increase is deteroined by natural increase
(blrths over deaths) and net aigration (arrivals over
departures froa Sydney - this includes both internal or
national, and external or international).
The current housing stoch 1s reduced by net losses through
demolition or change to another use, and by a vacancy rate
which usually exists.
What links the population and the housing stock ls the
number of households. ~his is vhat really deter.ines the
need for new housing stock. ?he nuober of households ls the
population divided by the average occupancy of dwellings.
Now the average occupancy rQte - the average household slze
- has been reducing for guite soce tice. This is because
there are more aged people who live longer, people leave the
family home earlier, there are Dora single parent fam11ies,More
couples without children and Dora s1ngle people of all ages.
So the number of households has increased faster than the
population has.
This trend to scaller households is expected to cont1nue,
although lt will be affected by econonic conditions. There
are also some counter influences - unrelated people who
share housing, and extended fanilies uho live in the saae
house.
New housing is provided in na~ release areas on Sydney'S
fringe and in urban consolidation develop&ents wlthin the
existing urban area. It is estimated that in a Sydney of
4 1/2 million in about 20 years' tine, there will need to be
588,000 new dwellings over the nu~ber in 1986. Urban
consolldat10n targets are for 9,000 d~el11ngs per year so,
after making allowances for a nugber of other factors,
housing in new urban areas ~11l need to provide between
323,000 and 358,000 nev d~e!lings over 20 years. These are
catered for in the Urban Development Program wbich 1s a
rolling 5-year prograB)~' reviewed every year.
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Now I want to describe so.e of the planning for one new
urban area within a sensit1ve river catchment - the Rouse
H1ll develop.ent area wh1ch drains into the Hawkesbury
R1ver. Th1s area l1es between Castle H1ll and Quakers H1ll
in the south and Vineyard in the north. It will produce its
f1rst houses 1n 1992 and prov1de for nearly a 1/4 .1ll10n
people over 25 to 30 years - that is nearly another
Canberra.
The Rouse H1ll develop.ent applicat10n w1ll be expensive to
develop because there 1s no excess capac1ty in ex1st1ng
physical or soc1al serv1ces. These will all have to be
provided co.pletely afresh. At present the area has mostly
rural develop.ent and 1t dra1ns into the Hawkesbury River.
Urban1s1ng tbe catcb.ent will 1ncrease runoff ~ecause less
water w1ll be absorbe~and will introduce new pollutants
1nto the dra1nage water. Large dra1nage reserves, retention
ponds and cleaning devices w1ll be needed to prevent
flood1ng and pollut1ng areas downstreaa. Large areas of
drainage channel planted with bullrushes .ay be needed to
clean the water.
There is an 1.portant relat10nship between tbe housing areas
and the dra1nage areas. Along w1th all new urban areas,
tb1s area a1.s to acbieve at least 10 dwellings per gross
hectare (gross 1ncludes hous1ng and all otber uses in a
residential area) Current urban release areas yield closer
to 8 tban to 9 dwell1ngs per gross bectare, so a proport10n
of .ed1u. density housing will be necessary to achieve 10
dwell1ngs per bectare.
The .ediu. density hous1ng will increase the hard surfaces
and runoff/and require larger dra1nage reserves. Th1s w1ll
require increased densities to retain housing yields and
developers' profits.
I hope this has not been too dry and bor1ng. The main point
I want to leave you with 1s tb1s: unless so.eth1ng
co.pletely unexpected happens, Sydney'S populations will
keep grow1ng and there w1l1 be a cont1nu1ng need for new
urban areas. We must try to plan thea to be pleasant,
eff1c1ent, and to bave an acceptably low 1.pact on the
natural environ.ent.
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SUMMARY OF ISSUES COVERED ON BRISBANE WATER BOAT CRUISE
Throughout the boat trip the captain gave a continual
commentary on a variety of historical and parochial events.
In particular he commented on:
•
•
•
•
•

Oyster leases and how, in his opinion, they were
contributing to the sediment accumulation problem.
The creation of Islands within the Waters and how
they were not shown on the historical maps of the
area. eg Pelican and Riley's Island.
The narrowing of tha navigation channels and how their
shallowing was excluding him from spots he used to
visit.
Changes in the scale 0nd design of development in and
around the shoreline.
Shoalling in and ~round the entrance to Brisbane Waters
and how the careful construction of the right
structures could reduce eand movement and encourage
more boat access.

OTHER ISSUES DISCUSSED IN RELATION TO THE AREA
•
The scenic and aesthetic attributes of the area as seen
from the water and how the Coastal Open Space System was
designed to protect and enhance those attributes.
•
The protection of 33 wetland areas in the Brisbane Water
area under the provisions of State Environmental Planning
Policy No. 14
•
The presence of approximately 21,500 people living at or
below the 1 in 100 year flood level.
•
The importance of the Open Space System for the
conservation of flora and fauna.
•
The need for Total Catchment Management for the 110 km 2
catchment of the Watsrs.
•
The continuity of the Open Space System with the
National Parks in the Area and the conservation values each
system supported.
•
The plan by the Council to undertake more detailed
studies of all wetlands within the City.
•
The need for appropriate building and development
controls.
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WATERWAYS AND FISHERIES
Jenny Burchmore
Division of Fisheries
NSW Agriculture & Fisheries
PO Box K220, Hayuarket NSW 2000
This paper will concentrate on two main themes:
1.

How fishing activities can affect waterways; and

2.

How development in waterways can affect fisheries.

The discussion will not be confined to the Nepean-Hawkesbury system and
freshwater, estuarine and marine aquatic systems will be discussed in general.
1.

HOff FISHING ACTIVITIES CAN AFFECT ffATERffAYS

1.1

Exploitation of a Natural Resource

The first and most obvious impact of fishing activities is that they involve
the exploitation of a natural resource. However this resource, if given
sufficient protection and suitable management, is a constantly renewable
resource with an infinite economic value to the community. It is a resource
which has been historically regarded as a comaon property resource, available
virtually free to all who wish to use it.
In New South Wales there are both commercial and recreational fishermen
exploiting this resource. Fishing activities in the freshwater rivers and
streams of New South Wales are now largely confined to recreational fishermen
as no new commercial freshwater licences are being issued.
However, in
estuarine and marine systems there are both commercial and recreational
fishermen who are generally competing for the same natural resource. It is
also important to note that the commercial fishing industry is one of the few
primary industries that exploits wild stocks of animals and the industry
therefore has unique management problems.
In New South Wales it has been estimated that about $400 million annually is
spent by recreational anglers and the commercial fishing industry is now worth
at least $150 million as unprocessed product alone. This latter figure would
be substantially higher if such things as boats and equipment were taken into
account.
There are only 192 native freshwater fish species
and a signi ficant proportion (approximately 30%)
threatened or endangered and stocks of freshwater
makes native freshwater fish much more vulnerable

in the whole of Australia
of these are in some way
fish are declining. This
to overfishing.

Estuarine fish populations are very diverse - the Australian Museum has
recorded 580 fish species from the Sydney estuary - even though only about 200
species are commonly targeted by fishermen. Nevertheless, there are now fears
that many estuarine and marine stocks are declining and there has been a
complete collapse of some fisheries.
Recent research by the
recreational fishermen
resource, despite their
many estuaries there
recreational fishermen

Fisheries Research Institute (FRI) has shown that
take a significant portion of the estuarine fish
low individual catch rates (R West pers. comm.). In
is an on-going conflict between commercial and
with both parties alleging that the other is
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responsible for the depletion of the fish stocks.
In an attempt to resolve this conflict FRI is conducting a five year research
study in the northern rivers area aimed at answering the following questions:
i.

Have total fish catches declined or has increasing fishing pressure
merely resulted in a lower catch rate per unit effort?

ii.

Is the perceived decline in total catch due to increased fishing
pressure (commercial and/or recreational) or due to other factors such
as habitat degradation?

The results of this study wi 11 hopefully answer some of the difficult
fisheries management problems which occur in our estuaries, including
recreational and commercial conflict.
1.2

Boating Activities

Of course, fishing activities can have other impacts on waterways but these
are generally related to the fact that fishing usually involves various
boating activities. Therefore, such things as contamination by TBT antifouling paints (which can cause mutations and reduce growth rates in marine
life), oil spills, damage to seagrasses from outboards and swinging moorings,
etc can all be regarded as consequences of boating, but not necessarily of
fishing activities per se.
1.3

Other Activities

Fishing techniques vary according to target species but generally involve
seine netting (hauling), gill netting (meshing), trawling, trapping, trolling,
handlining and spearfishing.
These latter three methods are those most
commonly used by recreational fishermen. There is little evidence to suggest
that such things as trawling permanently damage substrates.
The presence of the oyster industry is also regarded by some as an alienation
of estuarine waterways, but oyster leases certainly increase the productivity
of our estuaries and provide additional shelter, and in some cases food for
many species of fish. The oyster industry is worth over $35 million per year
and it is a non-polluting industry compared to many others.
2.

HOff DEVELOPNENT IN ffATERffAYS CAN AFFECT FISHERIES

The Department of Primary Industry in Queensland recently carried out a survey
of commercial fishermen to determine what they considered should be that
State's highest fisheries research priorities. These fishermen placed habitat
protection and management as their number one priority. This is a perceptive
choice, because it recognises the fact that no matter how much you restrict
and regulate a fishery by such things as catch quotas, bag limits, minimum
legal lengths, closed seasons or times, fishing gear selectivity or licence
limitation, it will all be in vain if adequate fish are not recruiting to the
fishery because their nursery, feeding or shelter areas have been destroyed
or are uninhabitable due to contaminants or poor water quality.
Habitat
protection and management therefore is one of the most straightforward and
valuable fishery management tools at our disposal to help minimise the adverse
impacts of various developments in waterways.
It is fairly obvious that any activity in a waterway has the potential to
affect fish and the habitats they rely upon for food, shelter and nursery
areas. The following is a brief summary of:
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1.

the most important aquatic habitats for fish;

ii.

fisheries objectives in habitat management;

iii.

activities and developments which impact most severely on fish;

iv.

relevant sections of the Fisheries and Oyster Farms Act (FOFA) which
regulate development in waterways in some way.

and protecting fish and fish habitats from the adverse impacts of
development is difficult because waterways are a continuum in the sense that
an activity in part of a waterway can have effects a distant from the source.
This is in contrast to terrestrial ecosystems which can be easily protected
by reservation and/or zoning schemes.
~anaging

2.1

I.portant Aquatic Habitats for Fish

The following are some of the most important estuarine and freshwater habitats
for fish and, unfortunately, those under the most immediate threat. These
areas require the most stringent protective measures if healthy fish resources
are to survive in perpetuity.
i.

Wetlands

These systems contribute to aquatic foodchains, remove excess nutrients and
silt from upland runoff and act as buffers between the waterways and
agricultural and urban developments.
They also act as natural flood
mitigation devices.
In addition, freshwater wetlands and inundated floodplains are very necessary
for the successful spawning and successful recrui tment of many freshwater fish
species such as Murray cod, silver perch and golden perch.
Freshwater
wetlands need to be recharged with water every two to three years, but
permanent inundation is not desirable and results in loss of productivity.
i i.

Mangroves

These trees provide organic detritus at the bottom of the food chain, and
shelter for many aquatic organisms including fish. The juveni les of many
species of recreationally and commercially important fish.
They also
stabilise foreshores and act as silt baffles and nutrient sinks, thus helping
to maintain water quality.
iii.

Seagrasses and Freshwater Macrophytes

Th,ese plants are important sources of organic detritus, and they also
stabilise sediments and act as silt buffers. They are particularly important
in providing nursery, feeding and in some cases, spawning areas for fish and
other aquatic organisms. Freshwater macrophytes can also provide shelter and·
migration corridors for native fish species.
iv.

Riparian and Foreshore Vegetation

Riparian or foreshore vegetation is very important as it stabilises banks, and
stops erosion and subsequent siltation.
Overhanging trees provide, either
directly or indirectly, food and breeding sites for fish, especially in
freshwater.
Rivers with well-developed riparian vegetation have a higher
productivity than those devoid of trees along their banks. Native trees are
preferred to exotic species such as willows which can rapidly choke channels
and are deciduous, disrupting the natural detrital food chains.
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In addition to these special habitats it is important to maintain the
di versi ty of habitats in any aquatic system. Therefore different areas of deep
and shallow mud and sand and rocky reefs all provide essential habitats for
different fish species. Within freshwater systems it is important to maintain
the balance between pools and riffles and ensure that substrates are silt
free. Deep holes are often needed as refuge areas during periods of prolonged
drought.
2.2

The Objectives of Fisheries Habitat Manageaent

i.

Wetlands and mangrove areas should be preserved in their natural state
and protected through zonings and regulations.

ii.

Well-marked foreshore or riparian reserves at least 30m wide, with
preservation of natural features and vegetation, should be set up.

iii.

Existing public access to and along waterways should be maintained or,
if possible, increased.

iv.

Recognised fishing grounds should not be alienated by foreshore or
subtidal structures.

v.

Commercial and recreational fishing and the oyster farming industry
should not be disadvantaged by any development or activity.

vi.

Pollution of waterways must be minimised. The provisions of the Clean
Waters Act must be adhered to at all times.

vii.

Activities or developments should not restrict the tidal exchange or
block fish passage.

viii. Habitats of rare or endangered freshwater fish should be afforded extra
protection.
ix.

Exotic fish species shall not be introduced into any waterways without
the permission of the Minister for Agriculture and Rural Affairs.

x.

An adequate supply of water should be provided to fulfil the instream
needs of freshwater fish, and the aquatic ecosystems they depend upon.

xi.

Environmental compensation should be an integral part of the planning
process.

xii.

Habitat restoration should be practised whenever the opportunity exists
for repairing past environmental damage.

2.3

Acti vi ties and Developments Affecting Estuarine and Freshwater Fisheries

The following is a brief summary of activities and guidelines as discussed in
the Estuarine and Freshwater Habitat Management Guidelines issued by the
Division of Fisheries.
i.

Reclamation. Dredging and Extractive Industries

•

Reclamation is the most damaging type of activity associated with
foreshore development as it often results in productive estuarine
habitats such as mangroves and seagrass beds being totally destroyed.
Reclamation can reduce the tidal prism which can in turn lead to the
alteration of the salinity regime and deterioration of water quality.
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•

Dredging (and extracti ve industries) can destroy seagrass and macrophyte
beds and cause turbidity and sedimentation. Deep holes and channels
which can be created can become stagnant and affect current patterns.
Contaminated sediments can be resuspended.

•

Dredging can, however, if properly carried out, increase the tidal
prism, thus enhancing water circulation and helping navigation.

Guidelines
•

Reclamation is only usually allowed if it is required in the public
interest.

•

Dredging is generally allowed in areas of rapid accretion and barren
sand but discouraged if mangroves, seagrass or other important fish
nursery or breeding areas (such as freshwater gravel beds) are likely
to be adversely affected.

•

Buffer zones of 50. 30 and 10 metres should be maintained around oyster
leases. seagrass and macrophyte beds and mangrove stands, respectively.

•

Settlement ponds adjacent to waterway should be constructed above MHWM
to ensure that entrained si 1t is not returned to the waterway at
MLWM.

•

Dredging in shallow areas should not exceed 2m at MLWM in order to
facilitate mixing and to ensure that the substrate remains in the
euphotic zone.

ii.

Canal Estate Develop.ents

•

These developments cause initial destruction of productive estuarine
habi tats and continuing pollution of, and disturbances to, aquatic
environments due to urban runoff and the concentration of boating
activities.

Guidelines
•

Wetlands should not be disturbed for canal estate developments.

•

Tidal exchange or sedimentation rates should not be altered.

•

Design should optimise flushing to maintain water quality.

•

Sewage and other waters should be disposed of outside the waterway.

•

Public foreshore access should be provided for.

•

Fisheries has jurisdiction over all waters of the State including
artificial waterways.

iii.

water Front Developments

•

Piecemeal development of things such as marinas in the past have
resulted in the loss of productive habitats and restriction of public
access. Pollution from sullage, antifouling and maintenance activities,
fuel spills and domestic wastes is also a problem.

Guidelines
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•

NSW Fishing and Tourist Port Advisory Committee guidelines should be
followed.

•

If permanent or temporary alienation of tidal Crown Lands occurs (e.g.
by the construction of Jetties), the proponent must apply to the Crown
Lands Office.
Applications are then referred to the Division of
Fisheries.

•

Waterfront developments should be fully sewered with connection to
reticulated town sewerage systems. Land application of treated effluent
or ocean discharge of secondary treated effluent may be acceptable.
Marinas must have pump-out facilities.

•

A foreshore buffer zone of at least 30m should be provided wherever
possible.

•

Access to the foreshore should be maintained.

•

Marinas should not be constructed in or adjacent to wetlands or pristine
foreshores.

•

Fuelling and maintenance areas including potential pollutants should be
restricted to a designated area to prevent contamination of the
waterways.

iv.

River Regulation Including River Manage.ent Works and Flood Mitigation
Works

•

Irrigation developments and associated works alter river flow patterns
and can contribute to pesticide, herbicide and salinity levels in water.

•

The permanent draining of wetlands seriously damages fish habitats.

•

In estuaries flood mi tigation and other barriers convert upstream waters
from brackish to fresh.
The prolonged retention of floodwaters
increases organic load, decreases oxygen content and increases
temperature. The sudden release of such water can cause disease and
death in fish and oysters downstream.

•

Barriers prevent fish movements (which are often necessary for breeding)
and access by commercial and recreational fishermen.

•

Dams and weirs can have an impact during construction and can reduce
flows and alter temperature and water quality regimes, often inhibiting
fish spawning and survival. Effects of these structures can often be
felt a long way downstream.

•

Levee banks can block off productive floodplain areas and can increase
bank erosion when floodwaters pass. When freshwater floodplains are
naturally inundated there is a nutrient release, plankton (i.e. fish
food) development and an increase in fish spawning and recruitment
success.

•

Channelisation and desnagging result in loss of fish habitat including
important spawning habitats for some species such as Murray cod.

Guidelines
•

Instream flow

requirements for fish should be met.
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Environmental

allocations of water should be regarded as a legitimate water use.
•

Variable level off takes in large impoundments are preferred.

•

Non structural flood mitigation works are preferred.

•

Floodgates should be kept open at all possible times.

•

Levees should only be used to protect towns and houses.

•

Continuous leveeing of agricultural floodplains should be avoided.

v.

Point Source pollution

•

Discharges from such things as sewage outfalls, factories, abattoi rs and
power stations can increase turbidity, stimulate algal growth, poison
aquatic plants and animals and cause the bioaccumulation of heavy metals
and pesticides in the food chain.

•

Oysters can become contaminated by sewage-borne bacteria.

Guidelines
•

Disposal of sewage and industrial effluents to estuarine waters should
be avoided.

•

All effluents should comply with the Clean Waters Act.

•

All industrial effluents should be discharged into the sewer.

•

The preferred option for sewage disposal is land application of treated
effluent distant from waterways. Ocean discharge of secondary treated
effluent may be acceptable.

vi.

Diffuse Source Pollution

•

This type of pollution can be divided into urban and rural forms.

•

Urban developments result in dispersed and varied pollution,
e.g.
suspended sediments, fertilisers, litter, animal droppings, oil, grease
and detergents. Increased siltation can smother productive macrophytes
or breeding areas and clog fish gills.

•

Rural runoff can include suspended sediments and agricultural chemicals
(e.g. fertilisers and pesticides).

•

Pesticides, especially those containing persistent organochlorines, may
have far-reaching adverse consequences through direct toxicity and
bioaccumulation.

Guidelines
•

Diffuse source pollution problem must be approached on an overall
catchment basis.

•

Adequate foreshore buffer strips and retention of vegetation is vital.

vii.

Forestry and Land Clearing

•

Forestry operations can cause erosion, bank collapse, and increased
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sedimentation.
•

Deforestation can result in increased severity and frequency of flooding
and reduce streamflow persistence from catchments.

•

Land clearing for agricultural purposes also increases turbidity and
siltation and can destroy important riparian vegetation.

Guidelines
•

Buffer strips at least 20m wide should be put in place.

•

Trees removed should be cut-off above ground level to encourage growth.

•

All trees less than 60cm in diameter at a height of 13m above the ground
should be retained.

•

Land soil conservation measures including land capability assessment,
animal management, contour cultivation and reduced tillage should be
adhered to in order to prevent erosion.

2.4

Relevant Sections of the FOfA which Regulate Development in Waterways

SECTION 16A:

Aquatic reserves can be created and managed.

SECTION 29:

A person can be penalised for obstructing free fish passage.
The Minister can require the obstruction to be removed and
the costs recovered.

SECTION 32:

Prohibits the placing of any structure (including a dredge)
on a recognised fishing ground.

SECTION 34:

A person can be prosecuted for knowingly introducing any
substance into a waterway which is injurious to fish.

SECTION 56:

A person can be prosecuted for wilfully disturbing or
removing a trout or salmon spawning bed, bank or shallow.

SECTION 86:

If a person unlawfully places any substance on or affects
an oyster lease they shall be liable to pay compensation for
damages to the lessee.

SECTION 88:

Prohibits the removal of mangroves from Crown Lands below
MHWM without a permit from the Division of Fisheries.

SECTION 90 E-L:

re dredging and reclamation
i)

a public authority must notify the Minister of the
dredging proposal prior to commencement of the works.

ii)

any person wishing to undertake any dredging or
reclamation must seek the approval of the Minister
(prior to the commencement of the works) and is
subject to any conditions he may impose;

or

he must obtain approval from the Lands Dept. under the
Crown Lands Consolidation Act.

or

another public authority (excluding Council).
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iii)

SECTION 117:

3.

should dredging and/or reclamation be unlawfully
undertaken the person shall be liable to prosecute .and
the Minister may require restoration in order to
offset the damage caused to the fisheries.

The Minister may require fish passage facilities to be
provided and maintained in any weir, dam or other headworks
which cross any tidal or inland creek or river.

CONCLUSION

Since European development of New South Wales there has been a steady 'decline
in the quantity and quality of fisheries and the habitats they depend upon.
Although fishing activities have affected waterways in some minor ways, this
impact pales into insignificance compared to the enormous impacts that various
developments in waterways have had on fisheries.
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INAH]
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPHENT AND VATERVAYS - ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION
N A Harshman, B R Hodgson and I R Shephard
Generation Projects Planning Branch
Electricity Commission of New South Vales

1.

ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION AS AN ACCEPTABLE USE OF VATER

The

Electricity

Commission of New South Vales was established in 1950 to

meet expanding demands of the Electricity Industry's customers Statewide people in their homes and workplaces. For the first thirty years demand
for electricity grew at greater than 5% pa. In the 1980's the rate of
increase in demand has slackened but still exceeds 3% pa.
The future growth in demand for electricity is difficult to quantitatively
predict.

In

challenges

being faced by the State, the nation and the planet.

both by
however,

part

due to current and future environmental and economic
Planning

the Commission and by international organisations do indicate
that there will be an increasing demand for electricity because

of the unique properties of electrical energy.
Vater

is

an

essential

input

for

large

scale

and

efficient

power

generation.
This is recognised in the Electricity Commission Act (1950)
which enables the Commission to use water for power generation including
hydro-electric schemes.
At present the majority of NSV's generating capacity is dependent upon a
reliable . water supply, and there is a close relationship between electricity

production

loosened,
quently

let
it

is

and

along

water
broken,

consumption.
until

This relationship cannot be

well into the next century.

Conse-

essential for the continued development of the State that

the Commission retains access to the State's water resource and maintains
expertise in all areas of water resource management.
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The

Commission's

on the
Central

main generating capacity is located east of the 'divide,

Nepean-Havkesbury catchment, in the Hunter Valley and on the
Coast.
These catchments present a diverse range of environments

each

with unique properties.

thus

needs

to

be

and

is

The Commission'S water management expertise
diverse to cover the specific needs of these

areas.
2.

USES OF VATER BY POVER STATIONS

Table 1 indicates the freshwater usage by each of the Commission'S major
coal fired generating plant. The main usage is at the inland sites where
the

stations

require

water for condenser cooling.

At the coastal sites

the condensers are cooled by pumping water from estuarine lakes (Lake
Macquarie and The Tuggerah Lakes) in a once through cooling circuit. At
the coastal sites virtually all water pumped from the lakes are directly
returned to them after passing through the condensers.
Table 2 indicates the actual uses of water at power stations. There are a
range of uses to which the water is put. Each has its specific quality
requirements.
hydro-electric

Valuable
schemes.

energy is also available to the Commission from
These provide about 5% of the state electrical

energy requirements, the principle supplier being the Snowy scheme.
3.

COMMISSION'S PHILOSOPHY OF VATER USE

The Commission recognises the responsibility placed upon it as a result of
its significant water usage and the requirements of other water users.

As

a response to this responsibility a water use philosophy (Table 3) has
developed over the years within the Commission. This philosophy has
evolved in parallel with water management technology and changes in
community requirements.
4.

CONFLICTS IN VATER MANAGEMENT

Degradation of water resources has occurred throughout the State and is
widely acknowledged. Degradation has resulted from human development and
has caused siltation, salinisation and eutrophication.
The Coxs and
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Hunter

Rivers,

affected

the

viz.

in

Tuggerah

Lakes

and

Lake

Hacquarie

are varyingly

the Coxs River catchment there are nutrient inputs and

mine drainage, in the Hunter River there is increasing salinity and in the
estuarine lakes problems associated with nutrient inputs.
In

the case of degradation of the estuarine lakes such Lake Hacquarie and

the

Tuggerah

Lakes, degradation of the resource has been seen to warrant

investigation

by

either

an

interdepartmental

committee

or

under the

auspices of the SPCC.
In

some

source.

cases

the

cause

of

the

degradation is an acknowledged point

In other cases the cause(s) of the degradation is debated because

it is either a diffuse source or it results from a number of developments.
In some cases high profile organisations are judged to be the cause of the
problem

before

there

has

been

adequate

appraisal of all the relevant

facts.
The

ultimate

degradation

objective

in

all

cases where there has been unacceptable

should be stopping the cause and where appropriate correcting

the symptoms of the degradation. This is best undertaken in conjunction
with an accurate description of the degradation.
The Commission does not
degradation made against
been objective inquiries

accept all the allegations of water resource
it. In fact it believes that where there have
as to the real cause of degradation, the

Commission's impact has been found to be minor.
In addition to its own water management programmes, the Commission
supports other organisations in their efforts to maintain the State's
water

resource.

It has and will continue to contribute staff resources,

financial support and
management programmes.

the

findings of its own studies to outside water
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5.

FUTURBCOHHISSION REQUIREHBNTSFOR VATER

In the foreseeable future the Commission will have increasing requirement
for use of the State's water resource in order to supply the state's
electricity needs. Vays in which these are to be achieved are detailed in
the Commission's strategic plan.
The Commission's strategic plan recognises the need for public participation in setting the Commission's future direction.
A number of
initiatives are under way to achieve this. They include the proposed
procedures for securing power station sites, and the formation of groups
of external people to assist the Commission in specific areas of its
operations, ego environmental management and demand side management.
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TABLE 1
FRESBVATER USE AT ECNSV POVER STATIONS (ML/YR)
(Design Usage)
Baysvater
Liddell
Valleravang
Eraring
Vales Point
Hunmorah
Mt Piper (under construction)

36 000

25
14
3
2

000
000
000
000

2 000

18 000

100 000

TOTAL
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TABLE 2

4 X 660 MY POVER STATION - TYPICAL ANNUAL VATER CONSUMPTION
USE

VATER CONSUMPTION
HL/YR

Once through cooling
Cooling ponds
Vet cooling towers
Dry cooling (direct)

NIA
32 000
29 000
1 000

Domestic and fire

50
700
1 200
500
50
500

Boiler make-up
Vashdown
Ash transport and disposal
Coal transport
Miscellaneous
Total
Cooling ponds

35 000
32 000
4 000

Vet cooling tower
Dry cooling
TABLE 3

VATER USE PHILOSOPHY
Hultiple use
Vater conservation
Land management and total catchment management
Appropriate allocation
Vater recycling
Ecological studies and monitoring
No unacceptable impact
Zero discharge of contaminated water
Encourage beneficial use of warm water
Community recreational use of facilities
Meet in-stream and riparian requirements
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ADDRESS TO SEMINAR - 8TH NOVEMBER, 1989
Industrial Development and waterways Agriculture/Forestry/paper
I am sure that there would not be one person in this room
who would be unaware of the controversy and political
consequences that surrounded the attempt to establish a
pulp mill at Wesley Vale in Tasmania.
Additionally, I am sure that the majority of delegates
are well aware of the current controversy surrounding the
harvesting in the South East Forests for wood chips.
This issue of a pulp mill and the harvesting of trees
ensures that any development of this .kind will be subject
to the most rigorous, public scrutiny.
One of the points of debate on issues in the South East
Forests centres around the low, or apparently low,
financial benefits accruing to Australia through the
export of wood chip. On the other hand there is a major
development opportunity to add value to the 4.5 million
tonnes per annum of mature eucalypt wood currently
exported as wood chips through the manufacture of
bleached Kraft pulp which will be directed at the
international market. A consultances survey of economic
development opportunities for New South Wales has
identified a pulp and paper mill as a significant
economic opportunity.
Pulp mills generate a wide variety of effluents ranging
from the benign to those with chronic and/or acutely
toxic effects on living organisms. Additionally, the
size and throughput of modern mills means that the
quantity of pollutants produced is extremely large.
These pollutants can been categorised into major
categories as follows:
1.

Colouring substances - fulvic & humic acids

2.

Turbidity and sediments; organic & inorganic

3.

Oxygen consuming substances; sugars, alcohols
etc & the easily degradation organic substances

4.

Eutrophying substances

5.

Malodorous substances and those affecting taste
- terpenes etc

6.

Acids and alkalinesi pH

7.

Chlorates come from attempts to reduce
organochlorines, lethal to kelp.

8.

Toxic substances such as organo-chlorines
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It is the chemical complexity of the effluent and the
biological complexity of the receiving waters which
complicates any analysis of the impact of such a mill on
the environment.
If we look at some of the documented
effects on fish and other aquatic organisms, effects that
may of course be associated with older style plants, we
see that they may be categorised as follows:
1.

Physiological disturbance in invertebrates and
fish

2.

Disease susceptibility

3.

Behavioral changes in fish

4.

Effects on the wider aquatic community

It would seem that from what I have just suggested that
the environmental impact of a pulp mill would be so great
as to virtually preclude it from consideration given
current public attitudes. However, following the Wesley
Vale controversy the Federal Government sent a team of
CSIRO scientists to Finland, Sweden and Canada, countries
which are heavily involved in pulp and paper manufacture,
to study the technical standards and decision-making
processes in these countries. The scientists have
reported to the Government that in the last decade
significant developments in process technology and
external effluent treatment processing have greatly
reduced the principal environmental impacts of liquid
effluent emanating from pulp mills.
In respect to the total organo-chlorines it is reported
that some modern mills have achieved operating levels of
0.6 to 1 kg of total organochlorines per air dried tonne
of pulp.
It is estimated, but not accurately known, that
the best available technology economically achievable
when using eucalyptus pulps is estimated to lie between
0.5 to 1 kg/tonne as an annual average.
Importantly,
they have reported to the Government that dioxins and
furans can be reduceed to virtually background levels.
So they have concluded that a modern mill when
efficiently operated will result in no significant short
term ecological impact.
However, what of the possibility of long term or chronic
impacts? These sorts of impacts can only be assessed
through environmental base line studies, including field
studies of the byota sediments and physical dispersal
characteristics of the receiving water, combined with a
sophisticated monitoring sy~tem.
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The Federal Government intends to produce a set of draft
guidelines to address specific maximum levels of
pollutants in the effluent stream, base line studies to
be undertaken, on-going monitoring and reporting
requirements and regular review mechanisms for the
guidelines.
It is apparently the intention once these
guidelines are produced, supposedly no later than 30th
November, 1989 to consult with state Government, industry
and environmental groups. Through this mechanism it is
hoped that the debate, which I feel sure will continue to
rage around the issue of pulp mills, will have some
rationality brought to bear upon it.
Mr R Bowen
Principal Officer
Land Resources & Environment
NSW Agriculture & Fisheries.
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Address to Developnent and watelWays Saninar
Gosford - 8 No\7anber, 1989
Wl\TEmAYS J\ND '!HE CDlftJNITY - 'mE CDFFS HARBClJR EKPERIENCE

Before I go ahead with the main thrust of taUght's talk, a little
backgroond wood te appropriate1 but tefore the backgroond, I thought I
would dazzle you with a little wisdan. '1hese little pieces of wisdan I
obtain fran reading 1t¥ desk calendar, hatiever they seen ap~opriate to the
subject under discussion tonight.
The first ap};ears apprcpriate to Gorernments today: "If yoo want to kill
any idea in the world today, get a canrnittee working (J'l it" I:¥ Cllarles
Kettering.
The rext two quotes relate to cxmnunity attitude:
"What gCII7ernment is
test?
'lhat which teacnes us to gorem ourselves" I:¥ Goethe 1 am it
aPfeared to us, at Coifs Harbour, that "If Slery nan wood sweep tefore his
a.m door, the city would 80m be clean", which is an old prO\1erb..
And, finally, fran Frank Hul:bard, whoever Frank Hutmrd is:
"Don't make
excuses, make good". Cane to think of it, that alJoost sounds like a Jack
Gibson quote.

now for the backgroond. Well orer tlrlenty years ago, partly because c:£
training and II!{ I=E!rsonal interest, I was of the opinim that water
pollution was a najor ~oblan to the amnunity.
I renanber that when I
worked for Griffith City Cotncil, a Local Gorernment Authority close to
Canterra created a furore I:¥ IUblicly claiming that Qmberra's wastes were
polluting Burrinjuck Dsn and the Murrll!lbidgee River.
'!his was very soon
after the GOiernment of the day had created the State Pollution Control
Authority, brooght in the Clean Waters Act and allowed fer classification
of streans.
And
II!{

As an exercise, Health surveyors of Local GOiernment Authorities which
adjoined the Murrll!lbidgee River undertook a canplete survey of the river to
determine if there were specific points of !Dllution, such as sewerage
treatment works er piggeries and the like, and to monitor the general state
of the river.
This was mne Oler a Ieriod of time and I an sure it had sane teneficial
results, however, in retrosI=E!ct one fairl¥ omious shortcaning was that
ncbody knew about it, or at least very few, and those that did were already
converted to the cause of clean water for health, econanic and recreational
reasons.
In other words, the survey had little amnunity involvement or
support.
What I want to talk to you about today is sanething entirely different changing camnunity attitudes - and to do that ~ssibly the first thing that
I had to m was cnange II!{ attitude to te more rece~ive to methods which
oould te used to gain camnunity involvenentand support IBrticularly on an
individual basis.
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- 2 -

However, before I get to that, a little more backgrollld, this time in Caffs
Harbour.
Coffs Harbour has had spectacular growth and, unfortunately, I an
developing a persecutim canplex as wherever I go trcuble seans to follQl
me.
A little CRer six years ago, when I first arrived at Coffs Harbour, there
aPFeared to be little concern about the environnent.
I oon't think this
was restricted to Coffs Harbour alene tut, as in nany other areas, the
North Coast aPFeared to bear the brunt fran there min, c£ a different
camnunity attitude, quite 'PIX>sed to the generally apathetic, lax views
that the camnunity often held.
I cbn't want to S!irI that these different
attitudes were always oorrect, but they have certainly changed the way rrany
of us think, or the way in which we approach certain problans.
The first thing to haJ¥!n was that there was a allegation that Giardia was
rife in the camnunity. Giardia is a snail protozoa which causes stCltach
upsets and can be very debilitating in young children.
It was suggested
that this tarticular disease was being pranoted t¥ the Council in its
reticulated water suWly.
'!bese claims were later trCRen to be false,
however, in the meantime, nany people in the camnunity, tarticularly
tarents of younger childrE!'l, were very Emotiooally upset and the Council
was placed in a IX>sition where it had to defend itself against a very
aggressive nedia who didn't appear to want to let the facts get in the way
af a good story.
In fact the media c0\7erage reached National proportions
to the extent that I received 'phme calls fran p>tential mlidaynakers
wanting to knQl if Coffs was 'safe'.
In a similar way, concerns about birth defects caused very regative
feelings in the camnunity towards the Colllcil because it appeared there was
no one else to blane.
Frankly the Council and Il¥self didn't quite know l'xlw to deal with a IUblic
di9;Juiet, which was very much stirred up by the media. All I knQl is that
it caused Jchn Porter a lot of gutache and some heartache, because when you
00 see children born with birth defects, it becanes very difficult to tell
parE!'lts that they nay not have the truth a even put of the truth of the
cause of that defect.
And ED the gereral 'John Snith' of the community became terribly <ware cf
his enviroment but, to me, seaood to have a great fear that "they"
(gererally being people in GCRernment) wece rut the get "than" and there
was great di9;Juiet about the general use of chanicals, in tarticular
pesticides.
In all these natters I again stress that Council was O'l the defensive,
instead of Council being !Brt of the camnunity it seaood to be set apart
fran residents and nobody, but nobody, believed the Council was innocent of
any wrong doing.
In June 1988, there was a serious fish kill detected in Coffs Creek, which
is the main waterway in the City of Coffs Harbour.
Very quickly it
appeared that organic IX>llution was rot the cause tut it was likely to be
pesticides.

Months were spent monitoring, sampling and investigating tut without any
real result. '!be infonnatim gathered was useful, but the culprit of the
pesticide spill was rever found.
'!be feelings of the community, which were mirrored in the amnents of the
local media, was one of frustration and anger.
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Out c:£ these negative feelings, CCIIIe tre suggestien that {:erhap> the
camnunity could Cb S)IIlething FOsitive to help, sanething which nay reverse
the downhill trend c:£ envirorunental degradation - a camnunity based clean
up of Coffs Creek.
So much for the short backgroll'ld.

I would like to now look at the aim of the clean up of Coffs Creek.
The idea of sum a clean up was not new but was untried in Coffs Harbour.
As ooon as the suggestion was floated, pardon the pm, the media Eha-red
stroog support for the idea. '1b! basic aim was to IOObilise the camnunity
to FBrticiFBte in a ll.lge clean up of the waterway end banks along Coffs
Creek. It was hoped there would be an imprOU'EDent in the aesthetic valLE

of the creek enviroos rut, IOOre importantly, the fact that teoq:>le were
prepared to get their hand; dirty would influence more of the camnunity to
look with ICide en their adlievanent and wcrk tQolards naintaining the
environnental integrity of Coffs Creek and other waterways wi thin the Cc:£f s
Harbour City area.
So Ha-r Did We MTertise and Pranote the Clean Up
Like IOOst Local GOU'ernnent areas, Coffs Harbour does not have a loc
mcney to spend and it's loath really to spend it en lIltried new ideas.
that reason it was never intended that Council would fully finance
cx:mnunity clean up, but terhaps more to ICOU'ide the crganisational. time
expertise to ccrordirate the event.

of
For
the
and

Sponsorship was oought, bearing in mind that ene cr two larger !;ponsors
be easier to pranote and organise rather than a dooen or S) mal1er
sponsors. '!his is where I tersorally had to mange oome c:£ IIV views and I
na-r realise that with a good cause we will get camnunity support. '!here
must be oomething in it for the oonununity as well, especially the sponsors.

~uld

'!he support for the clean up came in the follQoling ways.

Financial - A major !;pOllsorship was received fran Park Beach Plaza Shopping
Centre of $2,500.00 am ~oxi.nately six oosinesses p.1t in $100.00 each.
COll'lcil itself put in $500.00 and the Bicentennial Authority $400.00.
Secxmdly, sLPFOrt came in the way of service, which includes labour. '!here
was the local. media - television, radio and newSFBpel';
servioe clubs
.smuts, guides, Rotary and the like;
S. E. S., \obose expertise was much
appreciated, and then the various individuals.
'!he third form of sua;ort came in kind, where nany local crganisations,
clubs, businesses, p'OU'ided itans, silcllas rubber glOU'es, food am drink,
(there was a free tarberue at the end of the clean up), mini ruses and
other FBra);bernalia to assist in the collection and the organisation of the
clean up and the tarberue afterwards.
'!he local gartage mntractor,
Cleartaolay, for instance, p'OU'ided mntainers at strategic locations and
·then arranged for their ranOl7al.
The media releases and interviews were mnducted I::!{ Cooncil. A media lunch
was neICrat Park Beach Plaza before the event and an OU'erview was released
to explain the proposal.
All local media were in attendance and were given a folder containing
,details of the proposal, as well as a media release.
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What we fOlU'ld with the media is that if we fed than am gave then all
details sl.lMllarised in a release, together with {rearranged ideas for
);hotos, etc. (i.e. take ~ay their work) that they co.rered tie story well.
Also, we apIrc:ached pranotiQ'l of the clean up as 'cxmnunity based', not
CoIDcil based and this was more appealing to the local media who were
probably too used to negative ColU'lcil IUblicity.
The strategy de'lelo};ed for this went was twofold.

First we wanted to motivate the COIIIlIunity to pirticip!te in the p:oject and
seccnd, once tie clean up finished we wanted the carununity to see that the
environment could re helped with IXlsitive action.
Advertising and pranotion was therefore essential to get t12 before and
after message across.
'Ihe 'before' message was conveyed with:

*

*
*

*

*
*

T shirts.
Bumper sticker s.
Three large mnners (placed a a;rategic locations ooe week refore
the went)
Media releases and interviews.
A 'black sIXlt' phone in hotline (asking residents to nanirate the
worst areas)
~dia lunch.

The 'after' message was conveyed with:

*
*

*
*
*
*

T shirts.

Pampuet (launced I¥ the Minister for the Envircnnent) on 'H(l<J You
Help Keep Our Waterways Clean'.
Cloth badges for scouts and bra.rnies.
Plaques for sponsors.
Certificates of apIreciatioo for sponsors.
~dia releases and interviews.
Can

The Spinoff
Coffs Creek Clean Up was billed as the largest envircnnental cmmunity
clean up campaign anbarked upon in Coffs Harbour, and it was.
The good media CDVerage, adITErtising and pranotioo, plus the fact that we
snared Mr. Tjrn Moore for tie Iresentation really hit hane the message to
the COIlIlluni ty •
The spinoff has all been good for Coffs Harbour and for ColU'lcil.
Park Beach Plaza has, for instance, agreed to construct and maintain a
'trash rack' to reduce the incidence c:f litter in Coffs Creek.
Mr. Moore wore our T shirt at the SydneY Harbour clean up (about four week s
later). Editorials are still being written about Coffs Creek clean up and
the Olanber of Camnerce stated that they would support it being an annual
event.
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other Environnental Programnes
In IBrt, the Coffs Creek clean up led to the developnent of Council's Awake
and llware Environmental ImprOlTement Progranme, lall'lched in February 1989.
lIwake and Aware involves:

*
*
*

*
*
*

Waterways - monitoring.
Building - future design a..>ards (environnent).
Litter - clean ups, etc.
Waste disposal and rec:ycl ing.
Tidy Schools canpeti tion.
Coffs Olenica1 Clean Out.

In c:xmc1usioo, I thought yw wwld like to knCM about the gentlenan, sane
three and a half thousand years ago, who said to the flock fal.lCMing him:
"Do yw want the good news or the bad news". '!hey all yelled: "The good
news, the good news". Right, well as he apprcached this river he said: "I
have the Authority fran 1b::Ne to seIBrate these waters to get through and
a..>ay fran our tor.menters". "What's tIE bad news?" "We have tOF£eIBre an
environnental :imIBct statenent".
Years later at Coffs Creek, the same
thing was tried and it was found that when ~ parted the waters we just
couldn't get through for all the muck anyhow.

J. S. Porter
Ci ty Health and Building Surveyor
Coffs Harbour City Council
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DEVELOPMENT AND WATERWAYS SEMINAR
SOME PROBLEMS OF A DEVELOPED URBAN AREA
M G Alsop
Manager, Investigations and Traffic
Gosford City Council
Introduction
The problems of housing development and developed urban areas around the
waterways are many and varied.

In order to highlight the kind of problems

that exist two examples have been used.

The examples are quite different

but in their examination they point clearly to a direction for the future.

Example 1 - Old Urban lIreas

Early Gosford developed around the water.

The area was discovered from

the water and initially there was no easy road access nor was there a rail
line in the first hundred years.

The waterways were the transport link.

Boat building was one of our

earliest industries along with timber getting and collection of shells for
lime making for building in Sydney.
industries.

These were all water borne

All the development occurred around the waterfront and it was

seen that most of the early development and building was in short walking
distance of the waterfront.

In time the farming increased as did the population.
a brisk trade.

Ferries began

The waterways were further developed with dredging early

this century to improve the ferry routes.
routes into the fifties.
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The ferries still ran extensive

By this time weekenders were becoming a possibility for Sydney siders.
The bridge was over the Hawkesbury River. roads were better. the train
service was improving. there was more wealth in Sydney and people started
to own motor cars.

The areas around Woy Woy. Ettalong and Umina started to boom.

The street pattern had been laid down long ago in the traditional country
town rectangular grid pattern.

This was the first disaster.

In those days. road construction was not required by Councils.
to attract development and to keep costs low.
of power under the law.

probably there was a lack

This was the second disaster.

The drainage of the area was no real problem.
sand hills.

This was

The whole area was rolling

It was quite obvious that the sand would allow the water to

just soak away - that is until you get protracted rain.
the water just lies around after protracted rain.

We now find that

The water table

sometimes rises to 200 or 300mm above the ground in the low areas between
the sand hills.

There are very very few drainage pipes in this area and

none were laid with the subdivisions.
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This was the third disaster.

There was also no water supply and no sewerage.
groundwater table was used as a water supply.

In the early days the
Septic tanks became the

accepted thing and so it is understandable what happened to the water
supply - it became polluted.

Two more disasters.

To complete the picture

the car took over completely from water transport. the land was very cheap
and so it sold quite quickly.

Now the residents of the Gosford area have

to pay for all these services to be provided.

And as I am sure everyone

knows it is very expensive.

There is a moral to this story.

That is to obtain the highest development

standards that you can.

Example 2 - Haw developrrent can a.ffect sOlreOI1e on the receiving end

In Gosford we prize our beaches.

During my work with the Council I have

been involved with beaches. the waterways. the estuaries. drainage.
flooding. coastal engineering problems and the like.

In this work and in

my leisure activities I have become very much aware of our end of the
Hawkesbury River.

For eight years I lived at Killcare Heights which overlooks the outlet of
the Hawkesbury River.
boats.

From my house I have seen whales and many fishing

I also witnessed a number of storms whilst living on Killcare

Heights.
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One of the first things you notice after the slightest storm is the great
stain that comes out of the Hawkesbury River.

A big ring forms where the

more turbid water meets the cleaner water of the ocean.
amazed that three rings at one time could be seen.
would often run around the tide line.

I was often

The fishing boats

A number of trawlers operate in

Broken Bay.

People might be surprised to know that the water clarity at the Hawkesbury
outlet is worse than the water clarity on the beaches of Bondi and South
Steyne.

The pollutants are different but I am certain that in most

circumstances the Hawkesbury River would be considerably more turbid than
the water near Sydney including the water inside Sydney Harbour.

The water clarity in Pittwater and in Cowan Creek is considerably better
than the Hawkesbury most of the time.
Brisbane Waters.

And certainly also cleaner than

I can assure you that at the time of year when the

visibility in Pittwater or in Cowan Creek is of the order of five metres
that in Brisbane Waters the visibility would be about one metre.

The

Hawkesbury is somewhere in between but often closer to the Brisbane Waters
measurement.

This is after a long dry period.

Why is there such

a difference in water quality?

In a flood we get the water that comes down from all the other Councils.
plus what the Water Board gives us from the dams. plus what we get from
the overflowing sewerage works and we would seem powerless to do anything
about what we get.
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This seems bad enough but it is the other pollutants that we might get
that are also of great concern.

Does any council in that upper part of the river know what the levels of
contamination are in their stormwater outflows.

Do they know what level

of faecal matter, rubbish, pesticides, herbicides and fertiliser goes into
the river from their area.

I have been involved in a number of clean-ups following floods and the
mess on the beaches is something to behold.

In the last major flood the

clean-ups on Patonga, Umina and Killcare Beaches were incredible.

It is

not unusual to get dead horses and cows, whole trees, enormous volumes of
timber debris and general street and household rubbish.

Following the serious flood some years ago, when the Colo River had a very
bad flood, the amount of debris on Patonga Beach was extensive.

It was

almost impossible to walk along the beach for the tangled mass of
vegetation and rubbish.

The eventual solution was to bulldoze the rubbish

into a number of piles on the beach and burn it.

We have absolutely no control over this rubbish.

In these floods other things go wrong that damage our end of the river.
The ferries have broken away a number of times and end up out of control
knocking down mangroves and shore front vegetation.
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Severe damage occurs

to the road embankments near the river from rapid draw down.

We know the

flooding causes considerable damage to the river banks causing bank
failures and erosion.

The sand deposits and silt are moved downstream.

The brown stain I used to see at Killcare is obviously silts and clays
moving down and being deposited at our end.

Another problem occurred when a pest control operator was contracted to do
a fairly straight forward job in the Hardys Bay area near the entrance of
Brisbane Waters.

The job involved probing the ground around the slab on

ground type of house extension injecting poisons to stop the white ants.
The following day thousands of crabs and fish around the foreshore of the
bay were noticed to be dead.

The pest control operator in putting his

probe into the ground had inadvertently put it into a stormwater drain,
filled the drain with pesticide, a fairly concentrated brew, which
immediately ran out into the bay and damaged the marine life.

I wonder if

many Councils that drain to the Hawkesbury River know what goes on in the
pest industry in the area.

Gosford Council uses herbicides particularly for growth control at
roadsides and weed control in its ovals, lawns and in drains.
most other Councils do.

I'm sure

We do it in accordance with the regulations with

strict booking of all the concentrations used and applications made.
I wonder how much is used in the whole catchment not only by Councils but
by farmers and other public authorities.
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The other big issue is the nutrients.
river?

How much of these end up in the

Mangrove growth around Gosford has been particularly rapid in the

last ten years.

The other issue of water quality relates to the problem discharges of
industrial types of waste.

What happens when sewerage treatment works go

wrong and don't produce water at the right quality or when sewer pump
stations fail.

From my knowledge many of those would discharge into the

receiving waterway and end up down the river.

We should ask ourselves how

good are our controls of these plants?

I think we should also spare a thought for the oyster farmers whose little
animals filter the water very carefully trapping the bacteria inside them.
They all now have to be properly treated before sale.

A very large oyster

industry exists on the Hawkesbury River and in the Brisbane Waters.

Finally I would like to say that I don't know the answer to any of the
questions that I have asked.

All rivers have a silt problem, a flood

problem, a water quality problem and in this modern world further problems
from nutrients and urban runoff.

I think many rivers have a much bigger

problem with toxic chemicals, effluent and nutrients than does the
Hawkesbury.
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Conclusion
In summary these two examples show clearly we should aim for:-

1)

The highest development standards possible.

2)

The highest possible water quality following development by applying
good standards and maintaining them.
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R V LE PIA - CIIEF HFAL'IH & BUIIDllG ~, lmS'1'DGS MUNICIPAL CIlll£IL

Canal developrents are without exception man made structures and as such it
is

possible during construction to build in safeguards which will not only

p:rotect

the

envirorurent

but

also

provide

building

sites which will

accolllo::iate dwellings at an affordable price.

Initial

site works

not

if

adequately

controlled can have a disastrous

affect on the ecology.

In

alJrost

instances canal type developrents are situated adjacent to

all

rivers or estuaries which have a delicate balance of nature.

Although many issues

are

prior to developoont
watez:ways

dealt with during EnviLOIulental Impact Studies

the

physical

work

involved in constructing the

usually by dredging can have a disastrous affect i f not properly

controlled •

Runoff
can

and

cause

turbidity created during dredging operations i f not arrested,
havoc

to

fish

breeding

and birdlife.

The simplest and IlOst

efficient way to control this problem is by creating bund walls around the
developnent

to

prevent

the escape of pollutant materials to the river or

estuary.
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'!he very nature
residents
location
Qf

in

of

this

type of

develq;:nent places it and potential

an extrerrely sensitive area.'lhe choice ofasatisfacto:ry

for such a developnent must only be made after carefUl assessrrent

not only ecological aspects, but also the type of enviLOllllellt to Which

potential

residents

will

are essential with, water

be subjected.
IlUVE!TeIlts

Clear ,safe and navigable waters

such ,that tidal flUShing isaut:cm:ltic

and which still provides a natural habitat for fish and birdlife.

tn

dealing with

estates
~ch

Most

a

the

number of

developnent
features

and

construction of housing on such

must be considered, the IlOst important of

are:-

a)

Possible affect of flooding.

b)

Suitable foundations to support structures.

c)

StoDtMater disposal.

d)

Sewage disposal.

e)

Structures within waterways.

canal

estates

are developed

in

areas which are tidal and in many

instances affected by flooding.
,
A typical example of such a develq;:nent is situated at Port Maaquarie, not

far

fIall

the

entrance of the Hastings River.

Settlement Shores

has

been

'!his Develq;:nent known as

developed in stages since 1973ana-is a

gooa----

example of an estate which addresses in detail both tidal and flood issues.
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Prior

construction

the

to

canp:rehensive
addressed.

flood

of

studies

the

first

stage

together with

of

Settlerrent Shores

other ecological issues were

'!his was done' at a time well in advance of any State Governmant

Policy relating to flooding and the effect on developteIl.t.

The

infoIIIation

gained

Settlerrent Shores
data

provided The Hastings Municipal Council with sufficient

follTlUlate

to

the initial investigations and developrent of

in

own interim Flood Policy <for the Hastings River)

its

well in advance of any State Policies.

Flood

studies carried out by consultants detennined the potential 1 in 100

year

flood levels based on the best knowledge available at the time.

that

infoIIIation it was possible to construct the estate with the finished

Fran

levels

of sites such that minimum floor levels of proposed dwellings w:Juld

exceed

.5 metres above the 1 in 100 year flood.

had

not

been

considered

at

taht

The effects of greenhouse

tine so it is now possible that these

levels may not satisfy sane of the current predictions.

Building
foreshores

lines
to

were

fixed

restrict

to

both

the

street aligrnrent and the canal

the Siting of any building to that portion of the

lot where the correct levels w:JUld be achieved

Excavation of
footings

sites

is

only penni.tted

for the purpose of constructing

and/or levelling for slabs so that finished floor levels w:JUld be

equal to or greater than those fixed by Council.
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¥l

addition

flooding,

to the raising of sites to protect potential developnent from

other

designed as

controls were incorporated in the developre!1t which

actual

;

~re

flocx:i control features to safeguard the estate during

extrale floods.

'!he

construction

of canal type estates is usually carried out be dredging

and

reclamation.

Because of this type of activity, regular nonitoring of

these works
their

must be carried out by qualified Engineers and the details of

reports

building

sutmi. tted to Council.

Upon canpletion and consolidation of

sites a full geoteclmical assessnent of each site is essential to

provide data

for future use in designing adequate footings for structures

thereon.

An evaluation of lot filling by geotechnical survey and assesSITellt has been

a

pre

J:'e:lUisite

to

the

release of the linen plan of sub:iivision to all

I

stages of the Settlerent Shores Estate.

'!he nost recent

stage

contained three

separate

purpose

I

of

the

sul::division

categories

will refer to as type A, B

of
&

consisting of sana 100 lots

site

conditions which for this

C with type "A" providing the nost

stable site conditions.

'!he

following

footings

for

table

gives

a. brief

swmary of the suggested design of

a typical single storey brick veneer house with trussed tile

roof erected on the estate.
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APPENDIX "A"

'e'

TYPE 'A'

TYPE 'B'

TYPE

450 x 300

500 x 400

not suitable

F8'lMT&B

3 Y 12 T

300 x 300

400 x 350

F8'lMT&B

2 Y 12 T & B

110

1l0rnn

1l0rnn

F72 Mesh T

F72 Mesh T

F82 Mesh T

External

400 x 350

450 x 450

450 x 500

Thickening

F8 'lM T & B

F8 'lM T & B

2 Yl2 T

Strip footing -

External

Intemal

Ground Slab

&

B

3 Y12 B

Intemal

300 x 300

300 x 250

350 x 350

Thickenings

F8 'lM B

F8 'lM T & B

2 Yl2 B
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Approximate
intez:nal slab

5m x Srn

5mx4rn

4rnx3rn

panel size

In

addition

following

to

the

guidelines

~ettlan:mt \>/ere

suggested treat:Irent of footings and floor slabs, the
and

basic

design

concepts to control differential

reccmrended.

a)

Stiff foundations adequately reinforced..

b)

IDads

fran

concentrations,

such as floor support beams, garage door

jambs, distributed over large reinforced. area.

c)

Appropriate

vertical joints in masonry work, including timber Wills

over doors and windows.

d)

IDad

bearing

internal walls to distribute building loads nnre evenly

onto the foundations.

El)

Cornices to be fixed to ceilings only.

f)

Tiled areas stiffened and isolated.

g)

Appendages to main buildings, such as courtyard walls, porches, should
be separated fran the structure.
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These

guidelines have been applia::i only to this particular developrent and

may not necessarily apply to other developn9nts of a similar nature however
Councils

should not allow buildings to be erected on rec1.ained land unless

they are supplia::i with sufficient details and certification of all building
sites.

The

supplia::i are made available to owners and builders alike as a

details

guideline

to

Notwithstanding
Engineer's

the minimum standard of footing design accepted by Council.
this,

Detail

each

building must be tteated individually and an

of footings or ground slabs must accanpany all Building

Applications .

Although
potential
site

lots

are elevated well

flooding,

above

high water mark to allow for

each lot is contoured in such a way that the building

area which is regulata::i by fixa::i building lines, slopes gently to the

street watertable.

Roofwater

and

surface waters

street watertable

systans.

The

by

fran all dwellings are disposa::i of to the

gravity means

in properlyoonstructa::i stomwater

indiscriminate discharge of water

penni.tta::i.
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to the canals is not

'!be benefits of this type of control are as follows:-

a)

Scouring of foreshore areas is prevented.

b)

Discharges to street gutter are obvious.

c)

Unauthorised discharges can be easily identified.

Disposal

of

all waters collected through the road drainage systens can be

properly

controlled at each discharge point.

Pipes and headwalls are laid

below the low water mark which is aesthetically pleasing and also disposes
of

the waters with the least scouring effect, which is a najor problan in

any canal

type

developrent.

'Ibis

also has the effect of reducing the

breeding of biting midge .

.

SEW1GE DISPOOAL:

in

Sewage disposal

systems

because

limitations

of

the

canal

developrents require careful planning

in providing falls in the lines. A greater

number of pumping stations are required.
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The majority of dwellings erected will be constructed on raft slabs because
of

the nature of the sites as previously discussed.

locate yard gullies
surcharge within
failure

150

IlIR

Ic::J\<oleSt

the dwelling

levels. which will minimise sewer

in the event of an extenlal choke or pmnp

but also at a level which would prevent the entry of surface water

the

into

at appropriate

Care IlUlSt be taken to

sewage

system.

The top of yard gullies IlUlSt be raised at least

above the finished ground level but not less than 150

fitting within

the dwellings

which

IlIR

below the

is usually a floor waste or

shc:M3r waste.

Positioning of the yard gulley leaves little margin for error particularly
in relation to raft slab construction on an alm:::lst level site.

In

many cases a yard gully charged by a tap IlUlSt be pz:ovided near the sewer

junction shaft

to

achieve the levels required.

Canal type developrents because of their proximity to rivers and navigable
waters

tend

to attract a large number of boating enthusiasts as pemanent

residents.
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need for launching facilities, jetties, pontoons etc will nquire

'!he

Sate

fOlJll of control.
of Settlement Shores are classed as drainage

'!he watel:Ways
!

the

control

of

Council

structures erected therein.

in doing

and

so

Council

reseJ:VeS

under

has full control ·of

Pennits and licences are issued by Council for

such structures.

Notwithstanding

Council's

Maritima

Services

breaches

under

I3oal:d

their

control

of waterways, as drainage .reserves the

and fisheries are still E!!pJW9red to enforce any

respective

Act

because

the

canals are tidal and

navigable by vessels.

Council having taken control of the watel:Ways must also take responsibility
for
is

the
one

these

general rraintenance ie; renoval of litter and flood debris.
issue

areas

nhlntain.

nkthod of

This

which must be considered as the general rraintenance cost of

are
The

Itn.1ch

higher

than for areas which have only a street to

fixing of differnetial ratinq in these estates may be one

covering Council's maintenance costs.
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Economic Significance of Tourism
Tourism is the fastest growing industry in Australia today, by the end of the
1990's it is predicted to be the largest industry in the Australian economy.
Slide 1 shows that total tourist spending in Australia is $19.8 billion per annum
and in NSW $6.6 billion per annum. Recent figures released by the Bureau of
Tourism Research (BTR) show that this expenditure has increased to $22.3 billion
and $7.5 billion per annum, respectively - a contribution of almost 6% to the
G.D.P. of Australia. In terms of export earnings Tourism is now the country's No.
1 foreign exchange earner.

International tourism contributes $6.5 billion per

annum, surpassing our traditional export earners - Wool and Coal (Slide 2).
These tourist expenditures extend well beyond just payment for accommodation.
Restaurants, hotels and clubs receive 25% of tourist expenditure ($5.6 billion),
expenditure to the food and beverage industry accounted for another 20.5% ($4.6
billion), the petroleum industry received 15.6% or ($3.5 billion) and retailing 21.2%
($4.7 billion). Tourism expenditure does have significant multipler affects, as this
spending filters throughout the economy.
Tourism is also a major employer within Australia, throughout the country 447,600
people are employed as a result of tourist spending. In NSW, over 153,000 or
5.7% of the state work force have jobs because of tourism.
Tourism is one of the few industry sectors providing substantial new employment
opportunities, not only in the major tourist areas, but throughout the state. Many
regional economies are heavily dependent on tourism.

Competitive Position of NSW
NSW is the prime destination for both international and domestic tourists.
As Slide 3 shows, NSW received 73% of all international tourist to Australia,

compared with Queensland at 49% and Victoria at 37%.
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Slide 4 shows the origin of these international visitors.

As can be seen New

Zealanders account for 20% of the market, followed by Japan (270,400) or 19% and
the USA (255,700) or 18%.
On the domestic front, NSW also fairs well, (Slide 5) receiving over 19 million

overnight visitors per annum or 34.6% of the Australian total, significantly higher
than either Queensland or Victoria at 20.7% each.
The majority of international visitors come to NSW to either visit friends and
relations, or for holidays. As can be seen from Slide 6 these segments account
for 75% of the international market.
Likewise, with domestic tourists, their main reason for travelling is for pleasure
holidays (47.5%) or to visit friends and relatives (25.6%), again almost 3/4 of the
market (Slide 7).
Recent market research, commissioned by the Tourism Commission reveals that
midweek breaks and weekend retreats are some of the most popular focuses for
a holiday.

Scenery based holidays are also a popular focus, as well as river

cruiSing. In short those elements which provide a "get away from it all" holiday
focus, have emerged with the greatest potential.
Clearly the Nepean and Hawkesbury river systems, are ideally placed to capture
these markets - being close to Sydney, offering superb scenery, and also providing
the opportunity for boating.

Forecast
As I mentioned at the start, tourism is predicted to be Australia's largest industry

by the year 2000. Recent studies undertaken for the Commission indicate that
International tourism will be our fastest growing segment and by the end of the
90's over 3.5 million overseas visitors will be arriving in NSW each year (Slide 8).
Domestic tourism however, will still remain the biggest segment of the market,
achieving growth rates of 2-3% per annum.
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This impact will be significant. In ten years time, for example, the number of

domestic visitor nights spent in NSW will increase by 50%

to

over 100 million per

annum. Nights spent in NSW by international tourists will more than double to
42 million. In other words an additional 28 million visitor nights will come from
domestic tourist and 24 million from international tourists, totalling more than 50
million addition visitor nights, for which accommodation will be required,
transport service needed as well as the restaurants, leisure and entertainment
facilities.

The Need for Planning
I trust this overview has highlighted the significance of tourism. For many it is
difficult to grasp, not only how important it is to our economy, but also how fast
it is growing. I suppose to a large extent, this is due to the fact that it isn't an
industry in itself, it is a conglomerate of industries, ego transport, ac~mmodation,
attractions; some large some small.
However, it is because of these factors, that it is critically important that we plan
for our future. Whether we like it or not tourism is here to stay and as with
any rapid growth industry, it will provide benefits, but it will also have costs if
not managed properly. It will therefore be of greater benefit to communities if
this growth takes place in a planned and orderly manner, rather than just
happening in an ad hoc and unco-ordinated fashion.
In view of the many diverse elements, which constitute the tourism industry, close

co-ordination of policies affecting tourism, and co-operation and consultation .
between industry, government and the community, is essential. Only through such
positive initiatives will we ensure that the industry's development is consistent
with broad economic, social and environmental objectives, for the optimum benefit
of the tourism industry itself, and of the community at large.
The proper role of government is to facilitate the development of tourism - but not
to be the actual developer. Development should remain the role of the private
sector. However, one must recognise that private sector developers, even with the
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best of intentions, concern themselves with those aspects of development
circumscribed by the confines of their specific sites. It is government's ultimate
responsibility to address the cumulative effects of site specific projects on the
community or region as a whole.
To accomplish this, governments must assume one additional and vitally important
role - they must lead the process of tourism development. They must be proactive instead of re-active. They must facilitate not merely regulate. To lead and
facilitate tourism development, long range strategic planning is essential.
Government must possess a vision or a "big picture" as to where the tourism
industry is going, where it wants to go, the timing of its progress, and how
government may assist and influence its development. At the local level this is
necessary so that day to day decisions and actions can be undertaken within the
context of a longer term perspective. (Slide 9) shows the rapid increase in tourism
development over the last few years.
Whatever the circumstances facing many of you as local government managers,
some degree of planning will be needed to co-ordinate development, to balance
competing (and sometimes conflicting) claims on the same limited resources, and
to maximise the positive impacts of development and minimise those which are
adverse. I believe that Strategic Tourism Planning is the best way to encourage
appropriate development consistent with protecting the natural, cultural and
economic environment.

Planning Framework
A strategic tourism planning framework has been developed by the Commission.
The framework comprises:
Regional Tourism Development Strategies
Local Tourism Plans
Site Management Plans
Regional Tourism Development Strategies provide guidelines for co-ordinating
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public sector policy on tourism planning and development at a regional level;
identify areas within a region suitable for tourism development; and suggest broad
strategies to promote growth.
However, Regional Strategies by themselves, cannot ensure that either their socioeconomic or spatial policies are achieved, Local Tourism Plans (LTP) therefore
seek to translate the general proposals and such broad policies established at the
regional level into more detailed local plans where appropriate.

Local Tourism Plans
A local Tourism Plan is direction charting; a guide to action determining basic
longer term aims and objectives, with regard to tourism.
To deal with tourism development entirely on an ad hoc basis would be
counterproductive. However, using Local Environmental Plans (LEPs) as de facto
tourism plans is not entirely satisfactory. Although both plans may have similar
aims and objectives, each has a different function.
Local Tourism Plans aim to provide a strategy or rational policy framework in
relation to tourism plant and infrastructure, and co-ordinate decision-making on
tourism planning and development matters. They assist to facilitate and encourage
tourism developments which Council considers desirable or necessary, in those
areas that are appropriate having regard to social, economic and environmental
factors. A strategic approach enables Council to build upon strengths, provides
a focus for local effort, creates the vision needed to direct limited resources, and
enhances public and private sector co-operation.
It would be beneficial for most Councils to prepare a tourism strategy or policy,

whether they are actively encouraging the development of tourism, or attempting
to control and respond to spontaneous growth as it occurs. Generally, if a
strategy is lacking then day to day tactical decisions, such as development control,
are delayed. ·Yet the preparation of a tourism strategy can not only improve
administrative efficiency, but also produce better tactical decisions regarding
tourism development. Ultimately it assists Council to lead and facilitate that
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process and provides the means to generate the knowledge essential to policymaking in any area of endeavour.
Local Tourism Plans also serve as a guide to developers and establish a basis for
the co-ordination of public and private sector investment into tourism development
and re-development Such plans are needed especially in areas with significant
development pressures and/or where change is to be concentrated in the near
future.

However, the detailed form of the LTP will be influenced by local

contingent factors. Councils should be able to select the approach and course of
action which is judged to be most appropriate at the time for dealing with specific
issues within their particular contexts. There is no single approach applicable at
all times to all problems in all situations.
The Commission can provide advice to Councils preparing Local Tourism Plans
in areas such as formulating a project brief and selecting consultants. Financial
assistance may also be given for the Plan is preparation. Details are contained in
the Commissions brochure "Tourism Development Fund: Guidelines for Assistant".
The third element in the Commission's Planning framework is Site Management
Plans, these contain the most detailed information about specific development sites.
These Plans incorporate site specific recommendations including site appraisals and
design and construction concepts and plans.

Site Management Plans advance

development concepts to the feasibility assessment stage. Responsibility for the
preparation of these plans will generally rest with the landowner.
necessary the Commission will provide advice and assistance.

Where

Conclusion

I trust that in the short time that has been available, I have at least alerted you
to not only the importance of tourism for our economy but also to the rapid

growth through which it is going. It is an industry that will affect all of us, it has
impacts economic, social, cultural and environmental some positive, some negative.
While much of the change will be positive (increased jobs, retention of young
people in local communities, added public services and facilities) careful attention
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must be given to how much tourist visitation and development a destination,. such
as our water ways can absorb, without adversely affecting the cultural and' social
value and the quality of the environment. However, without proper planning and
management, substantial change can quickly erode the special: attributes and'
unique characteristics that contribute to its appeal as a tourist destination. In
short we run the risk of killing the goose that laid the golden egg. - unless we
start planning for our future.
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Expenditure Generated From Tourism
in Australia and New South Wales 1988/89
519.8 billion Total
53.S billion Internationai
516.4 billion Domestic
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Characteristics of Domestic Visitors
to NSW 1987/88 (Visits)
Main Purpose of Visit
Pleasure Holiday 47.S%
Visiting Friends " Relatives 25.6".

Accomodatlon Used (Nights)

r~"t

-0

Friends " Relatives house/flat 460/.
Hotel " Motel 16.6%

Seasonality
JAN

20

1990

January 18.2%
October 11.3%
April 10.0%

Length of Stay
2 Nights 21.6%
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Hepean Hawkesbury tatchMnt ManagE Ellt Councfl
Develo~t

and Waterway Se.inar on 8-9 Novllllber 1989

Presented by G Hurrell. Webb MCKeown and Associates.

Introduction

The provision of boating facilities is often a controversial subject.
Channel dredging destroys seagrass beds, changes flow patterns and
causes bank erosion,
Boat launching ramps attract noisy, drunken louts at unreasonable
hours, and,
Marinas pollute the water, alienate people from the foreshore and
kill the fish.
This is the way many people view the development of small craft
facl1 ities on our rivers and estuaries. Conversely, there is a 1arge
group of people who use the waterways for recreational boating. They
are an active and continually expanding group and most recognise the
need to maintain high water quality and a healthy ecosystem, if only
for their own benefit and enjoyment.
Therefore, the provision of boating facilities in an environmentally
sensitive manner is in the best interests of boat users as well as
environmental ists.

With proper investigation and design, facfl ities

can and should be provided which satisfy both groups.
The providers of boating facilities:
Local Governments,
State Governments,
Private Developers,
and the conSUltants that design these facl1 ities,

recognise the

requirement for good boating services and the need to safeguard
the env ironment.
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I will now briefly discuss some of the environmental considerations
routinely examined by an Engineer when designing recreational boating
facil ies.
I have chosen three developments. typical of those
undertaken in NSW waterways. the three I have already mentioned:
Dredging.
Boat Launching Ramps. and
Marinas.
Against each of these I will examined some possible adverse
environmental impacts. and the measures considered in the design of the
facilities to mitigate these impacts.
Dredging

Dredging is undertaken for a number of reasons:
to provide adequate navigation channels for the boats.
to provide mooring areas and basins for marinas or adjacent to
wharves.
to provide material for land fill operations. and
to improve the fl ush i ng of bays or estuaries that are being
chocked by shoals or excessive marine growth.
Some of the possible impacts of dredging are:
increased turbidity as a result of the disturbance and possible
suspension of bed sediments both at the cut and the disposal
sites.
the loss of benthic organisms. by the excavation and burial of the
organisms.
disturbance and mobilisation of heavy metals. pesticides or other
toxic materials contained within the sediments. and
changes in wave. current and sediment movement patterns. which
can result in bank erosion. increased wave activity in different
areas and consequent loss of wetland areas or changes in habitat
conditions.
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There are mitigating measures that can be taken in the design and
implementation of dredging operations.
those measures.

I- will

now address some of

The first is to minimise the quantity of material to be dredged and
particularly the quantity of sediments with high silt or fines
content.

This is undertaken .by careful design and location of the

dredge area.
The proper selection of dredging plant can then be made.

If the

material is particularly silty a grab dredge rather than a pump dredge
could be used to avoid excessive stirring of the sediment.
dredging and handl ing techniques are available for
materials to reduce the level of turbidity.

Different
different

Another option is the use of bund walls or curtains of geotextile
cloth around the dredge site or the disposal area to isolate the
operation from the surrounding waterway and so prevent turbid water
from escaping.
It is also possible to program the dredging for less critical periods
of the year to minimise any possible environmental or social problems.
An example of programming took place on the Harbour Tunnel Project,
where all dredging works had to be completed during the winter months,
before the end of September, when the Pacific Bass begin to migrate.
The loss of benthic organisms often is not a major issue.

Generally

the benthic popul ation is fairly widely distributed throughout an
estuary, and dredging only impacts on a very small percentage of that
popul ation.
The consequent effect upon the food chain is usually
minor.
Significant areas such as seagrass meadows or mangrove stands should be
identified and designs prepared which minimise disturbance and
potential damage to these areas.

By simple planning measures it is

often possible to choose a location which does not have major seagrass
meadows and to design the navigation ,channel accordingly, with stable
side slopes and adequate shoulders to prevent progressive erosion and
damage to sensitive areas.

Spoil disposal can be undertaken in
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degraded areas or in deep water areas which do not have significant
environmental value.
Changed wave, current and sediment movement patterns are the desi red
outcome of dredging operat ions if the requ i rement is to improve
flushing or to maintain a channel by enhanced scour.

Modern modelling

techniques, both physical and numerical can identify the likely outcome
of the dredging.

By the use of these tools, the dredge profile can be

designed to reduce the impact on sensitive areas.

Boat Launchfng Ra.ps
Boat 1 aunching ramps prov ide access to the waterways for trailered
boats. Some possible environmental impacts are:
damage to the wetland areas surrounding the ramp,
visual degradation,
soil and bank erosion, and
increased noise, traffic and rubbish.
There are a number of the mitigating measures available to reduce the
impacts and, as with dredging, the main measure involves careful
planning and site selection.

In the past it was not uncommon simply to

fill an area of mangroves and then construct a ramp.
A far more
sensitively approach is available. Buffer zones can be provided by way
of tree planting or open space so that the environmentally sensitive
areas and nearby

houses can

be protected from

intrusion and

disturbance. Boat and vehicle movements can be controlled to prevent
nuisance and damage.
Visual degradation can also be addressed by careful site selection,
layout, landscaping and tree screening. By way of example, the boat
launching ramps in Gosford near the swimming pool is exposed and in
need of landscaping and tree planting. We also had an example from
the previous speaker of the standard of facility that can be provided
if this process is undertaken properly.
Once again it is usually
possible to avoid any significant tree stands, mangrove areas or
seagrass beds as part of the design process.
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5011 and bank erosion can be avoided by providing proper bank
protection works, and making sure the drainage is adequate and that the
soil is stabilised by grassing and adequate side slopes. Carparking
areas should be surfaced so that
estuary.

runoff doesn't go straight into the

Trash racks shou1 d be prov ided and regu1 ar1 y c1 eaned and

maintained.
Marinas

Marinas provide secure wet and dry storage for boats.

They provide

service and repair facilities, boat loading and unloading areas and are
used for site seeing, boat hire etc.
The environmental

impacts of marinas can be quite substantial

and

include:
water pollution due to toxic anti foul ants, 011 and fuel spills,
stormwater runoff and untreated sewerage from the boats,
visual degradation,
alienation of the foreshore and the waterways,
increased noise and traffic,
damage to wetland areas, and
soil and bank erosion.
With water
There are a number of mitigating actions available.
pollution, the use of TBT's has been limited in NSW and ther:e are now
antifoul ant products coming onto the market which are comp1 ete1 y non
toxic. These will become increasingly popular as the boating public
become more aware of thei r benefits.
Strict control of fuelling
services can also be undertaken. The fuelling area can be isolated
from the main waterway in a location that can be contained, and
properly designed so that fuel spillage will be minimised. Compulsory
Once aga i n th i s
b 11 ge and sewerage pumpout can also be prov i ded.
subject has been discussed previously but it is particularly relevant
for the large marinas where the input of sewerage directly into the
water can have a major impact on the water quality.
As with boat launching ramps, gross pollutant traps should be
constructed on the drains to screen rubbish. Also collection wells can
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be built into the service areas, so that spillage of oils or chemicals
Adequate stormwater
can be collected and disposed of properly.
drainage, soil stabilisation and grassing should also be undertaken.
Visual degradation can also largely be avoided. Once again careful
site selection and design is an important aspect in the visual amenity
of the site. Extensive landscaping and tree screening can be provided
for areas that are not attractive, such as the boat repair workshop.
Sympathetic architecture is always a good idea.
Alienation of the foreshore and the waterways, can be addressed by the
provision of publ ic walkways and waterfront access points. These can
be part of the marina design so that people, rather than being
al ienated from the waterways, can be brought to the water.
Compensatory developments can also be used such as open space playing
areas and public amenities.
Careful planning can also avoid confl icts over increased noise and
traffic. Traffic should be directed away from sensitive areas, such as
houses. Shielding of the workshop areas and other noise generating
areas can be undertaken. Landscaping and plant screening can again be
used. Administration offices can be sited at the marina access points
to deter unruly behaviour within the complex.
SUIIIIIilry

I hope by way of these few examples to show that boating facilities can
be provided without damaging the environment.
Measures are available to mitigate possible adverse impacts.
Recreational boaters, like environmentalists, have a vested interest in
preserving our waterways.
With proper planning and design conflict
between the groups can be avoided.
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MARITIME FACILITIES FOR SHALL CRAFT
- A STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIP
W.V. Strachan, B.E., Project Manager, Marina Development, Coast and
Rivers Branch, Public Works Department, NSV.
T.A. Kenny, B.E. M.Eng. Sc., Supervising Engineer Waterways, Coast and
Rivers Branch, Public Works Department, NSW;
SUMMARY

The Public Works Department has the role of planning,

investigating, designing and constructing maritime facilities for
small craft in NSW.

This role is undertaken in close liaison and

often partnership with Local Government.

1.

INTRODUCTION

During the twentieth century the coastal shipping trade declined with
the advent of road transport, rail
However, the fishing
commercial

fishing

links

and later air freight.

industry was growing steadily and in the 1950's
was

bolstered

with government support via a

fishing port development program.

This Fishing Port Program, established in 1956, was extended in 1976
to include Tourist Port purposes, reflecting the growing influence of
recreational boating on our waterways and coastal ports.

In 1978 the

Boat Launching Ramp Program supplemented the Fishing and Tourist Port
Program. In 1985, the N.S.W. Waterways Program was created as a
separate entity to provide improved and increased maritime facilities
to directly address the requirements of the recreational boating
industry. In 1989 the NSW Waterways Infrastructure Development Program
was established specifically for

recreation~l

works.
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boating facility capital

This

paper

discusses

the two maritime programs being funded by the

Government and managed by the NSW Public Works Department:-

NSW Waterways Infrastructure Development Program: and
Fishing (Ports) and Government (Maritime) Facilities Program.

Port works for each program in a particular location are integrated
during the planning phase, according to the constraints and
opportunities of the site and the funds available.
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2.

NSW WATERWAYS INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

The drowned coastal valleys of N.S.W .• of which the Nepean Hawkesbury
system is a prime example. provide both a spectacularly beautiful
coastline and an extensive number of enclosed waterways.

Combine the variety of accessible waterways in New South Wales with a
temperate climate and society's growing desire for recreational
boating experience and one can understand why NSW needed a Waterways
Program.

Boat registrations have increased by 60% in the last eight years.
Like tourism. recreational boating is one of the major growth
industries in the State.

It provides opportunities for employment in

the boating industry and in related tourist activities.
against this background that the Government created

It was

the N.S.W.

Waterways Program in 1985 and separated the capital works component
into the NSW Waterways Infrastructure Development Program in 1989.

The capital works role of the Public Works Department is complemented
by the services provided by the Maritime Services Board.

The

activities of the two organisations in relation to recreational
boating are summarised at Figure 1.
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I

CAPITAL WORKS
I
(NSW Waterways
I
Infrastructure Development I
Program)
I
Public Works Department
I
-

mini port development
marina development
boat launching ramps
waterway improvements
public wharves

I

USER SERVICES
Maritime Services Board

navigation services
- mooring development
- safety education
- waterway services

Figure 1 : WATERWAYS RESPONSIBILITIES
3.

CAPITAL WORKS FOR RECREATIONAL CRAFT

Capital works projects funded under the Waterways Infrastructure
Development Program include mini-ports, marinas, boat launching ramps,
waterway improvements and public wharves. Proposals submitted by local
government under the Program are considered on a Statewide priority
basis and are combined into a forward program prepared annually by the
Department.

Active involvement by local authorities in developing overall plans,
and in formulating and designing specific proposals for projects is
crucial. Three of the five capital works areas addressed by the
program now require a 50% financial contribution from the local
authority. The other two, mini-port and marina developments, are
funded by Government to a stage where private industry tenders are
invited to undertake the development.
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3.1

MINI-PORTS

Mini-port development provides sheltered havens with safe access,
serving recreational boating and fishing and tourist industries. The
31 mini-ports along the N.S.W coast have been developed by the
Department over the past 130 years.

The Waterways Infrastructure Development Program aims to develop
additional safe havens adjacent to the major population and
recreational centres.

In general. funding priority goes to areas of

greatest potential use and the Government expects a return on its
investment in port infrastructure through lease of sites for
facilities.

3.1.1.

Local Authority Role

Site planning. and the setting of development priorities, is based
on information with respect to demand and local and regional planning
requirements.

Local authorities are the primary source of much of the

information needed.

In most cases the Public Works Department is responsible for the
design of the civil engineering works.
closely involved in the assessment of

However. local authorities are
altern~tive

generally exercise a major planning approval role.
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plans and they

3.1.2.

Project Components

Works that may be funded include:

*

overall conceptual and economic planning;

*

studies necessitated by environmental planning legislation;

*

capital dredging or reclamation. where appropriate;

*

construction of any necessary civil engineering works. such as
breakwaters. training walls and roadworks;

*

site landscaping.
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3.2

MARINAS

Demands for more

moorings and for a larger proportion of the

waterway available for boating activities can be satisfied by marina
development.

Marinas store boats with ten times the spatial

efficiency of conventional swing moorings.

When this is recognised

it is obvious that their development has the potential to provide for
continued growth in boat ownership and reduction of waterway
congestion.

The Public Works Department's primary objective with marina projects
is to satisfy the demand for berths and facilities for recreational
craft by encouraging and facilitating private sector development of
modern, commercially viable marinas.

With a government policy of reducing public sector expenditure, PWD
has recently taken a more entrepreneurial role with its marina
projects aimed at maximising private sector involvement.

Typically,

PWD prepares development options for community consideration, ensures
land zonings will permit development and then seeks private sector
involvement in financing. designing, developing, constructing and
operating marinas.

The Government promoted marina sites are offered

for development by tender. in return for a long term lease.

Marina development is a long process necessitating careful examination
of the requirements of Council. the boating industry, the community
and other Government agencies. Pre-construction planning periods for
major marinas in NSW have been 3 years or more. Council and community
liaison is critical to the project's ultimate success and is actively
pursued by the Department during all the project's phases.
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Technical guidelines for marina development were published by the
Department in November 1987, detailing the requirements of all
relevant

Government agencies. This publication is the base

document for a current Standards Australia Committee, which is
drafting an "Australian Standard Code of Practice for Marinas".

3.2.1.

Local

Local Authority Role

Government

Department
selection

also

is the approving authority for marinas.
closely involves Council

and project

in

the

The

planning,

site

evolution. This is usually achieved via a

joint steering committee.

Local councils can also develop and operate marinas on a commercial
basis, if they so wish. Potential sites for new marinas, or for
extensions to existing facilities, can be identified by local councils
and nominated to the Department for consideration.

3.2.2.

Project Components

Works that may be funded include:

*

conceptual, feasibility and economic studies:

*

studies necessitated by environmental planning
legislation; and

*

site acquisitions

The marina berths, parking and associated buildings and landscaping
are constructed by private developers or councils, to standards
determined by the Department in collaboration with Local Government.
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3.3

BOAT LAUNCHING RAMPS

Since around 70% of recreational boats are trailered, boat launching
ramps are very widely used.

There are an estimated 80,000 power and

sail trailered boats in N.S.W. and this total is increasing by around
4,000 each year.

The Program aims to provide additional ramps sufficient to keep pace
with demand.

A regional proposal for a boat launching ramp would usually include
provision of adequate infrastructure.

This includes car and trailer

parking area, boarding wharf or beaching area, amenities, landscaping,
dredging, lighting, boat wash down areas and other items considered
appropriate for the site.

In the Nepean-Hawkesbury system the construction of boat launching
facilities has been managed by Public Works at Windsor, Penrith,
Brooklyn, Berowra, Woy Woy and Bayview.

These works were completed

under various programs dating back to 1981.

3.3.1.

Local Authority Role

Boat launching ramp projects are submitted and worked up by Councils.
Approved projects, which satisfy a regional need, receive 50%
Government subsidy.

However, small scale improvements are also

considered for subsidy.

Council is responsible for the control and maintenance of the
completed ramp facility. It may levy a charge for the use of the
facility to recover its maintenance costs.

The PWD has published appropriate guidelines for boat launching ramp
construction which are available to all local authorities.
.

.
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3.3.2.

Project Components

The components of a boat launching ramp proposal that may be
subsidised under the Program include:

*

investigation and design;

*

boat launching ramp and manoeuvring area;

*

boarding wharf or beaching area (where applicable);

*

civil engineering infrastructure such as dredging, reclamation,
bank protection, access roads, parking area and drainage; and

*

provision of improvements such as amenities,
fish cleaning tables, landscaping
landscaping, washdown facilities, barbeques,
irrigation and lighting.

3.4

WATERWAY IMPROVEMENTS

An important aim of the Program is to improve public access to and use
of, the State's waterways.

Waterway improvements address this

objective through two distinct project types:-

*

dredging of navigation channels for recreational craft;

*

capital dredging and minor landbased improvements to enhance the
recreational amenity of silted waterways and their associated
foreshores.

The central purpose for dredging of degraded waterways is to provide a
recreational waterway amenity for use by the recreational boating
community.

This can be particularly attractive in areas currently in

a state of man-made or natural environmental degradation.

Dredging of navigation channels in Brisbane Water is being carried out
at present under this Program.
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3.4.1.

Local Authority Role

The Government contributes 50% of the cost of waterway improvement
projects approved under the Program, with the rest coming from local
authorities. Dredging is expensive and some major projects have been
carried out in conjunction with the Department's Estuary Management
Program.

Proposals submitted by local councils to the Public Works Department
contain specific project proposals to be considered for inclusion in
the forward program.

Local government is the development consent authority and may
undertake the work involved.

3.4.2.

Project Components

Components of waterway improvement proposals that may be subsidised
under the Program include:

*

investigation and design;

*

studies necessitated by environmental planning legislation;

*

dredging or desnagging of navigation channels for recreational
craft;

*

capital dredging and reclamation in degraded waterways; and

*

provision of foreshore improvements such as landscaping, beaches,
parking and other access related facilities.
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3.5

PUBLIC WHARVES

Public wharves cater for a major recreational need.

They serve as

boarding and disembarkation points, as links for refuelling and
reprovisioning, and as passive recreation facilities in parks.

They

are very important to the tourist industry as ferry terminals and they
are also very popular fishing spots.

Local authorities are responsible for a very large number of wharves.
However, many are falling into disrepair and others are being
demolished.

Recreatfonal boating is creating a demand for new public wharves,
particularly where other developments such as launching ramps or
dredging have increased usage of a waterway.

The Program caters for both the construction of new wharves and the
major rehabilitation or modification of or existing structures.

Technical guidelines for wharf design and construction are in
preparation to assist local authorities.

3.5.1.

Local Authority Role

The Government contributes 50% of the cost of each project: local
authorities provide the rest, undertake restoration or construction
works, and maintain the wharves after completion.

The Public Works Department reviews construction and rehabilitation
proposals for inclusion in the forward program.

The place of a

proposal in an overall waterway management plan is also often sought
and regional significance must generally be demonstrated.
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In the Nepean - Hawkesbury system new wharves have been constructed
under the Program at Wisemans Ferry, Berowra and Patonga.

Thirteen

timber wharves have been upgraded on Brisbane Water and an application
for upgrading of wharves in the lower Hawkesbury River is under review
by PWD.

3.5.2

Projects Components

The components of a public wharf proposal that may be subsidised
under the Waterway Program include:

*

investigation and design:

*

placement or replacement of piles or pontoons and associated
anchoring equipment;

*

erection or restoration of structural members, decking, gangways,
handrails, and mooring fixtures;

*

navigation dredging in the immediate vicinity of the wharf, if
required; and

*

lighting at the wharf.
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4.

4.1

MANAGEMENT OF THE WATERWAYS INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

PLANNING

Waterways are a finite and vulnerable resource. The concentration of
urban population around coastal waterways exacerbates the planning
problems. The waterways serve many community purposes of which
recreational boating is but one.

In planning the development of

waterways it is essential that:-

*

community expectations of the waterways are recognised;

*

sites appropriate for maritime development are reserved;

*

development does not diminish other community expectations; and

*

waterway ecology and environs are safeguarded.

Demand for recreational boating facilities was not a problem for ·State
or Local Government decades ago, only because of the vast extent of
natural sheltered waterways available in NSW.

However, time and

recreational pressures have caught up with supply and many of our
waterways are now subject to usage conflict and continually increasing
demand.

A minefield of complex interrelated problems now faces those involved
in managing the State's waterways as a legacy of past planning
oversight.

It embraces the environment, the ecology, social

attitudes, economics, engineering, political issues and last, but not
least, the parochial concerns of local residents.

In simple terms the

State's waterways have not been well handled by either State or local
planning processes.
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As a constructing authority, the Public Works Department has to
operate within an evolving planning framework based on a land use
system of control and legislation rather than

on the water base with

which it is concerned. In this regard it is significant to note that
the Department of Planning has recently prepared Regional
Environmental Plans for several of the State's most heavily used
waterways.

4.2

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

The

Program involves a partnership between the State and Local

Government. Close liaison is therefore essential.

Active

Council

participation is encouraged, and on major projects committees are
convened to oversight effective progress from concept to
construction.
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4.3

WATERWAY PLANNING STUDIES

While
the

the

PWD

Program

is

and

necessitates an

not a planning authority its involvement
provision

of facilities

understanding

of

the

in

for recreational boating

planning

parameters. Often

a prerequisite to investment of Government funds in a proposal is a
waterway management plan to
this investment.
undertaken

a

ensure

optimal

benefits

accrue

from

The Department and local authorities have

number of important regional waterway management

plans.

For instance the "Brooklyn Waterway Planning Study", (published in
November 1988) was produced by the Department in response to a request
from Hornsby Shire Council to assist in preparing a planning framework
for the Brooklyn waterway.

It identifies present activities, future waterway and land
requirements, factors affecting development and presents an overall
plan which Council could adopt as an appropriate strategy for the
future development of Brooklyn.

The study itself was subsidised under the (then) NSW Waterways Program
and many of the suggested works identified in it would be eligible for
subsidy under the present NSW Waterways Infrastructure Development
Program.
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5.

FISHING PORT DEVELOPMENT

The first objective of the Fishing Port Program. almost 30 years ago.
was to provide safer entrances for the fishing fleets along the coast.
The program was expanded to provide those other port facilities which
the industry required due to

changing conditions and a developing

industry. Assisted by improved port facilities the fishing industry
has become a significant export industry in the nineteen eighties.

The prime objective of the NSW Fishing Ports Program now is to ensure
that there are adequate port facilities within proximity of the
fishing areas off the NSW coast to allow the fish catch to be unloaded
efficiently and effectively so it can be conveyed to various markets
in the freshest possible condition.

For this to happen there must also be reasonable mooring and
maintenance facilities for the fishing fleets.

Over the last thirty years breakwater works have been carried out at
18 fishing ports. 15 unloading wharves have been built and mooring
facilities have been provided for more than 600 fishing boats.

The Government has accepted the responsibility for the provision of
fishing port facilities. which may be considered a subsidy to the
industry and to the local economy. There is 'however a trend towards
obtaining market rental for leasing fishing port facilities developed
by the Government.

Many of the fishing industry facilities have been designed and built:

so that use by the general boating public can also be facilitated. and
so that access to the foreshore by the non-boating public is not
unreasonably restricted.
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It is likely that while

the growth in the number of commercial

fishing boats may not continue apace the need to provide additional
port facilities will be due to the changing demands of the industry,
new fishery resources and processing needs.

There is an ongoing need

to replace some of the timber structures which were built 20 or more
years ago and have served their useful life.

5.1

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ROLE

In as much as a fishing fleet has a major impact on the local economy
of an area the Local Government interest arises in enhancing the
financial and tourist benefits from that industry.

In planning and developing facilities the Department consults closely
with local government to ensure that facilities are in keeping with
the planning requirements of the locality and the region.

6.S~Y

The N.S.W. Waterways Infrastructure Development Program is providing
facilities and improvements to pennit a more rational, efficient and
effective use of the State's ports and waterways by the growing number
of people involved with recreational boating.

At a cost of $25 million since 1985, construction work on marinas,
mini-ports, boat ramps, dredging and wharves is underway or already
complete on over 100 projects throughout the state, and the pace of
development will continue.

This work also provides employment

opportunities in the boating industry by the manufacture and sale of
boats: and in the local community by direct and indirect service to
the boat industry.
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The

program has so far proved a very popular and effective

means

of

satisfying the aspiration of that sector of the conununity concerned
with water based

recreation.

waterways.

It

is

facilities

for

boating

installing

It is aiding in regenerating
and

replacing foreshore

recreational boating, which

link

the

State"s

future to its maritime heritage.

The Fishing Ports Program supports the conunercial fishing industry by
constructing and maintaining port facilities in keeping with t·he
modern needs of the state's fishing fleet.

The program has been a great success.

The additional services

provided at the upgraded ports have enhancedconunercial fishing and
fish production has increased in recent years.

Modern and efficient

fish handling centres have extended opportunities for seafood sales to
the public.

Both Programs provide better amenities for the local conununity and
tourists.

By providing access to waterfront areas, the Fishing Ports

Program can provide a focus for people to enjoy the waterside and the
latest catch brought in by the fleet.

7.
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CONSERVATION, RECREATION AND WATERWAYS
RECREATIONAL FISHING INDUSTRY AND THE HAWKESBURY RIVER
Based on a survey conducted by the NSW Fisheries Service
in 1982 it is estimated that there are around 1.12
million anglers within 50km of the Hawkesbury, (50km
being the average distance travelled to fish).
Each angler will spend at least $479 on fishing this year
making the market potential for recreational angling in
the region around $536.5 million.
(This figure may be
far too conservative. A nationwide survey in 1984 found
that average expenditure was $550, equivalent to $789 in
1989/90, and an economic study conducted at the
University of Queensland showed that anglers in the
Brisbane area spent $632 each in 1985, equivalent to $844
in 1989 figures).
This money is spent on fishing related items such as
hooks, lines, rods, reels, bait, lures, boats and boat
hire, fuel and accommodation. In addition, a
considerable amount of money is spent locally on nonfishing related items such as food, drink, sunscreen oil,
cigarettes etc.
Until now much of the Sydney angling effort was directed
towards marine fishing, but pollution problems are making
this less attractive in many areas, as is the case with
the Georges River to the south. The Hawkesbury is
geographically well placed to capitalise on this
opportunity, but can the management of the catchment be
sufficiently upgraded to sustain the angling industry?
Recreational fishing is arguably the most cost-effective
industry which an area can attract because it costs so
little, being based on a natural, renewable resource.
apart from ancillary amenities such as boat ramps, the
only resource needed for fishing is a reasonable supply
of clean healthy fish which in turn need clean, healthy
water.
Studies by the N.S.W. State Pollution Control Commission
(1983) and the N.S.W. Fisheries Service have identified
number of developments which have adversely affected fish
populations in the River.
The reasons for the decline in numbers and distribution
of fish are not hard to identify.
Land clearing, particularly on river banks, has been a
problem on the Hawkesbury since 1803, when Governor King
issued a prohibition on the practice.
Stream obstruction prevents the breeding migration of
fish up and down the river. The Hawkesbury has 79 such
structures, 31 of them forming major obstacles to fish
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movements and only four structures (none of them major
ones) have fishways.
Sewerage is discharged from 21 treatment works directly
into the Hawkesbury and its tributaries. Algal blooms
and fish kills have occurred downstream from some of
these outlets.
Dredging and sand, gravel and rock extraction have led to
widespread siltation and heavy metal pollution downriver.
Some fish are especially susceptible to siltation as they
lay their eggs on the bottom.
Toxic waste is said to be leaching from the Castlereagh
waste Disposal Depot near Londonderry, which if true
could affect both the fish populations and their appeal
to recreational anglers.
Commercial Fishing.
Prawn trawling and illegal gill
netting in the upper reaches of the river, 60-80Km from
the mouth, are thought to take significant numbers of
recreational fish, it may be cost effective to close this
section of the river to trawlers on a seasonal basis.
There are about 28 freshwater species of fish in the
Hawkesbury, nine of which are sought by recreational
anglers. The most sought after, and the species hardest
hit by changes to the river is the Australian bass. The
numerous barrages and low flow rates prevent the bass
from making a successful spawning run down to the
estuary, and obstruct the upriver migration of fry.
Successful breeding is now virtually confined to flood
years.
Another very popular fish is the estuarine perch, which
occurs principally downstream of Wisemans Ferry., This
species is heavily exploited by illegal fishermen, and
along with bass on their spawning run, is thought to be a
significant by-catch of prawn trawlers.
Catfish breed in Cataract dam and some are caught
downstream in the Nepean. They are at times abundant in
slow flowing lagoons. They are primarily targeted by
beginners.
European carp were introduced into Prospect reservoir
where an abundant population is now thought to exist, and
they also occur in sections of the Nepean. Carp are
regarded as "trash" by most anglers. However, they are a
prime target species for the German and Vietnamese
communities.
The five remaining species are virtually confined to
impoundments to which anglers are denied access by the
Sydney water Board.
The Maquarie perch occurs in the upper Nepean
impoundments including Warragamba, hybrid cod and silver
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perch have been stocked into Cataract dam, and brown and
rainbow trout breed in the Warragamba, upper Wollondilly,
and upper reaches of Cox's and Colo Rivers. Few of these
species occur downstream of the impoundments except after
floods.
Thus, of the nine recreational species it can be said
that access to five species is largely denied to the
anglers, two are abundant in limited locations but have
restricted appeal, and populations of the remaining two
have been adversely affected by river management.
Recommendations are:
1.

Angler Survey

It is clear that the authorities involved in deciding the
future of the Hawkesbury have a number of crucial
decisions to make shortly.
It is essential to these
decisions that the value of the Hawkesbury recreational
fishing industry to the local and state economies be
established by survey. To this should be added the value
of compatible industries such as commercial fishing,
oyster growing and tourism.
Such studies overseas have
shown that the benefits derived from these industries can
far outweigh the short-term gains from shore sewerage
disposal. They have also justified the construction of
fishways at all but the highest dams.
2.

Policy Re-Evaluation.

The "no-access policy" of the Sydney water Board to
impoundments needs to be re-evaluated on the following
basis.
(i) Firstly it effectively halves the potential angling,
and income generated by angling, on the Hawkesbury, and
is thus costing local communities hundreds of millions of
dollars a year.
(ii) It re-directs metropolitan fishing effort to the
heavily polluted sea off Sydney.
(iii)
It is completely without any scientific basis
and flies in the face of guidelines prepared by the
N.S.W. Health Department and the Australian water
Resources Council and Department of Resources and Energy
(1963), in which it was advised that "with proper
planning and management, angling and other forms of
recreation can safely be permitted on municipal water
storages without endangering supplies of potable water.
3.
Adequate stream flow must eventually be maintained
in all but critical droughts. As a short term measure
high flow rates should be provided in July/August for the
bass spawning run, and fishways built on all but major
structures.
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4.
A study should be conducted to examine ways to
reduce the rivers nutrient loading from sewerage
treatment works, as a matter of urgency, and tertiary
treatment should also be considered.
5.
All extractive activities should be phased out as
soon as practicable.
6.
consideration should be also given to suspension of
trawling in the brackish reach during the spawning run 0
bass.
Finally to this end, the assistance of the following
organizations is gratefully acknowledged:
Australian Bureau of Statistics.
N.S.W. Department of Agriculture and Fisheries.
Canberra College of Advanced Education.
Northern Rivers College of Advanced Education.
Fisheries Resources Branch, Bureau of Rural Resources.
Mr T Bergen
National Executive Director
Australian Recreational & Sport Fishing Confederation.
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LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR THE NEPEAN - HAWKESBURY CATCHMENT:
AN OVERVIEW
My brief is to provide an overview of the legislative framework for
the regulation and management of the Nepean - Hawkesbury catchment.
There is a considerable array of legislation that applies.
Accordingly.

the only feasible way to manage the task given me in

the short time allotted is to identify groupings of the
legislation.

In this way.

what exists.

I propose to group the legislation under the headings

of:

I will seek to provide a rationale to

PLANNING. LOCAL GOVERNMENT. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION and

RESOURCE AND PUBLIC UTILITY LEGISLATION.
these groupings are not exact.

The boundaries between

I will also concentrate only on the

aspect of consents or permissions that are required for a
development or activity rather than on enforcement provisions lor
the carrYing out of works or requirements to carry out works by
public authorities.
PLANNING
The new planning umbrella for the catchment is Sydney Regional
Environmental Plan No.20 Hawkesbury - Nepean River.

A planning

report which accompanies the legal document provides the
background. explanation. aims and areas of special concern for the
region.

Importantly. the planning report also sets out a table of

public authorities responsible for implementation of the aims of
the Plan:
form.

This aspect has not been translated into legislative

One of the substantial benefits of the legal instrument of

the Plan is as a guide for local councils in the catchment area
when preparing river management plans and when assessing
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development applications.

It provides in a quite detailed ·way the

direction that should be followed.

In this respect the legal

instrument of the Plan is extremely valuable.

Further, the areas

of concern that receive a special consideration by way of detailed
legislative prohibition, concurrence requirement or declaration as
designated development are extraction from the river, 'heritage and
wetlands.
~owever,

generally, the Regional Plan does not alter the status

qUO

of decision maker: this remains severally with local councils in
the region.

The Plan contains some

concurrenc~

and consultation

provisions but generally, the legal instrument proposes no joint
committee of advice and no cooperative scheme of joint decision
making by say a State Government and Local Government joint body.
Whether these are feasible concepts for the area is no doubt a
matter for debate.

The concept of consultation with a j01nt

committee has, however, been embraced in the draft Sydney Regional
Environmental Plan for Sydney and Middle Harbours.
Questions of whether development consent is required for particular
projects, and the application of other environmental planning
instruments including those dealing with extractive industries and
wetlands I must leBve for another time.

If development consent is

not required under the Environmental Planning instruments that
apply to a particular piece of land,
consequences follow.
~nd

then two important

Firstly, Part V of the Environmental Planning

Assessment Act will apply to the development if some permission

or aurthority is required from or if the development is being
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carried out by a government instrumentality.

The other consequence

is that the second area of concern that I have identified, that is
the controls exercised under the Local Government Act by councils,"
bear even more importance and must be exercised having regard to
Part V of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act.
Local Government Act,

Under the

local councils when considering applications

for erection of buildings or for subdivision, relevantly must
consider questions of flooding and tidal inundation.

Furthermore,

of the numerous ordinances under the Local Government Act those
dealing with waterways include ordinances relating to ferries,
public wharves, pollution of natural water courses, noxious plants,
aquatic pests, public baths and bathing.
The third area for the legislative regime is the field of
environmental protection.

Included in this category are the

pollution statutes State Pollution Control Commission Act, Clean
Waters Act, Noise Control Act and Clean Air Act under the
administration of the State Pollution Control Commission.

Heritage

and coastal engineering practice are reflected in the Heritage Act
and Coastal Protection Act respectively.

I say no more about this

whole range of environmental protection legislation but comment on
parts of three other pieces of legislation which I feel also fall
into this category of environmental protection and which are of
particular importance for a river-centred area.
Conservation Act, the Catchment Area

Pr~tection

Under the Soil
Board is made a

form of consent authority in relation to clearing land through the
cutting down of trees within 20 metres of the bed or bank of
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prescribed rivers which include the Hawkesbury - Nepeen River
system.

Amendments to the Soil Conservation Act in late 1988

enable exemptions from this requirement either through the
Regulations or by order by the Board published in the Government
Gazette.

I understand furthermore that there is proposed new

catchment management legislation whereby the Catchment Areas
Protection Board is to be abolished in favour of permits issued by
the Soil Conservation Service directly; that there ere to be
catchment management committees and a state coordinating committee:
the aim being to provide a statutory base to total catchment
management and for coordination between government departments.
However,

I have not been able to see the draft bill.

In a similar way to the Soil Conservation Act provisions, the
Rivers and Foreshores Improvement Act makes the Department of
Public Works (for tidal waters) and the Department of Water
Resources (for non-tidal waters) a form of consent authority whose
~pproval

is required for excavation or removing soil from the bed

or bank of the river or for a distance of not more than 40 metres
from the river.

However. if other permits or rights under certain

other legislation enable the excavation or removal then the
approval under the Rivers and Foreshores Improvement Act is not
required.

In passing. it should also be mentioned that the Rivers

and Foreshores Improvement Act makes the Maritime Services Board a
.form of consent authority for works affecting navigation.
~nder

Finally,

the Water Act Part VIII applies for the purpose of

.environmental protection where other approvals under that Act are
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not required.

It constitutes the Water Corporation as a form of

consent authority for the construction or extension of works such
as embankments, levies, etc which form part of the bank or bed of a
river or lake or are within a flood plain.

An approval must not be

refused unless the work is likely to have a substantial adverse
affect on the distribution of floodwaters in the vicinity.
Finally, there is the category of RESOURCE AND PUBLIC UTILITY
legislation in which I have placed together legislation dealing
with various resources, and legislation dealing with title and
specific areas of public instrumentality interest.

Included· here

is legislation dealing with mining, forestry, navigation, waste
disposal, roads, Crown Land tenures and permissions, Water,
Fisheries, National Parks, Irrigation, public works, reclamation
and so on.
Given that each of the statutes in all the categories has a set or
sets of subordinant law in the form of regulations, rules or
ordinances, plans, and instruments, and given that each of these
pieces of legislation and regulation nominate at least one and
sometimes as many as three or four public authorities exercising
control it is possible to gain a perception of the environmental
legislation as o.ne of those Bruce Petty cartoons where the engine
is huffing and puffing but you can never quite put your finger on
where the center of the engine is located.
exaggeration.
cooperation.

This is somewhat of an

There is considerable administrative arrangement and
Some of this is discernable in the legislation
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through the composition of the committees, boards, and personnel
nominated as the relevant consent or advisory authority.

However,

I suggest that there is ample room for reducing the sheer mass of
the legislation and at the same time to provide a statutory base
for coordination and cooperative decision-making.
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REGULATIOR. LEGISLATION AND MARAGEMERT
I' •. not going to give you an encyclopedia of acts affecting
develop.ent and waterways. Tbat would be too boring and I
don't know the. all.
Instead I a. going to try to suggest the features of
successful arrange.ents for dealing with developaent and
waterways. I bave said arrange.ents because I don't tbink
there is a single best solution.
I th1nk we are all aware now tbat we need to treat rivers
and the1r catch.ents as a single syste.. Many people have
been doing tbis for decades - total catch.ent .anage.ent is
a new na.e for a not very new process.
The main thing which is needed is some .echanis. for
councils and state govern.ent agencies to .eet regularly to
monitor tbe state of a waterway and the development witbin
its catch.ent.
Why do you need both in yet another co •• ittee?
Councils tend to know local deta1l, are usually the consent
authority for develop.ent,and Councillors are closely
accountable for what bappens in tbeir local area. Tbe
potential drawbacks of Councils are the danger of
parochial is. and tbe lack of a consistent approach between
Councils.
State govern.ent authorities are .ore likely to have a broad
view and a consistent approacb but are not always so readily
accountable. SODe agencies have specialist knowledge which
is unobta1nable elsewbere.
Nowadays, of course, there are councillors and council staff
who have a broad view. Tradit10n and eXisting structures
help to pro.ote this as the Nepean-Hawkesbury JCRC and·
Catchaent Manage.ent Council show.
There are three aain .odels suggested for .anaging rivers
and their catch.ents. I'll describe tbe. and .ake .y own
co.aents on each. These co •• ents are not necessarily those
of the Departaent of Planning.
The first .odel is the joint councils and state govern.ent
agencies one. It can be called and organised by e1tbe~and
can include councillors, council officers, state agency
officers, M.P.s and co••unity representat1ves. Most work is
voluntary but perhaps the .e.bers pay for ada1n1strative
assistance or perhaps tb1s is absorbed into a .eaber
agency's budget. It can be keen and effective, or it can be
.oribund: it can be acono.ical and effiCient, or (if it does
nothing) a waste of .oney.
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~he second _odel is the catch_ent trust.
~his haa appointed
councillors and state agency _eBbers, council and state
technical advisors, a paid chair_an and secretary and
pay_ents to council _e_bers. It can be effective for a
single, bounded proble_ especially one that involves
aanage_ent of a project like engineering works.
But it is
costly.

The third model is a waterway authority. ~his is
essentially a new level of govern.ent which either replaces
or duplicates what existing levels do. It BuSt use Buch
existing legislation and expertise but with even as_all
paid staff it is expensive and, where it duplicates,
inefficient.
~here are several other things which are needed for good
_anage_ent of a waterway and catch_ent.

One is a siaple, readable guide which focuses on what
controls Bust be observed, what docuaents exist to help and
the direction further work should take. ~he Hawke~bury
lepean River alP tries to do tbis. It is a first step which
can be added to later. If we tried to know everything about
the river before bringing out a plan we would never have any
plan.
The Hawkesbury-Repean River RIP contains a set of ai_s, a
list of tbings councils and otber BuSt consider wben ,
preparing more detailed plans, and a list of things councils
BUSt consider wben dealing with development applications.
It has been said that the aims are conflicting, and of
course they are. Tbey cannot be otberwise wben they deal
witb such varied things as develop_ent and national parks,
sand extraction and water quality.
Anotber thing which is needed is serious, aware developers.
sbould be prepared to do tbeir bo_ework, propose
develop_ents which have an even chance of gaining consent,
and Bust pay for tbe proper environ_ental studies and
environaental i_pact state_ents whicb consent authorities
need to properly evaluate their proposals. We cannot bold
up develop_ent until large public planning studies have been
done, but developers BUSt still deaonstrate their case
properly.
~bey

The final things we need are co __ unity groups and
journalists wbicb will work witb otber people. People wbo
are serious and honest and level. Who listen, then put
their point of view without distorting tbe facts or otber
people's views. I aa happy to say I know a fair number of
tbese.

Peter Downes
REGIOIAL MARAGER
(BOTANY BAY)
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ESTUARY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
R.P. BRODIE, B.Sc. B.E., Program Manager. Estuary Management Program,
Coast and Rivers Branch, Public Works Department, NSW.
G.C. WILLIAMS, B.E., Inspecting Engineer, Estuary Management Program,
Coast and Rivers Branch, Public Works Department, NSW.
INTRODUCTION
The State's estuaries are a resource of value beyond calculation. To
conserve and increase this value needs constant management by those
with a good understanding of the potential effects of any proposals.
The Government's Estuary Management Program is one part of the total
management package required.
It is complimentary to the State's Total Catchment Management (TCM)
initiative.
HISTORY
Generally, estuaries are Crown Land and are administered by the Lands
Department. Many other authorities are also involved in their
management. These include Public Works which has been involved in the
construction of breakwaters and port facilities for about 150 years
and has had administrative responsibility under the Rivers and
Foreshores Improvement Act for 40 years.
Local Councils have had some powers and responsibilities in this area.
In particular they are responsible for planning of the waterways and
have been able to carry out dredging and reclamation under the Local
Government Act.
Over recent time the community'S attitude to the value of estuaries
has gone through some major changes. In the earliest days of white
settlement of this country the rivers and estuaries were considered
little more than a means of transport and a drain to carry away
stormwater, sewage and even solid garbage. Much of the early
construction was carried out with these uses in mind. This included
the construction of breakwaters on many of the rivers' entrances to
the sea and extensive river training works in the shoaled areas
immediately inside entrances.
Mangrove areas and other wetlands have been treated as ideal places to
site garbage depots, and considerable effort has been directed at
draining wetlands (previously called swamps) to increase the areas
available for farming.
In more recent times the community has come to recognise a wider range
of values for the State's estuaries and associated wetlands. In
response the Government has indicated a readiness to dedicate more
resources to the preservation of these values and enhancement of the
areas which have been degraded in the past by what is now seen as
inappropriate development. It is expected that this trend will
continue.
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The Estuary Management Program is currently target ted to delivery for
Government of restoration and conservation objectives in a climate of
balanced management where disparate demands are considered and
balanced self funding compromises are sought where appropriate in
estuary management and/or works solutions.

OBJECTIVES
There are two principal objectives of the program.
1.

To preserve the effective hydraulic operation of estuaries,
coastal lakes and associated tidal wetlands.

2.

To repair environmentally degraded coastal lakes and estuaries.

Particular issues within the program include such matters as statutory
controls over the extraction of sand and gravel, canal subdivision
management, oversight of any other development within an estuary and
integration with the Government's Total Catchment Management (TCM)
initiative.
FUNDING
In the 1989/90 financial year $8.19M was appropriated to the Minister
for Public Works for implementation of this program ($5.0M capital
plus $3.19M recurrent).
The capital allocation will be expended on estuary restoration works
in progress at Tuggerah Lakes, Lake Illawarra, Lake Macquarie and
Chipping Norton on the Georges River.
The recurrent allocation funds statutory functions, a Statewide data
collection network and specialist advisory services to Government,
councils and authorities.
The projects presently under construction are funded in a number of
different ways. It is envisaged that future projects will be funded by
initiating local councils with a 50% subsidy from the Government,
however, State funding will be subject to the ·usual fluctuations
associated with the annual funding requirements of the Government.
With the present pressures on the use of Government funds, it will be
necessary to seek opportunities for at least partial self funding from
compatible development of the waterways and adjacent land.
BACKGROUND
Program policy concerns the preservation of the effective hydraulic
operation of estuaries, coastal lakes and associated tidal wetlands;
remedial works to restore the environmental quality of the State's
most degraded estuaries, and preparation of balanced estuary
management plans via a process to be set down in a manual for
Government approval.
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The following matters are currently dealt with under the program: Provision of engineering advice in relation to the planning and
management of estuaries, coastal lakes and wetlands.
The oversight of any development, use or occupation of estuarine
or tidal wetlands that may adversely affect. or be affected by
estuary processes.
The investigation, design and construction of works necessary
for the protection, preservation, restoration or improvement of
estuaries and their wetlands.
CURRENT RESTORATION PROJECTS
(i)

Lake Illawarra

Lake Illawarra is within the areas of the Wollongong City and
Shellharbour Municipality. The lake has for many years suffered
degradation as a result of the extensive development of the lower
catchment with its associated soil erosion and stormwater runoff
problems, including industrial waste discharge.
In 1987 the Government established the Lake Illawarra Authority, with
responsibilities to carry out a program of works to improve Lake
Illawarra and its foreshores and the lakes immediate environs. These
works include:
the removal of oo~e, silt, sand, algae and weed growth;
the deepening of channels and bays to enhance tidal flushing,
water quality and access;
the construction of silt traps and nutrient filters at entry
points of streams and drains;
the landscaping of foreshores;
the provision of recreational facilities and amenities such as
beaches.
The Authority is funded through a mix of council funds, State
Government Programs and the earnings from commercial activities. The
Estuary Management Program has provided funds in an amount of $0.5
million in each of the 1988/89 and 1989/90 financial years for algae
harvesting, foreshore cleaning, silt traps, oo~e removal and formation
and landscaping of parklands.
Public Works is presently assisting the Lake Illawarra Authority to
devise a concept design for entrance improvement works. Emphasis is
being placed on a solution that incorporates aesthetic and
recreational attributes while enhancing tidal flushing of the lake and
stabilising the coastal beaches.
(ii)

Tuggerah Lakes

The Tuggerah Lakes are a system of three lakes on the Central Coast of
N.S.W. The lakes have suffered severe degradation from excessive
nutrient and sediments since the area was initially developed for
agriculture and then urban habitation.
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Extensive restoration works are being carried out by Wyong Shire
Council using a grant from the Estuary Management Program. Funds of
$1.3M have been provided over the last two financial years. The
works include ooze removal. the construction of sediment traps.
dredging and the landscaping of foreshore parks. Various mechanical
means of removing a layer of black ooze ranging in thickness from 10
to 600 mm which coats the shallow margins of the lake are being
trialled. These include the use of swamp dozers. mudcats and
excavating from within dewatered bunds. At this stage it appears the
most efficient approach will depend on water depth and ooze
thickness.
The Council is also implementing total catchment management strategies
so that the restoration works will not be negated by a continuation of
the past degrading inputs to the lake system.
(iii)

Lake Hacguarie

Lake Macquarie City Council has recently commenced work on restoration
works in a number of locations on the foreshores of Lake Macquarie. an
area to the south of Newcastle. Works include the construction of
sediment traps, erosion control and the re-construction of beach
areas.
(vi)

Chipping Norton Lake Scheme

Since 1950 an area of farmland on the Georges River, near Liverpool.
has been subjected to the extraction of topsoil and later of sand.
The devastation caused by uncontrolled extraction prompted the
Government of the day to introduce legislation to control the
extraction and to carry out necessary remedial work to transform the
area into a recreational lake with adjacent landscaped park areas.
Under the legislation, the Minister for Public Works. as the Chipping
Norton Lake Authority. has responsibility for implementing the Lake
Scheme. He is advised by a committee with representatives from
Department of Planning. Department of Lands and Public Works
Department and the three Councils involved (Banks town. Fairfield and
Liverpool City Councils).
Approximately S22M has been spent to date and a large proportion of
the development has been completed and opened to the public. The water
area is also regularly used for formal sailing activities as well as
for more casual boating and sailing.
It is interesting to note that since the Chipping Norton Lake
Authority Act the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act requires
that an environmental impact study (EIS) precede any future
extractive industry. Such an EIS must address the final use of the
extracted land. The result is that a repeat of the circumstances which
required the establishment of the Authority should not recur.
An example of the functioning of the current system is the Penrith
Lakes Scheme where it is a condition of the extraction permit that a
recreation area will be developed as extraction proceeds.
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PROGRAM OF WORKS

The Government has only recently approved the extension of the Estuary
Management Program from the above projects to a program of works
covering the whole coast. This program is now being developed in
conjunction with local government and other Government authorities,
subject to the availability of funds.
The type of works which would typically qualify for grants include
creation of sediment traps and mini-wetlands:
removal of excessive algal growth and ooze:
removal of sand from blocked entrances:
ocean entrance improvement schemes;
dredging of shoals and channels to improve circulation and tidal
ventilation, and to redirect erosive currents:
bank stabilisation including tree planting:
construction of revetments to protect river levees and stabilise
river courses:
sand nourishment to arrest foreshore erosion, improve beach amenity,
and conserve estuarine habitats:
creation of sandy beaches and steps/walkways along foreshores to
improve public access, and general recreational amenity and
environment quality:
creation of wetland areas.
It is expected that in general works which are carried out would be
in accordance with a management plan for an estuary or part of an
estuary. The Program would provide 50% subsidy for the preparation of
such estuary management plans where appropriate. There may however be
plans funded from other sources and these might include Total
Catchment Management Plans and formal planning instruments such as
Regional Environmental Plans.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The Estuary Management Program includes two facets, the restoration
and improvement of estuaries which have suffered past degradation: and
the control of future development so that such degradation does not
recur in the future.
In the immediate future a list of projects is being prepared, on a
priority basis, of restoration works which need to be carried out
under the program. It is expected that these projects will be carried
out as both Government and council funds become available. As a
result the estuaries and lakes of the State's coast will be seen to
improve in their environmental and aesthetic qualities.
At the same time, with the implementation of the appropriate controls,
the estuaries which are now under threat from the development
pressures within them, on their fore shores and indeed within the
catchments that surround them, will hopefully be enhanced as a result
of TCM and other environmentally oriented land management policies.
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Public Works will prepare a manual f·or the assistance of councils.
is envisaged that the manual will include a procedural system for
the preparation and adoption of management plans for estuaries and
will include advice on specific planning, hydraulic and often
scientific issues which need to be addressed.
It

These procedures will be complementary to those recently introduced
as part of the Government's Total Catchment Management Policy, a
policy aimed at ensuring that development within the catchment of
estuaries (and other rivers) does not lead to the degradation of those
waterways.

CONCLUSION
It is hoped that Government, through its various authorities, can work
together with the councils and the community to ensure that the
State's estuaries are left by this generation in a sustainable
condition appropriate to the future. In the final analysis it is
really the community which is the custodian of the estuaries for
future generations. It is a complex and exacting task, but one which
will be well worth the effort if our estuaries are properly managed.

REFERENCES
Lake Illawarra Authority Act, 1987
Chipping Norton Lake Authority Act, 1977
Catchment Management Act, 1990
Estuary Management Program, Estuary Restoration Works, Discussion
Paper, PWD, August 1989
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REGULATION. LEGISLATION AND MANAGEMENT

Anne clarke. Chairperson
Lake Illawarra Total Catchaent Manageaent Co. .ittee
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COMPONENTS OF NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Legislation and Regulations
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government are the framework of natural resource management.
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they reflect society's broad understanding of issues and
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assist

on

Department

of

Planning

Both the Division of Fisheries and

some

issues

but

most

expertise

on

habitat/ecology comes from outside the state government system.

Some Councils,

eg Wollongong and Shellharbour, employ a research

officer with biological expertise,
future

of

this

but

this

is

position is by no means assured.

rare

and

the

The proposed

Department of the Environment may provide a source of information
in the future.

Transaission of Inforaation

It 1s usually assumed that once
instance

as

concerned
procedures.

a

and

report,
incorporated

it

information
is

into

is

available,

able to be implemented by all
relevant

regulations

In practice, however, it is this step which 1s so
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for

and

often

Several of

neglected and where much inefficiency occurs.

the innovations established by the Lake Illawarra

TCM

are

of information

in

effect

assisting

in

the

transmission

Committee

between all parties concerned.

The Lake Illawarra
both

state

TCM Committee

and

local

brings

together
with

government

responsibility within the lake and catchment
affect
I

the

Committee
between

area
has

tiers

through

works.

The

the

traditional

highlighted
and

agencies

of

officers

either
or

a

a

of

barriers

government

direct

capacity

operation

and

of

to

our TCM
existing

most

of

its

initiatives have been aimed at making information more accessible
to

the

parties

authorities

concerned.

The

regular

gathering

of

the

involved in the TCM Committee has resulted in better

coordination of the agencies and recognition of

the

integration

of issues involved in management of natural resources.

The

identification

of

gaps

in

responsibility

or

inadequate

implementation of regulations is also more easily identified when
all the relevant parties are sitting around the table.

The main objective of our TCM Committee has been the

preparation

and implementation of a manual 'Guidelines and Specifications for
;

Urban,

Industrial

and Resort Developments'.

This document has

I

been developed in response to an identified gap
and

construction

procedures

followed

impacts

of

in

assessment

by

councils

and

other

soil

erosion

and

water

agencies,

concerning the

pollution

generated during the construction process.

It can be

said that much of the information contained in this document

'----------------------

----

was

already

available

in

some

form,

for

example,

the

Conservation Service manual 'Urban Erosion and Sediment
and

a

recently

.commission

released

entitled

Stormwater'

manual

'Pollution

(although

this

by

State

Control

document

Control'

Pollution

Manual

Soil

Control

for

Urban

was not available when we

commenced compiling our manual).

our Guidelines provide the

However,

documents

and

very

important

transition

implementation

between

these

practical

field.

It is essentially a 'how-to' book

outlining

in the

the

steps

required at each stage of development and requiring the developer
to

prepare

a

Soil

and

Water

application to Council.
for

particular

strips,

etc;

Management

It also gives

Plan as part of the

detailed

specifications

control measures such as sediment traps,

buffer

provides a recommended sequence of activities

for

clearing and construction;

and makes recommendations for ongoing

management and maintenance.

The Guidelines also assist staff who

may not be expert in matters of erosion control
readily

applicable

formula

translate the technical

by

providing

a

for all those who are attempting to

manual

into

a

practical

construction

sequence on site.

Information

from

government

authorities

provided to the developer on an individual
seeks

basis

be

informally
and

Council

formal advice as part of the development approval process.

If, however,
then

may

the developer's only contact has been with Council

there may already be a considerable investment in both time

and money in designing works,
necessary.

There

may

and substantial amendments may

also be

a simplistic perception of the

impacts of proposals, resulting in lack of consultation with
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be

appropriate departments.
where department staff

We have also noted

several

instances

are often unaware of the requirements and

responsibilities of their associates.

The Lake Illawarra TCM Committee's response to this situation has
been

to establish an informal consultative panel named the State
The Committee Secretary convenes a meeting

Liaison Panel.
the

developer

officers

for

state

to discuss informally
will

Committee

This

relevant

meet

all
on

authorities

aspects

request

of

for

this

panel

saves

the

developer

the
all
We

developments within the catchment of the lake.
that

and

both

with

council
proposal.

significant
have

found

time and money by

ensuring that the application to council conforms with applicable
legislation and regulations but it also assists both council
state

and

officers in their understanding of the implications of the

proposal and the
,

setting

of

appropriate

is

still

required

approval

written

conditions.
but

results

Formal
in

fewer

t

amendments.

TCM also provides a
incorporating

very

practical

means

of

recognising

and

community involvement in the management of natural

[

resources.

The Lake Illawarra Committee has maintained a

close

liaison with a wide range of community groups and representatives
regularly attend public meetings on Lake issues.

The

TCM

Committee

is also planning the establishment of a Land

Care group among rural land owners in one of
of

the

Lake.

A catchment

the

sub-catchments

report has identified many of the

management concerns and it is hoped that the group of some 15
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land owners will participate in an updating of this list and plan
a restoration program to deal with particular management issues.
It is envisaged that the Land Care
owners

will be expanded

program involving rural

land

throughout the catchment to include the

broad community as much as possible.

Many groups within the community are already greatly concerned at
the

continuing

degradation

of

the

environment

and

their

assistance in the identification and implementation of strategies
is invaluable.
in

raising

Education at a variety of levels will also assist

general

public

awareness

gaining support of particular
their

established

groups

of
to

the

problems and in

implement

patterns and procedures.

changes

For instance,

Lake Illawarra TCM Committee is planning seminars for

in
the

developers

and consultants in the region to explain the reasons for the soil
and water management plan.
appoint

a

person next year to assist with the implementation of

the guidelines
extensive

The TCM Committee is also planning to

and

program

in
of

particular
public

to

plan

awareness

and

implement

regarding

the

an
new

Guidelines.

Deteraining/Consent Authority

The problem of decision making for, say, the Nepean-Hawkesbury is
compounded by the number
government

authorities

of

state

involved.

and,

in

particular,

local

The easiest solution is the

establishment of one waterway authority, presupposing, of course,
that funding is available to cover administration
works.

and

undertake

One Authority would simplify one side of the problem.
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The

complexity

of

issues

and the number of agencies providing

information will still remain and so procedures for
of that information
the

number

What is simplified is

must still be clear.

of people receiving it.

opportunity for familiarity

with

transmission

Accordingly,

the

issues

there is more

as

well

as

the

interaction
and effects of the environmental components.
,
The

establishment

of

a

single

waterway

advantages but it is most unlikely that a

authority
single

has

body

many

will

be

established as the determining authority for the waterway and the
whole catchment, simply because of its sheer size and complexity.
An ideal first step may be the vesting of the bed of the waterway
in

the

new

Illawarra,

Authority

as

has

been

done with the bed of Lake

although this may be complicated by situations

where

private property extends to the centre thread of the stream.

It

is important though that the responsibility for management not be
restricted to the absolute

area

of

land

controlled.

It

is

suggested that an input to management issues within the catchment
I

be

an

integral

part

of

the

system and if necess.ary that the

requirement for this consultation/ coordination/co-operation

be

I

formalised.
I

Various

state

agencies

will

still

have

responsibilities

to

administer their legislation, and provide expertise in particular
fields.

The

traditional

method

of

seeking

comment

on

a

,

Development

Application

following

its

results in delays and many amendments.
may

be

the

answer

and

perhaps

formally required.
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submission
An

informal

to

Council

discussion

early co-ordination should be

Hanage.ent Ethic
The theme of this short paper is management and it has
to

identify

some

of

the

problems likely to be encountered in

management of our waterways.
think

in

terms

liabilities,

of

boundaries

most
of

government

brings

together,

groups
of

great

value

staff

responsibilities and

a system which encourages a blinkered and
The

view

However,

clear

perspective.

dependence

attempted

narrowed

of TCM as a concept is that it

requires

acceptance

of

the

inter-

management strategies and the legitimacy of other

points.

In

so

doing

rCM

exemplifies

the

collective

responsibility we all share.

An

increase

in
Nor

management.
regulations

legislation
is

we,

ethic

dealing

legitimacy

management

not necessarily achieve good
just

a

and partial responsibilities.

of these,
in

will

of

the whole community,
with our

each

management by default is

collection

must develop

and

not good enough.
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laws,

Over and above all

natural resources,

contribution

of

a

management

recognising the

acknowledging

that

.~'
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INTRODUCTION
The effective collection, treatment and disposal of humall
waste has been a puzzle and a challenge to humans siner time
began.
What is being discussed here is the developmrnt (,f
the BIOCYCLE system.
This system is commonly describ~d ns
an AERATED WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEM or AWTS.
The ~ystrm
wns first approved for us~ in N.S.W. in Novemb"r, 191\5, :1"d
since then over 1000 units have been installed in N.S.V.
TilE SYSTEM
----------

The BIOCYCLE system works on the activated sludge prillcipl"
followrd by clarification by means of settling, and thp
tert i a ry treatm~nt by m~ans of ch lorina t i.on.
TI,,· I: r('a I r·d
effluent is then irrigated to, (and ideal for), gard"" (If
landscaped areas.
The system, to achieve this result, is
divided into four (4) chambers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A RECEIVING CHAMBER or SEPTIC/ANAEROBIC
AN AERATION CHAMBER
CLARIFICATION CHAMBER
IRRIGATION CHAMBER.

CHLORINATION takes place between chambers J and 4.
From chamber 3, (clarification), both a sludge return and
skimmer return operate on a continual basiS, returning n"y
settled or floating material back to the receiving chamb(·r,
(1).
This allows for a cleaner final effluent, and a
reduction in the nitrogen (nitrate NOJ) of up to 50%.
The system has been designed to handle the flow of a d(ltn"st:/c
household with a safety factor of up to 50%.
Each unit
incorporates an inbuilt monitoring/warning system i" ens(' or
malfunction.
All units are backed by full manufacturers'
warranties.
THE COMPANY
----------Since gaining our first approval, the Company now markets
a range of' four (4) models in N.S.W.
Apart from thi~, the
Company deSigns and manufactures commercial units ror mol(·ls.
restaurants, clubs, etc.
The largest unit in operation Is
for a caravan park, with an equivalent popuLation of 1.2(lO
_ -P(' rsons.

BIOCYCLE PTY. L TO.
5l;A OLD nAnnENJUEY nOAD, AVALUtl 2 "'/
P.D sox 346. AVALON 2107
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B io c Y c 1 I' P t y • Limited now mar k e t H It s' p r (\ due t !I on 11 N., I I" n.1 I
basis. (with the exception of Victoria), and thp.
acceptance has been unanimous.
All states nre subsldinrlrs nr
the "Pllrrnt" Company, not agent's for, or using r,hr C"mpnIlY
name.
The acceptance of the system has been univer's'nl.B·iocyC'i-p
and its' produc,ts now enjoy international SUCCP.HS.
T'h.,
Company operates in Ireland and the United K'ingdom.lIH WI'JJ
now in the United States of America.

a"

THE FUTURE
---------The future of Biocycle and its' systems is excellent,.
TIll'
Company is Involved in a range of activiticH;
the mowl
important being that of RESEARCH.
Togethrr with th" 1Jn!v p r"lty
of Sydney, the AWTS are being studied from an p.nvironmpnlnl
aspect;
in conjunction with this, both sPpt Ic tank/HilP
absorption and main sewer treatmrnt processp.s nrp. bp.ing
Investigated.
The research has been e;xpanded due to the vnHt
interest expressed by AuthoriticH.
The continued growth and development of Bioc.ycle Pty. Li,,"
is crrtainly assured.

I

"II

*************************************************.*****************
**********
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· ESTU1=lRY CONSTRLICTJ ON

BRIEF HISTORY:
Estuary Constructions Pty. !..imited havE carri~d

waterfront constr'Jction
for many years. Origina~ly operating as Pert Hacking ~Iarine, mcst;y in th~
~0uthern Reg~on. business wa~ expanded try S.ycl'ey ~M'bc'l'" apd trp Pi~.t\"ai;ar
areas in the early 1980$.
In 1988 Mike Nichol s, now basec Oil Da,lger ~sl and. ret:"-(le,; from :i ,T.orochs
cruising to take over the blJsine,;~ which has now e:q)and€.o ;nt(·,:~,e
Hawkesbury Rive.', Brisbane Water, Tuggel"ah Lakes and €.'/~::: ;'5 ,=;,0· I'cnr. .)s
Port Stephens as well ~s op~rat~ng extensively th r uugn0ut nit~w~t0~.
(.ut

PHILOSOPHY;
The Company's philosl)phy is te lJuild #aterfrcnt st~·:.i,:t.r:·I:s ;I"~":' j",'
technica1:y sound - the ~yst~ln h(ls be~n cesigned by :t'·I;~~lI'-,=.l ::.ng 1.'2<'(:
wi th many years expe\'·j encc on the \'Iaterf~()nt . w~i c h c r" ~nv i ~ ',r.. :';;1\ (,.1' ; 'i
plE:.:ls·ing .. The st.ructures dl'~ lC·11 profiie tc) reduc~ '/~~'.J~' I:r::>.llio)n ild :I'''c
normally painted Mission Brown or Fore5L Greer: try b~t"c1 int.~· !),,~ bd;~rc'r·,j.
r~CHNICAL;

tstuary Con~truction~ Jetty design is b3SCC on r.1o<!ule~ '.. 5;;'~ 2~·'1~·" rH'. ~";d
driven at least 2 metres into b~aring or 0.6 metres intc 1·0~k, PierS 3re
filled ;';ith reinforced concrete with 10C x lOGlTIm he-tl·j5tct~~. r.,·:\~'~':.J;:;:' -:I~': ~';
are concreted into piers Sea.rers dre 200 t. 7Srrvil. Dec..kin.: i ~c ,~~~~f;'!.~. !:,!-,
hardwood is to appropriate $tr@s~ gnd.,.l\ll b,.1ts arc n,:': '~lrr'eC;e;.o'j:1i;i:':
in accordance with AS1650·1981
the CQmpany ·is the excl\!sive agent fur ~ld:i:lf~r PUIlLUl.'r,s.,,;: "~.,, ...f:J.;r'."·e .,
compl~tt: range ha~ed an ~_6 x 2.4 metre lOod:..les. Again, the 7,:,,'.\..'.1;:,; ;',5·;,:
been de$igned to str~r.t engineering standal Js \~it!'l s~a'lr ~:;·P.I~=;(~·~ ~(1ri
platfQ!';11 loadings f'!xCI!t!diflg the

st~'ldard requirmer,tL

POLICY:
E-;tuary

cNi:plete servic.f.

Con5tructiol1~

pro'lice

'i

fr~lm obi ~q~~: ~r, !.,.",~ .,~ ~s

inspections. ap;:.l ications and submis5ions tc a'~ Ge . . p.\"nlt~nt[;"Lo3!·t·~"'r.: ':,
COlincil Approvals etc .• in:haiing pn!pantion of E::gini!£~'i!'c;: C"·'::';~(19C:· rn
fact clients are relieved of all pr0ble~5 lssoclated with 1~e1r w3'er~r·'~~
requi rements from enqui ry t·J cc.mp 1et i un of buil ji n~1.
Enquiries tQ Mik~ Nichcls
Estu&ry Constructions Pty. Limited 92 Riverview '\Ii<"lue Cang31"

Phone &Fax (02) 45, 1254

Mobile (018) 242 155

if Unanswered (02) 970 615S
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DXSINFECTION AND CLARIFICATION
OF ~ED SEWAGE FOR RBUSE
USING MEMBRANE FILTRATION

PRESENTED BY:

AUTHOR I

ROBERT WALE
MEMTEC LIMITED

INTRODUCTION
The reuse of treated sewage serves as a valuable means of
recyclinq water and nutrients. This recycling conserves a
valuable natural resource. However, the recycl.ing of sewage
should not put public health at risk.
A stuc;iy WAS undertaken by XEKTEC Limited to establish the
feasibility of disinfecting treated sewage effluent using a
microfiltration system. The study was carried out at a
Water Board plant at Round Corner. The results of the study
showed greater than 99.99' removal of indicator bacteria
(total colifor.m and faecal streptococci) and naturally
occurring wastewater viruses. The significance of the study
is that no chemicals are added to the effluent to achieve
this result. Harmful trihalomethanes and residual chlorine
are not present.
Disinfection techniques developed for potable water
applications have been adopted for sewage effluents.
Disinfection techniques include chlorination, chlorine
dioxide, ozone, ultraviolet irradiation and maturation
ponds. Chlorination is the most cOJlllllODly used technique for
the disinfection of sewaqe. However, serious questions have
been raised as to the effectiveness of this technique to
remove or destroy viruses and also the generation of harmful
by-products. _
The impact of chlorinated sewage on fish communities has
been widely documented. Studies have shown that the
discharge of chlorinated secondarY treated sewage to streams
led to severe degradation of fish communities (Paller et aI,
1988) •

The hazards of chlorinated sewage may be attributed to the
presence of chlorine and the carcinoqenic/mutagenic
hlp-products formed during chlorination. The by-products are
halogenated organics which include chloroform and
trihalomethanes <THM's). The formation of the by-products
occur in the presence of organic substances.
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The fODDation of these compounds has been well doc...-.ated
and is of great concern to health authorities. The organic
nature of sewage enables the for.mation of these
orqanohalogen compounds. Studies have conclusively shown
the formation of
compounds occurring in sewage
chlorination (Cooper at a1, 1983~ Cooper, R.C. 1977; Chow et
a1, 1979).

th.....

Chlorine dioxide has been shown to be a more efficient
bactericide and viricide than chlorine however chlorinated
by-products are also formed. The toxicity of chlorine
dioxide to marine species has been studied (Wilde, et al,
1983) and it was found that chlorine dioxide was
substantially more toxic than chlorine.
The use of ozone is a recent development in the disinfection
of wastewater. Ozone is an extremely toxic gas and is
highly toxic to marine 11fe. Toxic by-products such as
formaldehyde can be formed during ozonation.
Ultraviolet irradiation is used extensively in the United
States to disinfect sewage. The efficlen~ and
effectiveness of this technique heavily relies on the
quality of the. effluent to be treated.
Increased suspended solids and turbidity levels reduce the
biocidal efficiency as uv transmission is decreased and
bacteria and viruses are protected by particulate matter.
Reactivation of organisms such as total and faecal coliforrns
after UV irradiation has been observed and reported (Zukovs,
et a1, 1986). Some common compounds in sewage have been
shown to form by-products Which exhibit mutagenic activity
when irradiated by UV light (Suzuki et al, 1982).
Maturation ponds are used in Australia as a means of
disinfecting treated effluents. Their effectiveness is
limited and the ponds are prone to algal growth.
consequently the pond effluents may contain high
concentrations of suspended solids and may exert Significant
in-stream oxygen demands (Simmons, 1988).
An extensive report reviewing the current disinfection
processes (Thomas and Dillon, 1989) found that none of the
currently available techniques, not including membrane
microfiltration, provided the optimum solution for all
disinfection problems. Membrane microfiltration is a
mechanical disinfection technique which does not rely on
chemicals to disinfect. Therefore no chemical residual is
imparted to the wastewater using membrane microfiltration.

A membrane microfiltration system utilising a patented
gas-backwash system was trialled at a tertiary treatment
plant (Kolega et al., 1989). The aim of the trial was to
assess the disinfection and clarification ability of the
membrane system.
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This backwash is automatically controlled by a PLC
(programmable logic controller). Gas at high pressure is
injected into the centre of the hollow fibres and bursts
through the membranes, removing the foulants which have
accumulated on the membrane. The membrane used in these,
systems are hollow fibre polypropylene membranes with a mean
pore size of 0.2 micron.
Crossflow microfiltration incorporating this gas backwashing
technique is an energy efficient system. Unlike
ultrafiltration, this system requires low shear rates as the
membrane is primarily kept clean by the gas backwash. The
high porosity of the membrane (70% porosity) also allows
operation at very low pressures (typically less than
100kPa) •
METHOD

The study was conducted at a sewage treatment plant which
provided screening, grit removal, extended aeration,
secondary sedimentation, sand filtration and chlorination.
The micro filtration unit tested was manufactured by Memtec
Limited. Effluent from the secondary sedimentation stage
was processed'by the microfiltration unit. Flow, pressure
and turbidity monitoring was available on the
microfiltration unit.
Samples were collected regularly over a 6 month period and
tested for microbioloqical and chemical quality. Virus
testing was carried out by the Virology department of the
Institute of Clinical Pathology and Medical Research
(ICPMR) •
RESQLTS
TABLE 1.

Indlcator Bacteria and Virus Testing Results

Total coliforms
Organisms/100ml

Filtrate

<1

Enterovirus
TCrO SO
No virus

<1

Isolated
Chemical Testing Results

TABLE 2.

Feed
Filtrate

Faecal Strep.
Organisms/10Oml

<

TURBIDITY

BOD
mgtl

NTU

1 - 18

6

1 - 7

-

TOTAL PHOSPHORUS
mg/l
2.5 - 9.4

37

0.6 - 2
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1.8 - 7.9

DISCUSSION
The results show the membrane microfiltration system was very
effective in removing naturally occurring wastewater
viruses. This result is consistent with the observations
that there exists an association between colloidal matter
and animal viruses. This has been shown for secondary
effluents (Gerba and Stagg, 1979; Block, 1983>,
Indicator bacteria were removed to levels well below those
recommended for the reuse of sewage. Faecal Streptococci
and total coliform densities were actually found to be 0 per
lOOml in the filtrate samples.
The excellent virus and indicator bacteria removal by the
membrane microfiltration system can be attributed to the
gas-backwash. Membrane systems not using this unique
gas-backwash technique are prone to bacterial grow-through.
This bacterial grow-through can occur in a matter of hours
after which the system will have to be sanitized. The
concentration of nutrients on the surface of the membrane
enable the bacteria to thrive on the sur~ace and multiply.
The chemical result. sho~._that the microfiltration system
removed all the suspended solids and improved the BOD,
turbidity and phosphorus levels in the effluent. Phosphorus
removal can be attributed to the removal of all bacteria
which have taken up phosphorus during the digestion process
and particles containing phosphorus.
The microfiltration system investigated showed extremely
effective filtration and disinfection of sewage. The
efficiency of the bacterial and virus removal provides
protection for persons who may come into contact with the
receiving waters. The level of protection provided will be
superior to other disinfection technologies.
The chemical and aesthetic quality of the sewage is
significantly improved with total removal of solids and
significant reductions in turbidity and BOD. The
microfiltration process does not impart a disinfectant
residual to the treated effluent.
Disinfectant residual and toxic carcinogenic by-products are
not formed using this disinfection technique. The
effiCiency of the microfiltration system to disinfect is not
affected by the strength of the sewage.
The membrane microfiltration system investigated appears to
be the only effective and safe disinfection process for
sewage effluents. This system offers both clarification and
disinfection far superior to any other disinfection
technique currently available.
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The benefits of the membrane disinfection technique enables
the reuse of the effluents into more applications. One of
these may be the discharge of disinfected effluents into
reservoirs set aside for drinking water.
CONCLUSION
The study has shown that the membrane microfiltration system
is effective in removing all indicator bacteria (total
coli forms , faecal streptococci) and naturally occurring
waste water viruses (enteroviruses) from an activated sludge
secondary effluent. The system was capable of achieving
this due to its unique gas-backwashing technique.
This membrane microfiltration system has the advantage of
combining clarification and disinfection which produced an
effluent of high quality. No chemicals are used to achieve
this disinfection therefore eliminating chemical residuals
and the presence of harmful chemical by-products. The
absence of viruses and indicator bacteria offers protec~ion
to the public who may come into contact with the effluent.
The level of protection provided will be ~uperior to other
disinfection technologies.
REFERENCES
Block, J.e. (1983), Viruses in Environmental Waters, In:
Viral Pollution of the Environment. Ed. Berg G. CRe
Press Inc. pp 117-145.
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Engineering ~rocesses of ~ ASC~ Spec. Conference, San
Francisco. California, July 9-11, 1979. Published by
ASCE, N..
Cooper, R. L., (1977). Health Considerations in che Use of
Tertiary Effluents, Journal 21 the Environmental
Engineering Division, 121, No.1, Feb 1977, pp 37-47.
Cooper, W. J., Villate, J. T., Oh, E.M., Slifker, R.A.,
Parsons, F.Z., Graves, G.A. <1986}. Formation of
organohalogen compounds in chlorinate<!. secondary
wastewater effluent, Water Chlorination; ~istrYJ
EnvironIllental Impact iWl! Health Effects, ·proceedinqs of
the Fifth Conference 1986.
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mE HAWKESBURY RIVER ENVIRONMENT PROTECfION SOOETY (THREPS) Inc.
This Society was formed in 1987 in response to the increasing pressure of inappropriate
development and exploitation that will result in the continued degradation of the Hawkesbury
River and its environs. The aims of the Society are: (1) to ensure the protection and restoration of
the natural assets of the Hawkesbury River; (2) to identify and publicise past damage and present
and future threats to the Hawkesbury River environment; (3) to provide a forum for public
discussion and education in matters relating to the Hawkesbury River environment, drawing on
local and external knowledge and expertise; and (4) to provide a forum for formulation and
advocacy of recommendation to all levels of government on all aspects of regulation relating to the
quality of the Hawkesbury River environment.
The Society's membership reflects a variety of interests: local residents, weekenders, tourists and
other visitors, those who use the river for recreational purposes, those who derive a livelihood in
the area, and Sydney residents concerned about the future of the Hawkesbury.
We believe that the Hawkesbury River system is one of our greatest national assets. The scenic
quality of the river, its Aboriginal heritage and historical cultural associations combine to make it
an outstanding resource that needs to be protected and conserved. We are concerned that the rapid
growth of nearby Sydney is threatening to overwhelm the Hawkesbury. Its waters are becoming
polluted, its natural vegetation destroyed and its peaceful environment shattered by an increasing
number of inappropriate developments.
The Society organizes a number of talks and discussions each year on issues relating to the
Hawkesbury river environment. Experts on the National Estate, on landscape assessment, on
wetlands and other natural vegetation, river geomorphology, fisheries, water. quality and bush
regeneration have given the local public some very interesting and informative talks; all have been
followed by lively discussion of the issues involved.
While our main focus is on the middle and lower Hawkesbury, we are concerned also with issues
that affect the entire river system. Much of our time over the past two years has involved
responding to a number of development and environmental plans that have been proposed for
various parts of the river system. Major submissions have been prepared on the Draft
Hawkesbury-Nepean Regional Environment Plan, on the Brooklyn Waterway Planning Study and
McKell Park and Environs Planning Study, and on the Wisemans Ferrv Planning Study. In all of
these we have provided constructive comment and have endeavoured to offer alternative ideas and
suggestions to plans that appeared likely to degrade the quality of the Hawkesbury River
environment. Other submissions have been forwarded on the Brooklyn to Asauith Precinct Study,
the LEP on the Brooklyn Old Dairy Site, and on development applications involving drainage of
wetlands on Mangrove Creek, and developments of floodplain and floodway land at Leets Vale.
Rezoning of land at Wisemans Ferry and at Gunderman for large resorts on flood-prone land were
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also opposed. Comprehensive submissions were sent to Hornsby Shire Council and to the
Commission of Inquiry that was set up to consider the construction of A Tourist Resort and Marina
at Kangaroo Point . Brooklyn. The Society objected to this proposal on the grounds of:, destruction
of the scenic quality of the area, the excessive size of the marina, the negative impact such a
development would have on the local commercial and recreational fisheries, on water quality, and
on the traditional character of Brooklyn. Moreover, the Society believes that large-scale resorts and
marinas proposed for the river should not be considered in isolation - the cumulative effects of
such developments should be taken into consideration - they will lead to the destruction of the
very amenity that people come to the Hawkesbury to admire and enjoy.
The reputation of the Society for advancing carefu\1y thought-out, wel1-documented and

constructive proposals for the future of the river has led to invitations to address groups such as
MSB training courses, fishing clubs and other community organizations. Requests for summaries
of various planning documents have also been received from other societies and local councils,
which have helped to inform the wider public of development proposals.
Our newsletter Riverwatch is published several times a year, to keep members and the wider
public informed on what is happening along the river, and the concerns and activities of the
Society. A series of press releases have also provided valuable publicity. THREPS has about 120
members, many of whom live in the Hawkesbury ValIey, but others live in Sydney, the country
and even interstate. The Society has established a network of contacts with groups and individuals
who share our concern for the future of the Hawkesbury. For further information contact THREPS
at their address: c/- Spencer Village Store, SPENCER NSW 2255.
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The 'eHK' factor and water.

CHK Engineering pty Ltd., has been active in supplying the
Australian Water Industry with measuring and monitoring equipment
for some years. With increasing interest being shown in all
aspects of water in Australia, CHK Engineering have increased the
range and sophistication of instruments sold and serviced.

Laborato:r:y;

There is a consistent demand for laboratory type instruments
such as pH meters, conductivity meters, specific ion meters and
all the associated electrodes and cells. Temperature measurement
either for automatic temperature compensation of pH meters as
well as exclusively for temperature measurement as such, is also
of major interest.

Handheld;

Developments in the electronics industry with miniaturization
being applied to scientific equipment heralded a new phase in
CHK Engineering Pty Ltd.'s development. Stable miniaturized
circuitry enabled the manufacture of compact instruments of low
cost, these being highly suitable for field use by the
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professional as well as being suitable for small industry both
industrial and agricultural. Hobbyists in small fields, once
limited to litmus paper and the like, can now buy inexpensive
instruments sometimes superior to laboratory instruments used
twenty to thirty years ago.

Mgltiparameter Field Monitoring:

A recent development has been the introduction of the Hydrolab
range of multiparameter Water Quality Monitoring Instruments for
use by professionals in the field. Suitable for measuring
parameters such as Temperature, pH, Conductivity, Dissolved
Oxygen, Salinity, ORP <Oxidation Reduction Potential) and Depth.
Monitoring either 'on line' or 'off line' can be achieved, the
latter being suitable for remote waters or where the instrument
is vulnerable to vandalism. Ruggedness and reliability of

operation are features of the Hydrolab range.

Outputs from the Hydrolab range can be displayed visually when
surveying or profiling, stored in a data logger for dumping later
to a computer. Input can be directly to a laptop computer or a
number of outputs can be directed to a multiplexer device which
inputs to a computer. Transmission by landline, radio network or
making use of a satellite link are all possibilities.
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Process Monitoring Deyelopments;

Recent environmental regulations applied in Europe have
necessitated developments in instrumentation which are currently
or shortly to be made available in Australia by CHK Engineering
pty Ltd. The range and usefulness of the Lange Nitrate Process
Monitor originally developed for monitoring nitrate in potable
water has been extended to monitor nitrate within the sewerage
treatment process. Prefiltration enables monitoring of effluent
and also aeration control of the activation tank.

A Phosphate Process Monitor for sewerage treatment plants will
shortly be released to the international market followed by an
Ammonia Process Monitor towards the end of 1990.

Toxicity Testing;

Highly innovative, yet based on a phenomenon which has been known
and studied for 20 years, the Lange LUMIStox System utilizes
light emitting or luminescent bacteria as the living organism to
measure toxicity of water. It does not define toxicity in terms
of chemical constituents but provides, unlike the vertebrate
'Fish Test', a much more convenient and measureable assessment of
the effect of toxicity on the metabolism of a living organism.
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Monitoring the effect of toxic materials on the light output of
the bacteria and detecting it with a photomultiplier,. enables the
establishment of an EC50 value where there has been a 50%
reduction in light outpu.t.

Applications are possible in all situations where wa.ter, waste
water or soil has to be tested. Sewerage during. treatment,- sludge
being used as landfill, herbicide contaminated waters,
contaminated soil, industria'l waste, pure chemicals and mixtures
are all possible areas of application for LUMIStox.

CHK Engineering Pty Ltd in keeping up with modern trends and
making new equipment available to the Autralian Water Industry
is helping to improve and ma-intain the environment for the
future.
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ROLE OF THE PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT

1!!
COAST AHD RIVERS MANAGEMENT

Since it was formed in 1859, the Public Works Department has been
involved in the management of the State's estuaries.

Initially, this

involved the construction of works such as ports and training walls to
facilitate coastal trade.

Gradually this role broadened to encompass

provision of facilities for the commercial fishing industry, flood
mitigation works, and more recently a major role in planning,
investigating, designing and constructing maritime facilities for
small craft in NSW.

The construction responsibilities of the Department require an
understanding of the physical behaviour of the State's estuaries.

The

Department has, therefore, gained considerable experience in the
fields of estuarine hydraulics and sediment transport, and is
recognised throughout Australia and internationally.

The Public Works Department administers the Coast and Rivers
Management Program which involves responsibilities in four distinct
areas, all of which are funded by the State Government.

Statutory Functions - the Department has major responsibilities
in the control of estuary development through three primary
statutes; the Rivers and Foreshores Improvement Act (RFI Act),
the Coastal Protection Act and the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act (EPA Act).
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Under the RFI Act first introduced in 1947, any works involving
excavation in the bed of an estuary, or within 40 m of its banks,
require PWD approval.

The Coastal Protection Act was introduced in 1979 essentially to
ensure that coastal and estuarine engineering considerations are
taken into account in making development decisions.

Under the

Act, Councils are encouraged to obtain technical advice from the
PWD for those development proposals that appear to be in an area
where they would affect or be affected by coastal and estuary
processes.

The EPA Act, introduced in 1979, did not specifically target
estuaries or overtly involve the PWD, however the subsequent
directions, planning policies, regulations under the Act, and the
EIS process, require the Department's estuarine advice.

Data Collection - the Department has been involved in estuarine
data collection for more than 100 years.

This is carried out by

specialised personnel equipped with modern instrumentation and
facilities.

Technical Advice - the Department provides specialist technical
advice on estuary behaviour, and the potential impact of
development and land management proposals on estuarine processes,
to a wide range of clients.

These include the State Government,

Councils, other authorities, interstate agencies, the courts,
engineering consultants, local cOll1lllunity groups and developers.
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Works Programs - the Department currently administers several
works programs which have an impact on estuaries:-

- County Towns Water Supply and Sewerage Program
- Fishing Ports Program
- Floodplain Management Program
- Waterways Program
- Estuary Management Program
- Coastline Hazard Program
- Mini Port Development
- Marina Development
- Boat Launching Ramps
- Waterway Improvements
- Public Wharves.

The Estuary Management Program is a recent Government initiative to
provide subsidy funds on a 50:50 basis with Councils or other
organisations.

Funds are applied to the undertaking of restoration

works to repair estuarine systems that have been managed by past
activities which failed to recognise the delicate balance of processes
operating in our fragile estuaries.
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Telephone: (02) 5467855

AERATION & ALLIED TECHNOLOGY PTY. LTD. (AAT)
COMPANY BACKGROUND AND CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUE
AAT is a small private company which has been in operation for almost
seven years.
The Co-Directors, Robert Shaw and Ray Anderson, are both Chemical
Engineers with a combined experience of thirty five years in the .waste
water industry.
The company has sustained a steady but cautious growth and including
distributors and their staff employs 15-20 personnel plus numerous
specialised subcontractors.
The annual turnover including distributors is in excess of $2 million.
AAT has developed its own version of the intermittent extended aeration
process and has approximately ninety plants installed or under
construction Australia wide and in New Guinea.

AAT has also installed

numerous industrial waste water treatment plants.

The sewage and

industrial plant sizes vary from 20 EP - 10,000 EP (organic load).
AAT owns its own office and factory complex at Carlton where it carries
out all its own design and manufacturing operations.

The fabrication

and assembly section employs:
- fitters
- turners
- boilermakers and labourers.
AAT also has its own electrical section where it designs and
manufactures its own switchboards.
AAT has interstate distributors (established four years) who are
engineers with experience in the waste water treatment industry.
The distributors are responsible for sales, seek approvals and organise
all site work (civil, fitting and electrical work).
Under agreement AAT design (generally standardised) and manufacture

Aeration & Allied Technology Pty. Ltd.
' - - - - Suppliers of treatment plants for Industrial & Domestic wastewater. - - - - - - - - - /
Oxygen transfer specialists.
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Telephone: (02) 5467855

A

T
the mechanical and electrical components.
AAT is the central buying facility for the distributors for maximisation
of discounts.
AAT designs all of its own systems.
The company has three patents. one for its aeration device. one for
its decant mechanism and the other for improved conversion of septic
tanks and holding wells to secondary treatment.
The "Sinkair" aerator is simple. reliable. robust and is described
in the brochure attached.
The decant mechanism has much lower weir loading rates and can be
supplied for less than half the cost of the PWD systems.

It is also

described in the brochure attached.
AAT uses standardised shallow concrete structures with reusable moulds
which reduces the civil costs significantly.
AAT has a two tank approach instead of a single tank approach to the
I.E.A. process (pioneered in NSW by the PWD) which produces a better
settling sludge. enables higher organic loadings. and improved
effluent quality.

The modular construction technique is sometimes

criticised but even the Sydney Water Board plants rarely use tanks
in excess of 1 megalitre capacity.

For example a 25.000 EP Water Board

module has five separate tanks. serving different functions but all
are about 1 megalitre in capacity.

Hence. economies of scale should

be looked at closely for plants larger than 4.000 to 5.000 EP.

Aeration & Allied Technology Pty. Ltd.
' - - - - Suppliers of treatment plants for Industrial & Domestic wastewater. - - - - - - - - - - '
Oxvaen transfer soecialists.
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V~AT

1S HAWKAIC?

HAWKAID is the research and development company which operates
as the industrial arm of the University of Western Sydney - Hawkesbury. It is a
private independent consulting company. able to make use of the university's
racilities and staff to do work for governments. industry and individual
consultancies.
The company was established in 1980 and offers a range of professional
short courses and advisory and contract R&D services in food technology.
agriculture. horticulture and environmental sciences.

HAWKAID's offices are situated on the Hawkesbury campus of the
University of Western Sydney. which comprises some 1400 hectares alongside
the town of Richmond. 66km from the Great City of Sydney. An excellent
place to study with the city. recreational areas. mountains. and Australia's
early historic settlements all within easy reach.
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- Consultino
.., end R .1 0
(1) Product development and evaluation , co nsumer
surveys fo r new
foodpro ductsand
packaging.
(2) Pilot sc ale production investigations
for food and dairy
industry.
(3) Developm ent of
quality assurance
programs.
(4) Professional services in environmental health - occupational health and
safety, pollution control, environmental management, environmental impact statements, and implementation of OH&S policies.
(5) Product evaluation of herbicides, insec ticides, fungicides, growth regulators.
(6) Animal health and animal nutrition - R&D services evaluating the
performance and residues of feeds,
food additives and veterinary drugs.
(7) Horticultural R&D services in crop
protection, cultural methods, plant
variety testing, new crops and postharvest tecniques.
(8) Consulting services
in pest
management, pesticide registration,
experimental design and production
management.
(9) Analytical laboratory - carry out
chemical, physical and microbiological testing of feedstuffs, animal
tissues, water and soil, pharmaceuticals, etc.
(10) Development and management of
professional training courses for the
...
food and rural industries.
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A PICTORIAL OVERVIEW OF TRAINING COURSES AND R&D SERVICES

Many diverse and short courses ore
conducted on campus or can be arranged
to take place overseas. To illustrate the range
of courses presented by HAWKAID. examples
are listed from food sciences. agriculture.
business and land studies.

'"

"<I

Membrane Technology
Spray Drying Technology
Food Formulations
Spray Drying Non-Speck Colours
Low Cost Nutrient Removal from
Effluent Systems
Dairy Products Technology
Fish Processing
Animal Nutrition
Homcultural Production & Management
Processed Meat Products
Intensive Animal Production Trials

Canning Technology
Smallgoods Processing
Seafood Quality Control
Foreman in the Food Plant
Product Development
Waste Services Management
Pesticides Management
Soil Conservation & Land Management
Beekeeping
Auctioneers/Stock and Station Agents Course
Real Estate Management
Irrigation

ADVANTAGES Or USING HAWKAID
Depending upon your porticula(J1eeds ond.
c ircumstances . HAWKAID. with its close
association with the University of Western
Sydney - Hawkesbury. could be of advantage
to you with:
(1) Expen opinions

An independent opinion or impartial
approach ,

PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION

RESOURCES
, Our resources inclu.de University staff both academic
and technical, extensive laboratory facilities 'and
equipment. computer and resource centre facilities ,
food pilot plant. dairy processing equipment,
glasshouse and controlled environment rooms , as
well as large areas available for outdoor trialling
purposes,

Inquiries for research and development and
short course assistance will be handled as
follows:
Details of the inquiry will be discussed and
a guide will be given as to What services
can be offered,
TIme and cost of project will be defined
and an agreed budgetfixed to a particular
stage, A further budget may be set.

(2) Knowleage
(3)

(.: )

Access to intemational knowledge,
TIme
Facilities are readily available, Minimal
gearing up time ,

•

The above discussions are provided free unless
there are any extraordinary items such as
travel involved,

Co~

ReduCed company outlay, No need for
cornponyto investln.dedicated perspnnel
or eqbipment.
,.
(5) Fla(0)

The company will co-ordinate the overall
project and provide administrative
services,

CONFIDeNTIALITY

IIm\'

.' integrated-,service - HIoMAID
JailcUy
'

All work undertaken by HAWKAID is strict1y
confidentiar.'C hargesarejn accord with those
laid downbyappropriate professional bodies.

will Pftwide and manage the rescurces
o~nnel fortheproject, co-ordlnate
fielOond laboratory. coUate and present
~

(b)- tiaQse the reSOloEes from H~ID
c.-_fliD
,r .nage ~peject yourself:. ~~

LOCAL AND OVERSEAS COURSES
We can ~hge for shork:ourses and special
courses ~d for 01"& Of more peopl&"for
periods_ng from otfe!ii., days to six moftJtIs
or more~'lhe 10ngel courses can. be
con~ere in AtII!bIio or overseas; for
exampl& we have already run four coarses
each ot about two months duration in
Singapore and Indonesia. In Australia we have
conducted courses for ASEAN students and a
number of specially tailored courses for small
groups - in conjunction with World Food and
Agricultural Organisation and Common·
wealth Secretariat,

(6)

applying to the iiwestment level of
companies.
(7) Technology introduction
Companies from overseas can carry out
preliminary investigations and testings
before making commitments in Australia.

TELEPHONE: (045) 70

'A::~

I ... ",:>

has these resources
at your disposal
•
•
•
•

some 150 academic and
technical staff
Extensive laboratory facilities
and equipment
Computer and resource centre
facilities
Large well-equipped Food and
Dairy Pilot Plant

INQUIRIES TO:
EXECUTIVE OFFICER
John H. Milne

(045) 70 1242
PROJECTS MANAGERS
Warren J. Kissell

(045) 70 1201
David Taylor

CLIENTS
are companies and bodies
both In Australia and
overseas such as ...
Food Be Agricultural
Organisation of the
United Nations
Arthur Yates Be Co. Pty. Ltd.
Bums Philp Be Company
Limited.
Rural Chemical Industries
Pty. Ltd.
ASEAN Food Handling
Bureau
Uncle Bens of Australia
James Barnes Pty. Ltd.
... along with a host of
Individuals and small
business.

(045) 70 1459
SECRETARY
Alison Frost

(045) 70 1455
CONFERENCE/ ACCOMMODATION
Co-ordinator - Kay Henry

(045) 70 1202
ADDRESS
University of
Western Sydney - Hawkesbury
Bourke $treet,
Richmond N.S.W. 2753

POSTAL ADDRESS
P.O. Box 415 .
Richmond, N.S.W. 2753 Australia
FAX: Country Code 61
No. (045) 78 3979
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THE llEPEAN-HAWKESBURY RIVER CATCHMENT:
THE WATER BOARD'S ROLE

The future of the Nepean-Hawkesbury River's catchment will be predominantly
determined by two demands, urban development and recreation. The river's
catchment is expected to absorb the majority of Sydney's future growth, and
.
the river is already heavily utilised for recreation and destined to be the
focus of increased regional recreational pressure.
The issues facing the Nepean-Hawkesbury River system are typical of many
river systems which have been subjected to extensive urban or agricultural
development, and which are facing further pressures to support
intensification of use.
The Water Board's activities in the catchment encompass two key aspects:i)

Role in River Management. Of the government agencies, the water Board
has the dominant role regarding river flows in non-flood periods and a
significant role, albeit not the only one, in riverine water quality.
These roles arise from the Board having a number of major operational
works on the catchment and almost total control of the headwaters,
including -

•
•
•
*

•

five major storage dams
(Avon, Nepean, Cordeaux, Cataract, Warragamba).
six minor Blue Mountains storage dams.
one water treatment works at North Richmond.
nine compensation weirs, downstream of the Nepean River
storages.
23 sewage treatment plants.
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The Board also utilises the river system for the transfer of bulk
water from the Shoalhaven Basin to the Sydney and South Coast supply
systems.
ii)

Impacts of Operational Activities. The Board's management affects the
river system through the need to manage the water cycle. The impacts
of this management are -

•

sewage effluent discharges, contributing nutrients and bacteria
but supplying dry weather flows to the river.

However, present

discharges do not meet contemporary community expectations.

•

water storage, affecting dry weather river flows but offering the
opportunity to make releases for instream needs.

•

urban drainage, and the consequent litter, chemical and
biological impacts.

Effluent discharge to the river is generally regarded as high quality
although it contains significant nutrients which promote algal growths and
weeds.

The Board has commenced a nutrient control program to remove

ammonia, phosphorous and nitrogen and it routinely surveys effluent quality
and receiving water quality both as an integral part of licence
requirements and to contribute to an understanding of the complex factors
affecting water quality.
The Board is keenly aware of water quality issues in the Nepean Hawkesbury
system and has undertaken initiatives to address these. These include soil
conservation works, river salinity studies and the Blue Mountains Effluent
Strategy which aims to achieve a substantial improvement in stream water
quality. The Board is also taking over septic tank pump out
responsibilities to maintain the amenity of adjacent National Parks, local
streams and stored water quality.
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f

immediate requirement, in which the Water Board will be playing. a'. key
role, is to assess· the· present environmental quality of the river' so as to
identify the strategic areas to be targeted to improve quality and to
provide a basis for effective monitoring of catchment management
performance under this and other programs. Consequently· it. 1s; recommended
that -

An

•

comprehensive. short. and' long term monitoring and' modelling work be
implemented in the' catchment.

•

long term catchment management s:tudjies and r.esearch be commissioned.

•

additional short term operational. initiativ:es be investigated and
implemented where appropriate e.g. inspection programs, stored water
releases, nutrient removal works, sewer surcharge· controls etc.

•

increased education and. awareness. programs be· implemented for staff,
the public and school children.

•

strategic administrative and legislative reviews and initiatives be
undertaken through existing mechanisms. where possible and under the
auspices of the Catchment Management State Coordinadng Committee. and
the Water Resources Council.

The successful development and ongoing maintenance· of an effective Total
Catchment Management plan will require a commitment· to, a comprehensive
water quality/quantity monitoring and eva~uation program, and the·
development of interactive modelling techniques.
The overall objective for such a plan should be. to maintain the quality of
water in the Nepean-Hawkesbury River at recreational standard by adoption
of total catchment management principles, control and treatment of urban
stormwater and operation of storages. as well. as further. upgrading of sewage
effluent standards.
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